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The five-masted schooner John B. Preswas launched from the yard of H. M.
Bean, Cauiden, at 11.55 Jan. 12th in the pres-

5,000 to 10,000 people. From
the Camden Herald we take the following
particulars of the biggest schooner iu the
world.
Her dimensions are as follows:
Length of keel 282 feet, depth 21 and 11-12
feet at shoalest place, width 44 and 4 12 feet,
length of deck from taffrail to forward side
bow chock >20 feet, length over all from
jigger boom to end of jibboom 410 feet. The
live masts arc of Oregon pine and are 112
feet 6 ti-12 inches in length, topmasts 56 feet
long, making the full height of her masts 168
1-2 feet. The jigger boom is 77 feet long.
ence

of

Obituary.

Camden, Me., Jan. 12tl».

at

cott

from

Net

tonnage, 2,240 tons, with a carrying capacity of from 4,200 to 4,800 tons of coal. The
vessel will be used in the coal trade exclu-

sively.
The frame is of white oak and

was

cut in

Virginia by C. W. Bisbee of Camden. The
ceiling ami planking are hard pine. There

Miss

Anna P.

Richardson

passed away

suddenly at her home in East Knox,
Jan. 5th, aged about 75 years. She had been
very

health for several years, but her
due to la grippe, followed by heart
failure.
She was the oldest daughter of
Timothy and Polly Richardson of Knox, and
the last of a large family. In early life she
learned the tailor’s trade in Belfast, and
later went to Boston, where she worked at
her trade for several years. While in Boston she became a member of the Universalist church. She also belonged to a temperance lodge and was an ardent worker in the
cause.
She was always ready to give a
helping hand iu any work for the good of
humanity. The last 15 years of her life was
spent in her native town, living with her
sister-in-law, Mrs. E. P. Richardson. A
kind and obliging friend and neighbor, she
was “Aunt Annie” to all the children and
young people iu the neighborhood, and will
in

poor

death

be

was

sadly missed by

all.

She

great
younger days, but owing
are four houses oil deck; forward house conto failing eyesight could read but little of
taining engine room and apartments for late, yet up to the day of her passing
away
crew; midship house for the cook; after
she took an active interest in all general inhouse, containing cabin and apartments for formation. She was
kindly cared for iu her
captain and mates, and wheel house to pro- last illness by her sister-in-law. Besides
tect tlie man at the wheel.
The cabin is
the sister with whom she lived, she leaves
finished in fine style and has every conven- one
nephew, Mr. Willis Richardson of
ience. The woods used iu the finish are ash,
Knox, one niece, Miss Althea Richardson,
mahogany, cypress and sycamore. Furnish- of Lowell, Mass., and a large circle of friends
ings for the cabin are in keeping with every- to mourn their loss. The relatives wish to
thing about the vessel, and are iu the best extend thanks to all friends and neighbors
of style.
Morse
Co. of Bangor furnished
for kindness shown them in their trouble.
wood for the cabin, and Curtis it Spear of
“Only waiting till the reapers
Have the last sheaf gathered home,
Camden the furniture.
For the summer time hath faded
The vessel has two decks and a poopAnd the autumn winds are come;
deck running to within one berth of the for- I
ward hatch.
This deck is for protection j Quickly reaper; gather quickly
The last ripe hours of my heart,
from seas and is made very strong, laid with
white pine four inches square furnished by For the bloom of life is withered,
And I hasten to depart.”
the Stearns Lumber Co. of Bangor.
The
steam engine is 20-horse power ami will do
all the hoisting of sails, anchors, etc. The “Only waiting till the shadows
Are a little longer grown,
vessel will a iso be heated by steam.
A
Dean wrecking pump is connected with the Only waiting till the glimmer
Of the day’s last beam is flown ;
machinery. The Hyde Windlass Co. of When from
out the folded darkness,
Bath furnished the engine, windlass, radiaHoly deathless stars shall rise
tors and steerer. J. B. Gifford & Co. of Fall
By whose light my soul shall gladly
River furnished the sails, Albert Windorn &
Wing its passage to the skies.”
Co. of Boston the rigging, and H. Pigeon &
Sons of Boston the masts.
Her anchors
were made, in Camden at W. G.
Alden’s
Capt. Emery F. Williams died Jan. 8th at
anchor factory, and weigh 6,000 pounds each. his home in
Islesboro, aged 70 years and (»
The chains, which are ISO fathoms in length
months.
While he had been in poor health
and 2 and 5-16 inches in size, came from the
Carr Chain Co. of Troy, N. Y. The oakum for some time he did not take to his bed unused for calking was made iu Camden, comtil a few weeks before his death.
He was a
ing from the oakum mill of H. L AUlen. son of
Thomas A. and Lydia Williams, and
The blocks, casting, etc., were furnished by
Ivnowlton Bros, of Camden. The sheaves in early life followed the sea. On retiring
were furnished by the Duplex Roller Bushhe built a small sloop, the Edith, which he
ing Co. of Camden. These sheaves are con- ran as a
packet for a number of years besidered the finest made and are used by the
United States on all its vessels. The plumb- tween Islesboro and Bnlfa^t. A few years
ing and furnishings were done by Joseph
ago he sold the Edith and turned his attenBowers and the hardware supplied by J. C.
tion to boat building.
He was a tine
Curtis. The cost <>f the \essel is about $83,000.
workman, and the yawl-boats and row-boats
John J. Yvardwell, who has long been Mr.
he turned out were the finest of their class.
Bean’s light.liaud man and who is a thorough
He was thorough in all he did; outspoken,
mechanic, was the master builder and
with the courage of his convictions; kindalso the designer of the vessel. The men in
charge of tlie different departments were: hearted, a good neighbor and a true friend.
Master joiner, H. C. Small; master blackIn politics lie was a Republican first, last
smith, Geo. D. Sides: master painter, John
and all the time.
He took an active interA. McKay; master caulker, H. G. Buchanan; spar maker, James Moore.
The small est in Masonry and was a charter member
boats were built and the carving done by H. of Island
He is mourned by his
Lodge.
M Prince. All of these men are well known
wife, Charlotte A., two daughters, Mrs. Jas.
Camden mechaircs. J. W Creamer of WalB. Williams of Islesboro and Mrs. Henry
doboro was boss fastener: r. W. Deiosc.be of
Bath rigger, and K. B. Doughty of Yarmouth
Rose of Denny, N. H., two sons, (diaries E.
did the ail/, work.
and George F. of Islesbore, and one brother,
The commander of the Prescott is Capt.
John G. Crowley of Taunton, Mass, man- Capt. Thomas R. Williams of Islesboro.
E»>v many years Capt. Williams had been
aging owner of tin* four-masted schooners
Sagamore, Ml. Hope and Henry W. Cramp, tiie Islesboro
correspondent of The Journal
the t wo latter built in Camden.
Calvin Elami in past years was a frequent caller at
well of North port is first officer, J. Bliss
Dong ui Camden, formerly steward on the the office, while representatives of the paper
B. & B. S. Co. steamers, is steward, and
had often visited him in his pleasant home
Frank Skinner of Dockland engineer.
H. M. Bean of Camden, the builder of this at Crow Cove. His cheery greeting and firm
monster craft, is id years of age, and the
hand grasp will he missed here, as in his
Prescott is the hist vessel which he, has
neighborhood, ami a wide circle of friends
built in that time.
He hegau shipbuilding
42 years ago at Searsport, the first vessel
which he built being the little schooner
Guiding Star, named after a Good Templar

lodge

Searsport.
From Searsport lie went to Belfast, and St.
George, building vessels in both places and
finally, in 1S74, locating in Camden, where
he has since been. The largest vessel which
he built previous to the Prescott was the
Henry VV. Cramp. One of his largest vessels was the schooner King Philip, which is
thought by some to have gone down with
at

the ill-fated steamer Portland in the great
November storm of 181*8.
Mr. Bean
is of the firm opinion that
sooner or later there must be a revival of
the shipbuilding industry along the New
England coast, and he gives as his reasons
that wooden vessels will be needed in the
Cuban, coasting and coal carrying trade.
“It is a fact," said he, “proven by years of
experience, that barges towed by steam cannot carry coal for a cent less than 70 cents a
ton. The business can be carried on by the
large sailing vessels at a greater profit.”
Already the timber is being landed in the
Bean > ard for another large vessel, the keel
for which was laid within a few hours after
the John B. Prescott was launched. The
new craft will be built for Capt. Clarence
Birdsall of Toms River, N. J., and will be a
duplicate of the schooner J. Holmes Birdsall, built by Mr. Bean for Capt. Birdsall’s
brother. She will he of 1400 tons and have
a coal carryiug capacity of 2250 tons.
Four

■
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BELFAST,

Years

in Hell.

was a

reader iu her

will extend sympathy to the bereaved. The
funeral exercises, which were conducted by
Rev. Ge urge E. Tufts at his late residence,
were

largely attended.

The Masonic frater-

nity were present in a body, accompanied
the body to the cemetery and conducted
services at the grave.

Capt. Emery M. Billings of Deer Isle,
the barge Virginia, was drowned at

mate of

Nantasket Nov. 27th. He was born in Deer
Isle Jan. 1808. He left a wife, a little boy of
two years, a father, two brothers aud three
sisters, two of whom reside in Belfast, Mrs.
H. E. McDonald and Mrs. W. G. Preston.
The sea had been his home nearly all his
life. Beginning as cook he rose to the command of a schooner of his own, the J. B.
Stinson. During the winter season his vessel was hauled up at Deer Isle aud he had
been mate of the Virginia only four weeks
when lie lost his life. He was an enterprising young man aud had many friends who
regret his early death. He was a member
of the I. O. G. T. at his home and was its
chief templar. His body was not recovered,

although a brother went to the scene of the
disaster and with others searched diligently
for it.

A

Chicago Preacher, in designing thus
Speaks to his Pastorate.
Rev. Thomas Bragg
Chicago, Jan. 12.
Gregory, pastor of the Universalist Church
of the Redeemer, created a sensation this
week by a speech which he made after voluntarily resigning the pastorate. He said :
“It was the happiest day of my life when
I stood up for the lirst time in the pulpit of
this church as its pastor. But it is a merciful thing that God, while He leads us with
one hand, holds the other over our eyes.
I
have not been as successful as I hoped to be,
because I have not had a fair chance. A
pastor must have the sympathy of liis people to be successful, and I have never had
your
“I

sympathy.

was

a

here than I felt that I
I have been in hell nearly
have permitted a little clan
of pessimist growlers to keep me in the lowest depths of purgatory.
For even a fie.a
can make it. very unpleasant, for a giant, and
was

no sooner

stranger.
You

four years.

little souls

can

turn

a

pastor’s paradise

into

If it had not been for
pandemonium.
their incessant browbeating and complaints
the church would have been filled with wora

William Edwin Cooper died very suddenat his residence in East Machias Monday
afternoon at 3.15 o’clock of a severe attack of
the grip. He was taken Saturday evening
and was about the house all day Sunday.
Mr. Cooper was born in Whitefield, Me.,
May 9, 1832, and moved to East Machias in
1878, where he has been engaged in stave
manufacturing under the firm name of T.
W. Cooper. & Co. until his brother’s death

ly

years ago, and has since carried on the
business himself. Mr. Cooper was a firm
Universalist, was a member of Warren
Lodge No. 2, F. & A. M. and a charter member of Warren It. A. Chapter No. 53 of East
Machias; was selectman of the town and
representative to the legislature. He leaves
three
brothers, Mr. Leonard Cooper, of
Cooper & Co., Belfast, and two brothers engaged in business in Newport.
two

shippers.

“I know it would have been so, for 1
know my powers.
But when one has pins
stuck into him and burrs thrown down his
hack constantly, how can lie preach or work ?
When a pastor has a dirty little committee
of remonstrance sent after him every week
how can he think or act? Even when I
played an innocent game of euchre, at one
of the most respectable clubs, with the trustees and their wives and daughters, they
could not rest a single day without sending
a petty, picayune committee after me, requesting me not to play cards. How could
a pastor preach and work and build
up a
cliurcb when enduring four years of such
treatment?”

Mr. Gregory concluded his remarks with
impassioned appeal to the church to profit
its experience with him, and to treat its
next pastor with greater humanity and
Christian consideration.
He was
heard
amid a deathlike stillness, but when he finished received a round of applause. 1 Utica
Globe.
an

by

Mr. Gregory was pastor of the Universalist church, Belfast, 1883-5, and went from
here to Biddeford, thence to a pastorate in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, and later to Chicago.
His wife is a Belfast woman.

Sarah, widow of the late Benjamin A.
Curtis, died at her home in Monroe, Jan.
11th, aged 74 years and 8 months. Mrs. Curtis was boru in the town of Troy, Me., in
1824, and was married to Mr. Curtis in Bradley, Me., in 1846. She was the mother of
eight children, and only two survive her—
Mrs.

Mercella

Newcomb

and

Mrs.

Josie

Braley, who both reside in Monroe. Mrs.
Curtis early in life joined the Free Baptist
church and was always an exemplary Christian. She was a kind neighbor and her life
was a living example of goodness and kindness.
She was a kind mother, who wrought
by word and example to inculcate those
noble virtues in her children, and after a
long and peaceful life closed her earthly
work.
The funeral was attended by her
two surviving children, Rev. John S. Blair
officiating.
Died in Thorndike Jan. 11th, Mrs. Isaac
a respected citizen ofThorndike

Littlefield,

for many years, aged 82 years. For a number of years she had been afflicted by rheumatism, which seriously disabled her, and of
late bad been almost helpless. Her death
was
quite sudden ard unexpected. The
funeral was from the residence of her son,
Noah Littlefield, where she had made her
home of late, on Friday Jan. 13th, Rev. F. S.

Legislative Jottings.
Augusta, Jan. 16, 1899. The appropriation for the Eastern Maine Insane Hospital,
.*5225,000, will undoubtedly pass at an early
date.
The feeling in the House is that the bill to
the salaries of the Justices of the
Supreme Court will need very able management to get it through.
increase

Dolliff officiating.
Mahala Wyman died at her home in
Rockland, Jan. 13th, at the age of 67 years
and 8 months. She was born in Belmont,
but her parents lived several years at the
Head of the Tide, Belfast. She married
James Wyman of Waldoboro, who survives
her, but is an inmate of the Insane Asylum
Mrs.

Pres. Harris of U. M. comes down every
few days and looks around. He will have
us all sized up before he says how much he
wants for his agricultural University. If he
keeps his ear on the State House awhile he

Augusta. She leaves four sisters, Mrs.
Caroline Cobbett of Belfast, Mrs. Margaret
Crockett of Bangor, Mrs. Sarah Bray of
Waldoboro and Miss Julia Greer of Boston ;
and one brother, Albert Greer of Chelsea,
Mass. She was a member of the Methodist
church of Rockland and the pastor, Rev. F.
T. White, officiated at the funeral, which
was held
Monday afternoon. The burial
will he at the Head of the Tide.
in

will
in

bill has been introduced providing that
State maintain all large bridges
That
wouldn’t be bad for Belfast.
A

This is a week for junkets. The State
Prison committee aud University of Maine
committee have theirs, and the whole Legislature will unite in an excursion to the

Newton, Monday and
sisters, Charlotte and

grounds of the Eastern Maine Insane Hospital at Bangor. It is said that all those opposed to the same will he temporarily confined there while the rest return to Augusta
and put the bill through.

Wiggin died Dec. 28, 1898, at his
his home in Lewiston, Idaho, aged about
68. He leaves a wife, one daughter and
Mr. Lot

A resolve appropriating $2,000 for the
Children’s Aid Society, and accompanied by
numerous petitions, has been introduced and
referred to the committee on Financial Affairs, who will give a hearing on Thursday,
Jan. 2bth. All seem friendly, and the most
conservative make no objection to aiding
the Children’s Home when they know anything of its work.

three sons. The deceased was a son of the
late Nathaniel Wiggin of Brooks* of whose
family of ten children but one is now living,
Mrs. Charles Hobart of The Dalles, Oregon.
Lot Wiggin resided in Belfast several years
when a young man and will be pleasantly
remembered by many friends in Waldo

County.
Winterport Jan.

Louise

13th,
Myra, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Ham,
aged three years. The child was sick but a
few days previous to her death. Mr. and
Mrs. Ham have the sympathy of their many

friends in their bereavement. The funeral
was
from the West Winterport meeting
house Sunday Jan. 15th at 1 p. m., Rev.
Frank S. Dolliff of Jackson officiating.

j

News has been received of the death in
D. ('., Jan. 18th, at the home
of her son, Is. B. Millikeu at 1,548 New

Jersey Avenue, N. W., of Mrs. Lucy Page
Millikeu, a native of Searsmont and mother
of the late Congressman Millikeu.
Another
son, Frank Milliken, is a resident of Washington, D. C. The funeral took place Sunday from her late residence.

at

Worthiugt'm died of pneuBucksport, Saturday night, at the

L.

advanced age of 88 years. He was a native
of Rockland, but had lived in Bucksport for
the past 15 years.
In his early life Mr.
Worthington followed the sea and also
worked as a lime burner in the kilns of
Rockland.
News was received at Frankfort last week
of the death of Frank Rowe.
He was living
in New Hampshire and had been in failing
health several years
He leaves a widow
and an aged mother, Mrs Sarah Rowe, who
have the sympathy of the entire community.

Mr.

Dingley

Dead.

Washington, Jan. 13. Hon. Nelson
Dingley of Maine, leader of the Republican
side on the floor of the House of Representative and representing the Second Congressional district of Maine in that body, died
here tonight of heart failure resulting from
extreme weakness due to pneumonia.
He was unconscious during most of the
day and death came quietly without consciousness being regained.
There were
present at the time Mrs. Dingley, Miss
Edith Dingley, Messrs. E. N. and A. H.
Dingley, sous of the deceased, Mrs. James
G. Hooe, an intimate friend of the family,
Dr. Deale, one of the physicians who has
been attending him, and two nurses. To
within a few hours before his death the

1

j

j
i

family firmly believed, as they have throughhis illness, that Mr. Dingley would reand it was only when it became apparent that he was dying that they gathered

out

cover

at his

bedside.

Washington, Jan. l(i. A state funeral,
almost majestic in its impressiveness, was
given the late Representative Nelson
Dingley at noon to-day in the house of
Representatives where he has so long been
such a commanding figure. The President,
his cabinet, distinguished members of the
diplomatic corps, members of the Supreme

members of the House
court, senators,
and distinguished meu in military and civil
life were ranged about his bier on the floor
of the hall while the galleries, to which
admission could he obtained only by card,
were occupied by the families of those who
sat upon the floor and other prominent personages invited to be present. Some of them,
including a delegation from the New York
Chamber of Commerce, had come from a
distance to pay their last tribute of respect
to the desd statesman.
Let us lio to Bangor

in

1900.

G. Rich of Bangor, member of the
Maine Press association, is circulating a
petition which will ask that the annual
meeting of that famous organization for 1900
be held in this city. This meeting of the association will be of unusual interest as it
will open a new century of life for the orF.

ganization.

The Maine Press association is commonly
believed to be possessed of a hoodo, which
follows its career with snowstorms of great
fury. It has been noticed for many years
that at each annual meeting there has been
a terrific storm.
However that may be, Bangor will extend
so warm a welcome to the members of the
association that storms and tempests will not
avail; it is hoped that the petition will work
the desired effect and there doesn’t seem to
be any good reason why it will not. [Bangor Commercial.

Capt. II.

Monday, on

Judicial

Angier Jacobs and wife went to Kingheld
to visit Mrs. J.’s mother, who is
sick.

Saturday

Mr. and

port

bury.
Arthur B. Merrill and wife <>f Hudson,
Mass., returned Monday from a visit in

Winterport.
Mrs.
Belfast
her

vs. Chas
F. Besaccount; with acrit in set-off
tiled. Law on report. Brown, Jr., for plaintiff. McLiellan for defendant.
A motion for new trial has been filed in
Flanders vs. Grant, tried the (ith day of the
term, with verdict for defendant.
Mary E. Bray vs. Frank St. Clair; action
for wages; verdict lor plaintiff, ©bo. Brown
for plaintiff, H. D. McLellan for defendant.
Ephraim Johnson vs. Samuel G. Norton;
action to recover for damages for alleged
illegal arrest by a deputy sheriff. Judgment

Rev. Edward Cunningham of [slip, N. Y.,
in town last week.
He came to bring
the remains of his father, Warren Chandler
was

Cunningham.
Capt.

for

Wadsworth,

who

was

confined
was able
is

grad-

Mrs. L. L. Hubbard is visiting* her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. V. Miller. Mr and
Mrs. Hubbard recently moved from Waterville to Brunswick.

plaintiff $10. Thompson for plaintiff.
Johnson for defendant.
Joseph C. Townsend vs. E. F. Townsend
and wagon; action to recover for storing a

Atwood Gilley of Lincolnville arrived here
steamer Sunday afternoon from Roxb iry,
Mass., where he has an engagement as a
member of the Pythian Band and Hobbs’
Orchestra.

by

$271,

Johnson

Ansel

the house six weeks by the grip,
to ride into the city Monday.
He
ually gaining.

to

for

petitioner

father, Jacob G. Cook, Esq

Mrs. Towle.

on

wagon.

of Boston came to
attend the funeral »>f

Mitchell

week to

Rev. J. M. ami Mrs. Leighton left Mon
day morning forfcNew Market, N. H., to attend the funeral of Mrs. Leighton’s sister

Elbano I. Gowen et al.

for

last

Boston.

ants.

the

Annie

Representative M. C. Hill was confined to
his bouse a few days the past week by 11ness, but returned to Augusta Tuesday.
Mrs. Jerome Brown, who has been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jordan W.
Coombs, returned last week to 1 er home in

a new

ou

visit in Massachu-

Mrs. W. FI. Maffit and daughter of Bic ksare visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Wood-

Court.

Downes

judgment

a

setts.

trial has been filed in
and Simpson, tried the
3d day of the term with verdict for defend-

wagon;

Mrs. Hazael McKeen arrived Lome

by Sunday’s boat from

the property attached. This case is
No. 1 on the docket and has been pending
siucetbe January term, 1879—20 years. Duuton for plaintiff.
Williamson for defendant.
Frank W. Kelley vs. Henry M. Hurd;
action on a mortgage; judgment for plaintiff,
$270.80. Bowden for plaintiff.

and for lien

Mass.

Mrs. S. L. Hanscom of Thomaston returned home last Thursday from a visit in Belfast.

against

sey, action

Lowell,

Ross Sanborn arrived home last Thursday
from Bangor, for a short visit.

Belfast Savings Bank vs. W. K. Lancy;
action on a note. The defendant’s estate
was settled in insolvency and he has since
died. Plaintiff files a motion for judgment

for

Boston

Jones E. Davis of Boston is visiting liis
father and sisters in this city.

CIVIL DOCKET.

vs.

to

Mrs. Helen A. Carter returned to Belfast
last week from

JUDGE WH1TEHOUSE PRESIDING.

Mil liken

went

Mrs. P. C. Peirce has gone to New York to
visit Mrs. J. W. Dougan.

ed over by the committee.
Counsel Heath
admitted that a strict observance of technicalities would unseat Staples, but there if
the plain intention of the voters was considered he would keep his seat.
Counsel
Seiders argued on the legal, statutory side
of the question, and quoted the court decisions to show the illegality of the stickers
as used.
The arguments were closed at
11 15 p. m. and the committee will later
render its decision. There is likely to be
two reports, leaving the house to fight out
the matter.

Supreme

Patterson
business.

F.

Miss Louise Bicknell visited relatives in
Rockland last week.

The house committee on elections in the
Maine legislature devoted Thursday afternoon and evening to the contested seat in
the Eliot-Kittery district. It was the first
committee hearing of the session and aroused
much interest, as special stress is laid upon
it by the opponents of the Australian ballot. Francis Keefe tries to unseat Thomas
F. Staples on the ground of the illegal use of
stickers. The returns gave Staples two
plurality. Numerous witnesses were examined on both sides and the ballots were look-

for

plaintiff.

Drs.

Charles E. George vs. Aaron B. Snow:
action fm wages; verdict lor plaintiff for
$35 54. J. R. Dunton for plaintiff. Brown
for defendant.
Clinton G. Ferguson vs. Chas. O. Peavey;

W.

Freeman of

L. West of Belfast, and V K
Rockland returned last Thurs-

day from Augusta, where they attended the
meeting of the Maine Veterinary
Medical Association.
annual

McFaul of Machias is a genial gentleman,
whose jokes would deceive the very elect.
H. M. Bean of Camden began s'mj
mid!
One day last week he took a new member action on a mortgage: judgment as o f rnort42 years ago and lias built ol vessels.
iug
gage, $322 80. Dunton for Plaintiff. Thump I
into his confidence thus: “I was down stairs
The five-masted schooner John B. Prescott,
I son for defendant.
just now and saw a big express wagon back
launched from his yard Jan. 12tli, is the
Judsou
and Porter Cottrell, appellants
up for a load and on investigation 1 found
largest schooner in the world.
from the decree of the Judge of Probate, vs.
j
that the State is paying for all the garden
The friends of Miss Fannie Clark, win.
Amelia J. Cottrell, was entered at this term
seeds used iu Keunebec county.” “But,”
lived in Camden for some years. are pained
but no further action taken.
mne t
to hear of the loss which h o
lei in
continued Mac, ‘*1 looked out for my secthe death of her mother, Mrs. Lmnan
;.rk
tiou and got my seeds while they were goDIVORCES.
who died at Monroe, Tiles hr.. Juu.h ! after
To which the
The following divorces were decreed
ing. Have you got yours .’
Camden ll •;ai !.
long ami painful illness,
victim replied iu the negative.
John O. Black, Searsmont, vs. Annie M.
“Well,
Mr
and Mrs. Geo. A t»i :mby, M
and
then,” said Mac, “You ought to go right ; Black, do.
Mrs. F. I. Wilson, Messrs
L. II M
h, o.
down now before they are gone, and he
Mary E Bray, Waldo, vs. Ansel M. Bray, J. Dickey and (J. A. Pi'.skuiy went i> Auquick about it, too.” A little later the mem- do.
tgusta yesterday to attend the anna i.
ber returned from the lower regions with a
Edna L. Curtis, Frankfort, vs. Frank L.
c.
ing of the Maine Press A-.but
said
dazed
expression,
slightly
nothing Curtis, do.
about garden seeds.
At a. recent meeting i?: B< s* »>: id Abigail
Alberta Page, Prospect, vs. Geo. E. Page, !
Adams Chapter, Daughters <>f tlie Am
-an
Massachusetts.
News
and
Augusta
Gossip.
m >o-.
a
Er/.a Reynolds, Burnham, from Edward J
Revolution, Miss I, ui.aReynolds; custody of child, Nathan E tr paper on Deborah Samps ; ti.e ib :rant;.
A caucus of the 2-1 democratic members of
Heroine of the Revolut .-m"
A s'm-psis
the legislature was held at the close of the
father; other children to mother.
session Jan. 11th Hou. Samuel L. Lord of
the paper from the Boston Tran-* \\ :•* pu bCRIMINAL DOCKET.
Saco was unanimously chosen candidate for
The criminal docket was taken up Thurs- lished on b 1 page.
U. S. senator against Senator Hale.
Mr. Hill of Belfast lias presented the follow
day, and the following cases di posed of
W
mm
E. St. John of p -rtlaud, w!,.
Herbert, Flagg, appellaut from Belfast Monday to install the othe rs
ing petitions: Petition of Stephen Clark and
the !:• -.1
on
the
of
47 others
claim
Cyrenus B. Downs ; Police Court; sentence below (81 and
omrade ,n
costs) Men, met while imre an obi
petition of Mathias A. Culluau and others for
affirmed.
increase of pension.
arms, City Marshal Win. If Sanborn.
Tiny
iu
the
Fred A. Stevens, indicted at September were privates in Co. E, jbth Maine InfaiMry
Representative Hill has presented
House the following petitions relating to the
term for assault in biting off the ear of Aaron and had not met before since leaving the
salaries of Waldo County officials: Petition
B. Snow; the injured party acknowledged servil e
of W. P. Thompson and 10 other members of
thirty-two years ago
the Waldo county bar in relation to the sal- satisfaction, and the defendant was disAt the annual meeting of the Bed well
ary of the register of probate for Waldo
ci larged.
Water Power Co., J. W. Harmon was e'e
county. Petition of W. P. Thompson and 11
The men indicted for stealing a horse
other members of the Waldo county bar in
ed age ft, and holds the same
thee tn the
from
A. W. Pullen of Palermo, were arrelation to the salary of the judge of probate
Union Land Co., that bought of the lb-dwell
for the county of Waldo. Bill an act to fix the
raigned and two, Mardeuand Young, pleadsalaries of the judge aud register of probate ed
company so much of its real estate as was
guilty. Dighton Knox pleaded not guilty.
for the county of Waldo.
Petition of memMi
nut connected with the water p w r.
B. P. Hall was appointed foreman of the
bers of Waldo county bar for increase of
! larnn motives at < )ld T- >v- n. 1
vas
salary of justices of the supreme judicial jury. The evidence showed that the indicta weli known resident or this count
court.
ed parties stole a horse from Mr. Pullen in ly
Mrs. B. B. Grant, who was visiting hei
and traded it away. The
From all appearances there will be much September last,
las
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Truss*opposition to the passage of the new game horse and men were found in a place known
as
Yorktowu
in
China, a rendezvous for week, received a U tter Friday from w bus.
laws as proposed by the fish and game commissioners.
Sportsmen in Augusta and horse traders and others. Verdict guilty. hand, who is in Washington with the Mu
vicinity are preparing to vigorously protest The respondents were each sentenced to
Massachusetts volunteers. Corpora Gram
months in jail.
the adoption of the law relative to the taxThe trial of the Grants for stealing the
writes that the Regiment does n->r know
Many of the guides in the
ing of hunters.
money of Albert Harvey in Belfast Dec. 8th,
northern game regions are against
the
whether it will be sent- to the Philippines, oi
occupied the Court Friday and Saturday.
measure. It is understood that Gov. Powers
or be kept at horn*
has hinted that the commissioners will not The case was reported in The Journal of Cuba,
Dec. 15th. No new features were brought
be given as much money this year as last.
Away up near the right hand cornel -u
The governor Jan. 11th announced the J out. The evidence wras put in Friday. Mr. the house sit three venerable Sob ns. all
Knowltou argued for the defense all the
committees of th<; executive council. The
in a bunch.
They are Messrs. M- Fnddeii
committees are as follows:
On warrants, j forenoon Saturday, and Mr. Bowden for the of Dresden, Harmon of Machiasp -rt and
the
followed
SatState,
by
Judge’s charge.
Dawson of Monroe
Hill,
Hill, Blunt and Powers; accounts
Tney are by no m* ans
urday afternoon. The jury took the case at in their senility. They are full of vigor ami
Gordon and Mayo; state prison and pardons,
Gordon, Bird, and Cook; election returns, •’> o’clock and at G o’clock returned a verdict frisky as young colts. All three have white
locks, although McFadden has only one
Gordon, Blunt and Hill taxatiou and ex- of not guilty against Bertha Grant, the
and of guilty against Abtather and lock
left, and all three are continually conpenditures, Cook, Mayo and Blunt; public daughter,
lands and buildings, Bird, Powers and Hill; Nellie Grant, the parents. The latter were ferring with each other as though hatching
sentenced
to
five
months
in
state beneficiaries and pensions, Mayo, Cook
jail.
up some bald-headed scheme
Augusta
John F. Thomas, Morrill,
indicted at Cor. Portland Ex [ ess.
and Gordon; reform school,.Cook, Mayo and
Bird; insane hospital, Bird, Powers and April term, 189G,for violating tin* game laws
At a meeting of the M tine Veterinary
Mayo; public institutions, Powers, Cook in killing partridges in close time; fined
ami Gordon; military affairs, Blunt, Bird 8-0.
County Attorney Bowden for the Medical Association held at Hot* North.
State.
f<>r
Harriman
the
defence.
and Powers; Indian affairs, Powers, Hill
Dr
W.
West of
I,
Augusta, Jan. llti
Anson Benner, indicted as common seller
and Blunt; library, Mayo, Hill and Blunt;
Belfast was re-elected Prone at, and Dr.
pay-roll, Biunt, Gordon and Bird; visiting at the Sept, term, 1898, fined 8100 and 810
costs.
F E. Freeman, Rorklan.i.
member of the
committee to the insane hospital, Bird and
Charles W Thomas, appealed from BelBlunt, associated with Mrs. Waldo Petti nexecutive committee.
A paper was read by
gill of Rumford ; visiting committee to the fast Police Court on sentence for assault ; Dr. Freeman of Rockland, subject.
Duty of
state prison, Gordon; visiting committee to | fined 85.
the veterinarian to b:s ass c.lies.
A protlie reform school, Cook, Blunt and Powers,
Both juries were discharged
Monday posed veterinary hi, was iis.-uss
associated with Mrs. Clark Barker of Banand
and
the
Court
morning
finally adjourned
gor; special committee on liquor agency,
I agreed upon tt be presented to tie leg.sianoon.
Tuesday
Cook ami Hill.
j
I ture.
Some of the Grand Army veterans who
are members of the House have been inThe name *>{ Clifford C. 1‘attee of Belfast
Dingley’s Successor.
formed that Mrs. Mason and her active cois among those who are entereu on The proadjutors are to come down to the LegislaNew York, Jan. lo. The Sun this mornture again this winter and ask for an approvisional list at Bowib'in « liege.
T his is
priation once more for the Soldier’s Home ing publishes the following dispatch from the list of men whose, rank for their tirst ten
at Lake Sebasticook in the town of Newport.
Augusta, Me.:
terms in college average 7 or over, counting
Those who have been gunning for this purThe general opinion among the politicians
y as the maximum. These men are
is that Charles E. Littlefield of Rockland will
pose in the past haven’t met with much sucrequired
cess in the Legislative Halls.
I was talkbe the successor to the late Mr.Diugley as the
to write parts for the commencement stage
ing with Representative Dawson from Mon- Representative from the Second Maine Con- and from the list are
finally chosen the six
roe about
the matter this morning. Mr. gressional District. Mr. Littlefield has been
Dawson is a well known Grand Army man
a member of the
Legislature and was Attor- who deliver the commencement orations.
in Waldo county. Mr. Dawson does not favor
ney General of the State for four years.
He Twenty-seven out of 57 seniors have had
an appropriation for the
home at Newport.
was also one of the delegates to the last Rehigh enough rank to obtain a place on the
He says that at the most the home even with publican National
where he was
Convention,
list.
what aid the State might reasonably be exa stanch advocate of
Reed’s cause.
Speaker
pected to bestow, could take care of only a
The Second District comprises six coundozen or so people. He thinks that it would ties, and each county has lots of
Cougress
not be policy for the State to undertake a
Big Fire on hurricane.
timber. According to the Republican policy
charity that would be expensive and would of rotation in office, Androscoggin County,
take in only so few. He says that it would
the home of Mr. Dinglev, cannot have the
Rockland, Jan. Id. It was learned to-day
be impossible to conduct the home in such Representative. Before Mr.
Diugley Sena- that a fire broke out in the store of the
a way that favoritism would not be shown.
tor Frye represented the district in the lowHurricane Granite company at Hurricane
“The old soldiers have fared pretty well at er house. It
requires thirty days’ notice af- island last night, and as a result the store,
the hands of the State,” said he, “and we
ter the voting lists are prepared' and posted,
together with the stock and a hoarding
are not asking for anything such as proposbefore an election can take place.
house uear by, were destroyed.
******
ed by the folks at the head of the Newport
The Hon. Herbert L. Shepherd of RockThe loss is
$10,000. The buildings
enterprise. If it was to be a charity that port, in Knox County, may decide to enter were insured nearly
for $4,500 and the furniture in
would take care of a thousand or so of dethe field against Littlefield.
Shepherd can the boarding house for $1,200. The loss ou
serving people it would be another matter.” give Littlefield a hard tussle.
the stock is estimated at $0,000.

|

Austin Saunders, an aged and respected
citizen of Bucksport, died suddenly, about
3 r m. Sunday, while sleigh riding with his
wife. The cause of death was heart disease.
Mr. Saunders was about 80 years of age.
He was born in Orland, but went to Bucksport when a very youug man, where he engaged in the business of a shipsmith. He
was a Mason and belonged to the A. O. U. W.

James

PERSONAL.

,,

Washington,

monia

After abort sessions Friday both branches
of the Maine legislature adjourned till 4.30
Jan. 17th. In the senate an attempt to lay
on the table the resolve of $225,000 for the
eastern Maine iusane asylum, failed by a tie
vote 8 to 8 and it was given its first reading.

A motion

Road Commissioner is also proposed. Sucli an officer would be useful in
in drawing a salary, but whether the roads
in Argyle, for instance, would be the better
for having such an officer remains to be seen.
A State

her parents, and two
Jessie, came to Belfast with the remains for
interment in Grove Cemetery. She also
leaves one brother, Gilbert, who was unable to come.

in

first rumored.

the

Lizzie J. (Morrison)
Townsend, and although she has been in
feeble health from childhood, her last illness
was of but a few weeks duration.
Funeral

Died

at

The road question is beginning to warm up
and bids fair to be one of the leadiug questions of the session. A large number of petitions against the present Road Commissioner law may be expected. Some want the
whole thing repealed and the old law re-enacted, and others want the law permissive.

and

held at

was

reasonable

forty-three different kinds of mistakes
on the ballots cast in the class
composed of
of Eliot and Kittery. Justice and our ballot law seem to owe each other a grudge. It
looks now, however, as though the changes
in the law would be slight.

Miss Carrie Townsend died at the home of
her parents in Newton Mass., Jan 13th,
after a short illness. She was the eldest

were

his demands than

more

over

instantly. Mr. Thompson was born in Knox
and went with his parents to Morrill.
He
worked a few years for Jefferson F. Wilson
of this city, as a teamster. Funeral services
will be held in Morrill this, Thursday,
forenoon, Rev. G. G. Winslow officiating.
He leaves a wife and aged mother in Morrill,
two brothers and one sister.

services

undoubtedly be much

The Eliot contest election case was one of
the best possible object lessons for the legislature on the beauties of the Kangaroo ballot. Neither side claims that there were

William O. Thompson, formerly of this
city, was accidentally killed in Lowell,
Mass., Ian 14tli, while at work with a team.
He had out down a tree, which lodged upon
a smaller tree.
He hooked his horses to the
tree to dislodge it, ami it started suddenly,
hitting him on the head and killing him

child of James
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Ports

Home

Around

and

had to

for

Away

shore,
oil

air.

Female Weakness.

home fireside, and elsewhere along
it is good to again smell pure sea

a

and to feel

soundings,

weather cheek

a

drops

few wet

Was Soon

of salt

>

is

room

As It Has

the open sea, all his own, there
to swing around, and time for one

Mrs. Mary

Kessehving, S25 May St.,

1 suffered for years
Dayton, Ohio, says
from lacerated womb caused from childbirth.
Then ulcers formed, all of which
kept me in bed for eight years. During
that time, change of life commenced and
the physicians said 1 could not recover
and some said I had a cancer. While I
* was in this condition I heard
of Dr.
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy,
I resolved to try it. After taking five
bottiee I could siand on my feet, a thing

comfortable, there is no place like home,
all right, but for one who has been so
reared, the next best place is along the
ever-changing ways—the trackless paths
1 have heard and known of

sea.

Me.

Helped
:

others may have shown towards him.
If it be not entirely too bumble to be

of the

knowledge,

little business

going

again for a living. 1 would as soon
think of retiring from life as of entirely
giving up the sea while I believed I was
yet useful and still able to keep foothold
And no one need
on a comfortable deck.
to sea

peei wearily into auv very tiresome and
dim future to see himself beyond all such

to

um
(10 gallons each) and a quantity of
turpentine and cylinder oils. This was a

•niy,

■

losing

had 11ot done for eight years. Anyone
suffering as I did that will try it. I know it
will help them and do tor them what it
has done for me.’’
Weak, nervous, debilitated won.-.
cf
those who sutler from female we./
should use Dr. Greene s Nervi;! a.
;i Is
the greatest strengther.er and re^Uem, e
ever known.
You can at any tin e
:isult without charge with Dr. G’cei.c
Place.
Mus.n..
\
:
who>c
Boston,
Temple
experience and great success in Pec.,
ot such
complaints makes vour cure <.
tain. If you cannot call, as rite Dr.
about your case.
1

We towed from
ever} c case.
Bo.v.on to Portland for balance of cargo.
'The was disc before those scare-crow

111-;*

hud

we

<

M.n

o

1!

removed from

were

to

Portland before

cuter

was n

111•

afterguards

:hc usual

a

Three of the lattei stayu
port .«in 1 had charge of the vessel.
:• s«-i*
hear of a man being a strict

i,

I

<•'

won::-;

i:

{iscipli uuriau
ever attempted

he

i!-

c,-.

a

t•!»

i;
;

::

*;

mi

which

to

govern
indul-

she might

an

questioneil
and once by
prised when

Portland

fast p

'Itat
ind

the

..tie

early

ihi find

■

v

but

ii• ue

a

wish that bis life could have been

winter.

Drummond

IS OLDEN

between the

parallels

great

deal of

floating

are

weed

of twenty and thirfrom the longitude of

not

are

where the Sargossa i*

lays

re-

foot

a

miles,
deep,

literary society in West Grove,a suburb
Philadelphia, recently. II is subject
was “Current Events,” and among other

a

white,—

marked in black and

of

things he said:
“1 desire to touch upon tlie very recent
tour of our President through tlie South,
and also the series of addresses which
tlie people of tlie Southland received

won-

with such demonstrations of loyalty and of
I read those addresses with much

As you draw in toward the
down in southern seas, tlie water-

the world.

land,

love.

interest and attention, and in my opinion
they are among tlie ablest ever delivered

graceless penguin bobs up serenly and salutes you with a muffled moan,
which sounds like the plaint of a suffersoaked and

by any of our Presidents since the formation of the government,
1 hold in my
hands a tine wood cut which l clipped a

lie is not

ing child from another room.
sociable, like the pigeon; lie perhaps realizes that he is the most awkward
feathered creatures and it is
He seems

admiration.

no use

few

of all

side of

tently interested in Ids own affairs of turning u]) his heels and swimming downward
after

some

clam

tiie bottom of

on

When

a

took

we

a

a

moderately deep

crushed; all of

our

soldiers and

seamen

what had
These

once

are

quite

with immigrants from all Latin
lauds and especially from the mother-counwe

When

heard

a

which

■

deeply loaded,

pretty
ot

lumber

leady

for

the vessel

were on

was
sea

family

and then 1MU,U00
on deck; hence

hands and

taken
she

unmercifully
loaded—too deep for comfort or speed;
but the freight w as good and that may al*
wavs buoy up most any depth of trouble.
Lhad engaged the voyage before it was
learned that the .Spanish navy was to be
mly a plaything for our ships, and when
owners were not very cheaply offering
their vessels to be sent out where they
might meet the enemy. Long before we
when

was

sailed, however, Cevera's lleet had been

The next day we had
of handsome young eats

character.

was

|

food.

no

took

It

a

j

whole

on

our

to furnish them with

cow

! milk, fish and

a

where fogs are never known.
We soon struck the Gulf Stream and

ter

slanted

along, diagonally,

across

it,

on

the

usual track.

It was the slow time of year
In the
passage to southern seas.
mouths of August and September there
for

a

sustain the base

most exciting catch that we ever have.
Altogether, on this passage, we caught
more tisli than 1 ever before saw taken on
It is very rare that a
voyage.
fish is taken from tropical surface-

any

one

aboard.

As dinner time

the cook

was

of

squalls and

the
for

rain

a

to

the

stream,

as

above

when the first

on

was

just coming my

down, he remarked:
doubt shows
no

turn

a

weakness

dinner that

to

go
“1 don’t like that

it tastes like fish oil.”

eaten porpoise since.

montioned, and again
lost, in the

were

board and he was disagreeably
talkative. When lie came up from dinner,
senger

thousand miles,

trades are

day

I was the second mate, and
always had what was left from the captain’s table. There was a Spanish pasmost keen.

I ate

less.

came near, and
loL of the meat

dinner for that

Thanksgiving

equator—calms,

Along the whole way are
two hot places—first when crossing the

more or

a

different ways, my hunger almost got
away with me and my anticipations of a

porpoise,

degrees north latitude down

preparing

in

northeast and southeast trades—from thir-

neighborhood

on

It

my part, but
have never

day and

After sailing from Portland

on

the pres-

voyage I reviewed all the newspapers
of the month or so that had passed, with

ent

their

frightful

head lines

and

stirring

war-news, and then made them into' a
nice bundle ready to give to some home-

cool breath from the southern tem-

ward-bounder;|from] a long voyage, or
perhaps to some cruising whaler, in case

up

a

perate zones,
though you may yet be
slightly north of the equator. One of the
even

most ridiculous myths that was ever written of is the “Sargossa Sea” of the North
Atlantic.

phy class

Landspeople
are

told of it

and the geograas

a

great oblong

space in the general centre of the sea,
where some kind of inward circling, spi-

We called at Montevideo for

orders,

and

before tiie

an

Georgia Legislature

“In

the

Vermont

death of Senator Morrill
few

of

ration lost
days ago
of the ablest and purest statesmen of
recent years.
II is was a long and honora

our

one

able
and

j

in the Uuited States Senate,
chairman of the committee on

career
as

finance,

which is considered in some respects the most important in he Senate,
he showed remarkable ability, and every
business man here to-night knows that
this finance committee has been responsible in the past for much of the legislation
the Senate

of

silver

control;
change

erable

during

its

period

of free

but it will undergo a considfor the better after the 1th

of next March.

All honor to the memory

we

should fall in with either.

first vessel that
distance of

entine, just
the

Line.

we

was a

at

We

The very

speaking
Spanish clipper barkcame

resources.

lie declared

that when

the

water at Santiago was found to be bad the
soldiers were allowed nothiDg to drink

No

heaven,
pyramids set off

his memories
substance of his

But. the eternal
To which we leave him.”

within

the very hour of crossing
were close hauled, with

light sails in, while the Spaniard, being
light loaded, with wind on the starboard
lal currents bring weed, wrecks and quarter and all sail set, was makiog good
broken spars, forming a sort of ocean time to the northward, and for one of his
cemetery of flotsam and jetsam, through kind seemed to be in a great hurry. He
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Men's Woof Hoofs

'""COLD'n HEAD

$1.00.

AllaysiliiM.tmimition. Heals and protects the
lb stores the Senses ot Taste aid
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Smell
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$2.50.

Gold Coin Mince Meat;
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ranted.

) Comes to you all ready to putc
> in the crust.
We make it as \
daintily, neatly and carefully as?
1 'resit beef <
vou could yourself.
and selected green apples are*
) used, and our receipt is the one ;
that made Maim. 1 um a, for
mine-.:
pies.
j her
cents .t package :t'. yom ( r.ncti
!
Only
Thorndike <1

*.

Rubbers, $2.55.

None of them are equal to the
delight afforded by mince pie
America's greatest delicacy
J
It always can c
wlum its good.
lie good and without trouble ore
care if vou will buy
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$2.50 Shoe /or
button «..»r lace, hen
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experience of Others.

*2,000.

Pavilion
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early

It is quickly Absorbed.
1 -ives Relief at once.

j

The
dance

''

can

Ely’s

The wine card o' a leading restaurant
for June 20th read as follows: “(.’hampagne, *20 per pint, *40 per quart; sherry, £15 per pint, $25 per quart; claret, *15
per pint, $25 per quart; ale, *5 per buttle;
half-and-half, $5 per bottle; mineral water, *4 j*i*> bottle.”
Notwithstanding
the high figures appearing on a Dawson
wine card, it is quite as frequently eonsuited as the more elaborate wine card ,i
I
a first class restaurant in our
large cities.
Lodging in bunk rooms, containing
from 12 tu '1 bunks, costs *1.50 per night.
A siuglc room costs from *3 to s per
night. In order to secure a night’s Judging if ,s necessary to make application
I forty-eight hours in advance and the ap| plication must be accompanied by the
cash.
The. leading gambling house and l ine**
I
hall employs three bartenders, t wo weignI ers, a bookkeeper, and a p.utei. Bartenders receive >15 per day; the book
! keeper, *17.50; weighers, *i5: and the
in the. gambling dopartpolder, *10.
1
meat, one man at the crap game. <*ue man
at the roulette wheel, four faio dealers.
one weigher, and two stud-piker dealers
receive $20 a day each.
In tie- dan* c ball
I twelve women are employed at >.'•■>
| week and 25 percent. eommN-don *<m ai!
i drinks and cigars sold through tin* rbiandislmieuts.
Three musicians n c, ive >17
j 50 per d iv each. T1 establishment pass
I *10 a barrel for water, using two barrel.', a
i dav
The proprietor of the leading saloon
states that his receipts for tlx* lirst three
davs after his “grand opening" in March
amounted t<« *15,000, and the average
daily bar receipts from April 1 to June go
were over

*

wear

jWtam;

(i variety

theatre and
hall) opened about tlx* middle of
June, and the bar receipts the first night
were
*12,200. The theatre had three
actors aud six actresses under engagement, at *150 each per week.
Eight girls
are employed in the dance hall, their com25
cent,
commission
pensation being
per
on drinks and cigars consumed by their
partners. As champagne sells in this establishment for *40 a pint, and is frequently called for, their earnings are
large, even measured by Klondike standards, one girl stating that her commissions for the lirst week amounted to *750.
The one tinsmith m Dawson did a large
business during the winter, principally in
the manufacture of stoves, over 000 having been made, ranging in price from *40
to *75.
Quite a number of ranges were
I made; a range constructed of Xo. 10 iron,
! 5 by 5 feet, costing *500, and a pastry
oven with a capacity of 72 loaves costing
*500.
This establishment sells a Yale
night-lock for *0 and a pair of door butts
for *10.
From live to ten workmen were
constantly employed during the winter, at
*1.50 per hour.
The charge; for outside
work has been increased from *2 to *5 per
hour.
The principal linn of contractors aud
builders on June 20 had twelve men employed in the shop on various kiuds u
woodwork at wages ranging from $10 to
.skilled woodworkers r***17 per pay.
! eeive *17. carpenters *15, and laborers
*10 per day,-ten hours constituting a
day’s work. The charge for outside
work is *20 per day.
This firm charges
*250 for a poling boat 24 by 4 feet in size.
Three tailors were running full of orders June 20.
They charge *155 for a
j sack suit and $150 for a dress suit, aud
workmen
*1.50 per hour.
their
pay
On the same date four barber shops
were in operation,
employing from two
The prices are as
to live barbers each.
follows: Shaving $1; hair cutting, *1.50;
shampooing, $1.50; baths, $2.50. A barber receives 05 per cent, of the receipts of
his chair, making from $15 to $40 per

;
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Conslutation and

reaps

excepting champagne.
“In closing I desire to speak of a recent
The river Uruguay is something like the event which saddened all
hearts; I have day.
Delaware—quite broad, from shore to reference to the loss of the steamer PortThe four laundries in operation charge
shore, but with only a narrow, winding land with every human soul on board, 50 cents each for washing undershirts, 75
channel of deep water.
There are no who wTent down amidst the war of tem- cents for oversliirts, aud $1.50 for white
and pay their help $1 per hour.
light-houses and no guides of any kind pest off the coast of Massachusetts on the shirts,
On June 11 the Yukon Midnight Sun,
I
few
a
buoys—all painted 20th of last November. Of course 1 felt the first newspaper printed in Dawson,
excepting very
black, no matter on which hand they are it more as it was so near my home in the made its appearance. It is a three-column
to be passed.
As the river is a national State of Maine,and one cannot help think- eight-page sheet, published weekly at
$15 per year; single copy, 50 cents. On
boundary, the buoys placed by Argentina ing what a terrible strain it must have the 10th the lirst number of the Klondike
are on the west side of the channel, while
It is a four-column
been for those passengers and crew to wait Nugget was issued.
!
the subscription
the few buoys put down by Uruguay are for such a death as they knew they should folio, issued weekly,
50
$10
single
per
copy,
being
year;
price
lu mentioning this I do
on the east side,
find; for of course they could not have cents. Each office employs two printers,
not mean that the knowledge cau be of had a shadow of
hope at the last. 1 have their wages being $150 per hour or *2 per
any value to the navigator,—the national- tried to imagine what I would have done, or thousand ems.
Up to the 20tli of June
and thirty printers
ity of a black buoy ahead can hardly be how l would have acquitted myself in between twenty-live
had applied at the two offices for employmade out in time for him to determine such an emergency, and 1 am afraid 1
The
ment.
job printing department of
which is its safe side,—the pilots know
should have been beside myself.
Though each olfiee was full of orders, the charge
them, however. The tides here do not I should wish to have that abiding faith for letter heads, billheads, and business
and for sixebb and flow “about twice in twenty-four which could feel that my Father would go cards being $55 per 1,000,
On
teenth sheet posters, $25 per 100.
river one
be a
hours:” there

The Burgess

AND

1

lungs

TAR

neglected.

JOB PRINTERS

If you have ever tried Hale’s Honey f
Horehound and Tar you know what
safeguard it is against throat and lung
troubles. Sold by druggists.
Pike’s Toothache

Drops

cure

in one

Opera House Block,

minute.

I-

may

month

or one

high

with

and low' the next, or
week or a few days be-

season

it may be only a
a 20 foot channel and

tween

a

depth

of

Heuce when hound here
luck
one should bring along all the good
over which lie lias anv control whatever—
ten feet

or

less.

me even

cause

He

afraid.
we

into the cruel sea, and bewith me 1 need not be

was

May God help

may trust Him in

is

to

so

live that

the most awful

emergency.1’

June 25 four or five men were oil the
who announced that they had
printing plants on the way, and it is
probable that before the close of summer
there will be six or seven printing offices
running in Dawson.

ground

At the close of Mr. Goweifs address the
society extended him a vote of thanks.

no

northern part of the doldrums.
When
are found they bring

the southeast trades

imbued

lu

address

supply for the younger ones, though there I heard an entirely different story of the venerable senator of dear old New
regarding American-Spanish affairs. At
we caught many fish, from those that fly
will his name live; long will
dinner in a hotel I overheard a good England. Long
to porpoises,—the former catch themit stand among the bright stars as a lover
Englishman boasting of the of
selves by blindly flying on board, while uatured
honor, of justice and of truth.
taking in a porpoise is the liveliest and American soldiers and of the government “Nothing can cover his high fame but

and it

teen

strongly

over

the following remarks from

unties,

of

many light winds and the space called
“doldiums” is at its widest and the hardThat is the belt between the
est to cross.
are

taint of revolution is too

in the blood.
great deal of canned

meats to

destroyed and peace was being asked for. good
When ready for sea there had been a very waters; they are nearly all very dry and
Dolphin are abominthick tog for two weeks all along and off have a rank taste.
the New England coast, causing many able; flying-fish are rather better than a
elisions and tragedies.
The weather fresh herring and much resemble them in
When a boy, with a
did not clear off but the fog just dried looks and size.
up a little in Portland harbor so that we healthy boy’s appetite, 1 was ratherjfond
could see our wav out, while our best girl of porpoise, and especially so after a long
watched us away from Munjoy’s Hill, and time on sea fare.
They weigh three or
i was somewhat worried about reaching four hundred pounds, the meat looks
much like the coarse and leaner parts of
safely beyond the fog-line.
I think 1 have mentioned in The Joinbeef, only in color it is much darker.
nal before, what everybody knows, that One morning, many years ago, 1 struck a
what we most worry about never occurs. porpoise from the martingale and after
We had never a capful of fog or any other nearly being drowned myself we got him
thick weather, but with gentle, leading
wind* and a smooth .sea reached out by
•‘'ape Sable and away into deeper wa-

their old-time oppressor.
In attempting
to govern themselves they do it badly—the

clasping hands

President moved the entire South:
“Sectional lines no longer mar the map
of the Uuited States; sectional feelinc no
longer holds back the love we bear
each other.
Fraternity is the national anthem, sung by a chorus of forty-five States
and our Territories at home and beyond
the seas.
The Union is once more the
common-object of our love and loyalty,
our devotion and sacrifice.
The old flag
again waves over us in peace, with new
glories which vour sons and ours have
this year added t«> its sacred folds. Every
soldier’s grave made during our unfortunate Civil War is a tribute to American
valor. And while, when those graves were
made we differed widely about the future
of this government, the differences were
long ago settled by the arbitrament of
arms and the time
has now con e in the
evolution of sentiment and feeling under
the providence of God when in die spirit
of fraternity we should share with you in
the care of the graves of the Confederate
soldiers.”

in

over-run

try.

are

of the confederate dead: and we

grave

our

yellow fever,

countries

they

You will

the North and the South is forever
over, and that we are now a reunited nation, living in new lilies and facing m w

been the United States.

ex-Spanish

this

tween

and Europe w as about to settle up things
and auction «oil tin* little wreckage now left
of

On

rejoice to-day that sectional feeling be-

he

happened to be a Spaniard. After lie bad
begged sonv pork to send back to liis cutter, and becme a little acquainted, he
slowly and by instalments letout tbe latest
news:—The United States was completely
the West Indies had died from

Pniladelphia

a

notice that

sea.

pilot

Kiver Hate

the

one-armed Southern veteran.

oyster that lie has lost the

or

from

ago

confederate grave stands a gray
bearded Union soldier; on the other side

to be in-

always

days

Press, and it speaks for itself.

to court

Doctrine, they
day and voyage we took in at is more or less interesting, and what may
all have been carved up iuto vassal
I
or
be
noticed
on
what
at
shore,
Portland, foi balance of cargo, plows, hardly
of
nations before now.
1 best
might he considered a nuisance, be- provinces European
aits and h.udwaie, lope, canvas and oakI would be better for them, and for the
comes
of
in
ITiti'
mid-ocean.
ash
importance
and
um
ak,
hickory lumber, with
world, if they were owned and governed
1
b cisauds ; spruce box shooks, made for seventeen days out we had but one cat;
she was very nice in her habits and was by various strong and enlightened powers;
>-5 fig. up the Liel ig Extract of P>eel,
fully believed to be of irreproachable which, of course, does not include Spain,
wio h is
made in

Uruguay.
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on-sent

When the .batches

Don’t

worry.
Tjy
People overlooked tlie importance of per- Meals consisted of bread and
dec.
THE
butter, cofFrancisco, who wished to be reported. manently beneficial effects and were satis- fee, soup, fish, a small moose
steak
or
cii.lL
Chicago.
She was about ten days less timeout than fied with transient action ; but now that it stew, a
potato, eggs on toast, $2, hot
MpfcITr,
is generally known that Syrup of Figs will cakes and maple syrup, *1.
we were, but that was no very discouragA leading
ing difference considering that sl>e was in permanently overcome habitual constipa- restaurant, having a seating capacity of
will
not
tion,
buy thirty-two, employed three cooks, one of
fine light trim and looking very able as other well-informed people
laxatives, which act for a time, but whom received $100 per week, and others
well as graceful.
finally injure the system. Buy the genuine, $1 per hour. Four waiters
(two men and
made by the California Fig Syrup Co.
two women) were employed on the
As you reach well down into the South
day
A Climatic
shift
and
two
on the night shift
wages
F. W. Qowen on Current Events.
Atlantic,Cape pigeons make their appearof men, $50 per week, the women receiv- Affection
ance and never leave you.
They take the
Nothing imt a local
Dishwashers and
Mr. Frank W. Gowen, who resides in ing $100 per month.
remedy nr change of cliyard men received $5 per day. All em- mate
place of our northern sea gulls, but are
will cure it.
and is General Manager for
Philadelphia
ployees were boarded by the restaurant,
Get a well-known
prettier and far more graceful in their
the American Temperance Life Insurance but were required to lodge themselves.
speci fie.
movements,—seldom ever buttering a
Association of New York,delivered a very The rental of the building, which is a
canvas structure 20 bv 10 feet in size, was
wing, but just scaling along through the
able address before the “Fortnightly,”
Cream Balm
$900 per month.
hollows and over the sea tops.
They are

they themselves once gained their
rscd; that, contiary to nature, his spiiit
freedom
through blood and suffering.
o.l : have lived backwards; that in his but 1 do not think it ever retarded a vesTheir prejudice in tavor of our enemy lias
arts
at
the
bow
sel's
i
away
speed—it
apwhen
more puritanical cusearly years,
a triple cause the influence of the large
toms
prevailed, his soul had been less parently as easily as the water. It is uot number of actual
Spanish subjects resident
buoyant and his tires more slack, and that much like shore weed of any kind; it is
and religion.
here,
language
They ignore
liner
and
more
and
the animal, gav and cycling, could rule
prettier,
dry
crispy,
the fact that the United States stands as a
him now when the chances are so much more of a golden color, and entirely lacks
bulwark to them against tlie colonizing
the slippery slime of rock-weed.
greater for indulgence.
of all Europe; that but for our policy,
greed
small
and
occurrence
at
sea
Any
simple
Together with the dissipations of the
railed the Monroe
would
and sometimes looks to be

extensively

TIMES

WASHING

CJF

steak, $3.50;
porterhouse steak, $5.”
After small
boats began to arrive in
May restaurants
were opened on
every hand, and on June
20th seventeen were
running in Dawson,
the charge of a regular meal
being $2.5IK

Rich abdson.

In latitude 34°

the American ship James
from Philadelphia for San

our dispute with Spain opened
great deal regarding the sympathy of these southern, two-penny, revocountries being with our enemy,
In that lo- lutionary
Bermuda and the Bahamas.
At first thought it might seem strange
in
the
cality, particularly
spring, the
that they should favor the country from
in rafts for miles and
weed

straddled those ancestors of
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present bicycle. Things have changed,
ind one of years and staid feeling might
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sunrise.

inconvenience, however: we
doug easily and pleasantly, with no
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-c,

harbors,
before night

our

leave Boston

ending southern
we signalled with

and bone-ash for the United

wool, hides
States.

spread of pointed wings, is equally
as graceful,—perhaps the most graceful
and easy on the wing of any large bird in

*n

ndi;

continued spell of

and contrary winds—the last and
most desperate gasps and struggles of an

derful

uncertain quantity of

an

long

was a

as a sea-goer
may evei reach in any part of the world
that I know of.
Aud here we will load

DUST

your working apron all the
time—it’s a sign of poor management. Do
all your cleaning with

'M-

dish of canned corn, *1.25; dish of canned
tomatoes, $2; stewed fruit, *1.25; slice of
pie, 75 cents; doughnuts, pie oi sandwich, with coffee or tea, $1.25: beaus,
coffee and bread, $2; plain

about as far from salt water

severe

compatroit, tile albatross, with his

heav\ start : ease oil is a hard cargo, besides the tin aggravates the compasses
ii■*tvlV as much as steel rails, and more
>i

an easy and prosperous
passage all the way from Portland to beyond the ltio, but from there down to the

We had rather

the tops of the wings having somewhat
the appearance of several sharply distinct
Their huge
squares on a checker board.

This voyag*- commenced in Boston, where
we took on board Id,000 cases of petrole-

u :;

cial peace.
They are no more alike than
and dog, and naturally they mingle no

Plate there

jP^fi^1'

living at Dawson City are presented in
the following:
One restaurant kept
open almost conto
our final port of Faysandu, literally
up
tinuously during the winter, with the folThis lowing bill of fare tacked
upon a tidal-wave of good fortune.
on the wall:
is nearly ;JOO miles from the open sea, and “Bowl of soup, $1; mush and milk, $1 25
Two hundred tons of cargo was lightered
when good luck jumped in and we skipped

ever

beautifully

conditions.

ci

to that place the vessel’s draft was
feet, while there was but thirteen
over some of the banks and bars above.

seventeen

been natural enemies, and no doubt they
will be, —in war, or in times of offi-

GOLD

d,.aJoca'

men retiring from such a
life, swappiug off their savings for some

and able

and then

discharging

and Americans have

Spaniards

not.

Good Times on the
Klondike.
The November Bulletin of
the Department of Labor contains a
report of conditions on the Klondike
bySamuel C. Dunham, an agent of the Departmeni. A few
of the figures on
wages and the cost of

signed

better.

Help Others

Dr. Greene's Nervura Will

to forget how uncivil he may have been
•while ashore, and time to regret any lack
of kindness or acts of impoliteness that

good

he might be delayed a few
months for water.
We reached the port
of Frey Bentos with but little trouble and
after
the part of cargo con-

lee.

cat

sea

spray. Here the wicked cease from troubling and the paying of ship-bills finds
rest.

My Feet Again.

on

our

official enemy or only a natural enemy,—I
did not know whether the war was over
or

I Took Dr. Greene’s Nervura and

one’s

on

Kept in Bed Years with

I was

]

Paysandu, Nov. 24, 1898: After idly
spending half a year at anchor under the
lee of

passed otherwise

bit and theD

a

away

I felt very interested to know whether he was still an

of The Journal.

[Correspondence

keep

quite close under

Uruguay.

Ivorine

of the oldest
is made by
soap firms in America. The
J.B. Williams Co., of Glastonbury,
Conn. They are famous for purity
of product and superior excellence
of all their goods. They recommend
Ivorine as the BEST washing powder.
You'll recommend it too after you
have tried one package. A cake of white Glycerine
Toilet Soap...SWeet, fragrant
delightful...is put in every
one

I

Should Jonathan and John fall out
world would stagger from that bout,
With John and Jonathan at one
The world’s great peace will have begun.

the j. a. williams co.

package of “Ivorine'.’

sea

to frozen

zone.

When Jonathan and John forget
The scar of an ancient wound to fret,
And smile to think of an ancient feud
Which the God of the nations turned to good,
When

the bond of

a

common

creed and

speech

And kindred binds them each to each,
And each in the other’s victories
The pride of his own achievement sees,—

paltry a thing they both will know
That grudge of a hundred years ago,—
How

How small that blemish of wrath and blame
In the blazonry of their common fame!
[Charles G. D. Roberts, iu the January CenI tury.
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I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated anti Itching Piles. It

With Jonathan and John at war
The hour that havoc hungers for
Will strike, in ruin of blood and tears,—
The world set back a thousand years.

tropic

Ami all kinds of I

They overcome Weakness irregularity and omissions,increase vi^ur
ami banish
pains of meustruatn n." They are
l.ilV Shvci'n"
to irirls at woman).. aiding dy
velopnient of organs and body. No
known remedy f
women equals
them,

CARDS,
POSTERS

BIEL HEADS
LETTER Ml
! PROGRAMS.
PAMPMt 1 I S

MOTT’S PENNYROYAL PILLS

KING MEDICINE CO.. 3ox 1930, BOSTON, MASS,

With John and Jonathan sworn to stauil
Shoulder to shoulder, hand by baud,
Justice and peace shall build their throne

:

PENNYROYAL PILLS.,
relief,
danger,
/

Jonathan and John.

From

E^Pr

DR. KIX«»N
Star Crown Brand

The

Powder^ I

Wi.Hams’ Indian Pile
curt: Blind.
and
Bleeding
Itching
idles. It absorbs the tumors,
allays the itching at once, acts
as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. W illiams’Indian Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles and Itching of the private parts. Every box is
warranted. By druggists, by mail or; receipt of price. 50 cents and spl.oo. WILLIAMS
MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. Cleveland, >hio

^Ointment will

ahsorbes the

turners, allays the itching at once,
poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
sale by R. 11 Moody.
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Having purchased the
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estate
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Cates, tor

pensioners having claims

who may wish to present ciain
increase of pensions, I will
shoe shop, 1 27 Main street,
the second Tuesday of c.
claims will receive prompt ar
45tf

1

H. H.

LAMSON.

^Veterinary ■% Surgeon.-^
Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.
Office and Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Do.
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IT ENDED HER TROUBLE.

Iy

Batabano,

to

■

mound of pausies; above which

a

courted newspaper notoriety, yet I
am not afraid to
speak a yood word tor your
‘Favorite Prescription' ami ‘Pleasant Pellets.’
Over a year ago 1 suffered terribly for nearly four
\fter usweeks witJi prolapsus and weakness,
Favorite Prescription and
ing one bottle of
one of
relicts,' I was a wel1 woman. I have
taken no medicine since ami have had no symptoms of my form' trouble."—Mrs. K. A. Bender,
jfcleene, Coshocton Co.. Ohio.
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which makes the whole world kin.
ceremonies being
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concluded to every
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Kerosene as
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Beverage.

Wasliingt
News from France of the

with these dear people to keep
the tapers continually burning from year
to year, and to deck the Virgin in their

pleasure,

!

lone'liuess. A curious mixture of superstition. fun and religion are the Posadas, which
seem

to

an

amusement

outsider

intended for

as

of children rather than

the

rite

a

of

Yet young and old,
aristocrats and servants, saints and sin-

religious significance.

The cereners, take solemn part in it.
mony is intended to typify the time when
Ca

Augustus

sar

issued

a

decree that “all

the world shall be taxed;” and Mary and
Joseph, having come out of Galliee to
Judea to be inscribed for the taxation,
found Bethlehem so full of people, who
on the same errand, that for
days they wandered about without
gaining admittance to any house or inn,
and on the ninth day took refuge in a

had arrived

nine

The
manger, where Christ was born.
word posada means inn, and the rite represents the wanderings of the Iloly Fam-

ily. At San Antonio, on Christmas Eve,
dinner was concluded two hours earlier
than usual, in order to give

ample

time to

the ceremony, for which the family had
spent weeks in careful and expensive

preparation; and by 7 o’clock the servants
had cleared the great dining hall, where
the

the

i;i

stone, whose

owners

residence of a happy
'ti of the twentieth ceni-d by scores of barns,
:i

storehouses,

the whole

en-

itself, rambling

around

a

ourt, would cover more
York city square. Its lofty
"'• use
apartments are floored
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Harper’s Weekly.

Catarrh and Colds Relieved in 10 to
00 Minutes —One short puff <>f the breath
through the blow er, supplied with each bottle of Dr. Agnew 's Catarrhal Powder, diffuses this power over the surface of the nasal passages.
Painless and delightful to use.
tr. relieves inst-anrlv, and permanently cures

Catarrah, Hay

Fever, Colds, Headache,
Sore Throat, Tonsilitis and Deafness.
50
cents.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co. anti Kilgore & Wilson. 07.

hospital Resolve.
A resolve in favor of an appropriation of
$221,000 for the Eastern Maine Insaue
Hospital was introduced in the Senate

Tuesday by Senator
The resolve

accompanied by
very
clear statement of fact that should appeal
to the sober judgment of the members.
It
is estimated that the appropriation will
accommodations
for
two hundred
provide
patients. These accommodations are sadneeded.
The
ly
Augusta hospital now
contains 730 patients with a normal capacity of 583. This condition is not a credit
to the State and it is hoped and believed
that the Legislature will provide for the
immediate prosecution of the work on tbe
new hospital.
[Bangor Whig and Courier.

At
Latin, Spanish, Indian and Yankee.
last, after an hour of marching and singing, the procession halted before a closed
door—when whiz! bang! went a lot of
tire-works, suddenly sent flying over our
heads

by invisible hands, supposed to
represent the descent of the angels. At

the same moment
came

in.

dancing

costumes of

silver

shoes,

satin

fastened
tures

to

a

and

bevy
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of little
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die and

brick,

strewn
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skins of wolves and tigers,
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petates, or
tfi(j windows

>

girls

lieu of
crea-

birth

of the Savior—celestial mid-wives

so

to

speak.

Following them appeared a group
of ladies dressed to personate the shepperds who watched their flocks by night
on

plains

the

of Bethlehem—each w’ith

crook in hand and

tiger-skin floor-rug

mats
are

of braided
iron-barred

wind blew cold and Mary was ill and they
had nowhere to lay their heads.
Behind
the closed doors male voices

responded,

refusing

and

the

admittance.

tenors

bassos

without

Again

entreated

•

again

and

the

1

within denied—until at last the

prison,and each room opens angels announced in piping chorus that
t-yard, where an antique she who craved shelter from the storm
lus*les its cooling spray among was the Queen of Heaven! At that name
Ho*,,
dees and wide spreading the doors flew wide
;‘iiu
open and the Holy
1
rnass*ve doors of carved
oak S.
Family entered, followed by the procession
!soU|f (‘ "a*,0gany are each a study; and shouting triumphant hozannas.
d'e rare old
The scenes within, called the nacimienpaintings and quaint
'■

n

?

1
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Constipation is the cause and
accompanies nearly all of the digeases of the- stomach, liver, and
bowels, and all skin affections. It
is usually the exciting cause of
headache. In acute constipation

there may he no movement from
the bowels for several days, followed by a natural movement once
daily, ami then a return of tlio
disease. This usually results in
chronic constipation, when the
bowels only operate once in two,
three, or four days. One Semit
Tablet taken after each meal will
cureand prevent further attacks of

on

Washington’s birthday.

S.S.S.rfhc Blood

kept

mi

They Save
If

will

will

HOURS OF SUE-

]

?

|
,

Constipation

ing.

quickly

There is no doubt about
the cure now. Doubt comes
from neglect.
For over half a century
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral has I
been curing coles and coughs
anJ preventing consumption.
It cures Consumption also
if taken in time.

Keep

hearty

CASTORIA.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Beam the

CBerrg

one ol Dr. tier's

Pectoral

Plasters over your

j

lungs II you ccegD.
Shall we send you a
book on this subject, free?

1

Our Medical Department.
If you have any <■< mplaini wliarand desire the be>: medical
advice you can possibly obtain, write
the doctor freely. Yon will receive
a
prompt reply, without cost.
Address, 1)K. J. C. A YKR,
Lowell, Mass.
ever

|

|

Our Entire Stock of Winter Goods
will be Closed Out Regardless of Cost.

REHEMBER THESE ARE ALL

call at

store

we

by

you

spending 25

cents you

our

may

save a

great

deal of money.
We

<o.NMvriM.
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I have just received and in store 1 car Barrack's
Best Michigan Patent Flour. 1 oar Yalit-v City i
Milling Co
Lilly White, Best Michigan Patent
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33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me
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909
9 19
*9 25
9 41
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(Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now
1 at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to nil p -ints West am! North
U
iJcokuk
west, via all routes, foi Vc- hv l
do
F EVANS.
Agent, Edfast.
Vice President .1 1 i (leneru .Manager
F. K. B<xH it p. v. Coi l Pas.-, and Ticket A :« r.t.
Portland, Nov. 26. 1898.

ashbnrn's and Pills-

bury’s Best, .lay by the cargo, ear or I m. straw
by the lot or bale. 1 have the finest flour and eat.
make low prices. Call.
Blit
4 Front

2
2 M<
4 m;

1 45

Boston.^.®:;;;-;;;;;;

L03.1S*

Blacksmith

1

p M

30
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■52
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quality of

Anthracite and
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GROCERIES.

dealers in the finest

M

a

GRAIN,

of

anil
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On and alter .\ev. 27, IMP. trams connecting
at Burnham ami W:Oer\ i'u- with
tlm-nga ramtor ami from Bangor. Wateport
aUd
Boston will run as loliows

Belfast, depart..
Citypoint....

Importers

this Side,
(

Maine Central R. R.

Swan I Sib!) Co.

Street ami

Fogg* Brown,
m:\ii

ks

n

Sibley’s Wharf

Meats, Poultry, Vegetables, Beet,

The Diamond Skin Food
Retiring Cream. Positively removes wrinkles,
roifh,
whitens and softens and
builds tip the tissues of I
LAUD,
the skin, contracts and I
takes up the flabby apHAM,
pearance.restores the contour of the face,
making !
AND ALL KINDS OK
the flesh healthful, clear
and youthful. Guaranteed
harmless and as repreGAME IN ITS SKASON.
sented, or raonev refunded,
nice 50c.
Sample
L. BENNER & CO.,
by mail 15c.
JOHN A. FOGG.
MARION K. GROWN
Office 37.
7 Temple Place, Boston, /lass.
3m50*
Howes’ Block. Hick St.,
BELFAST, MAINE.
Corner Main,

BEAUTY

LOWEST PRICES.

JERSEY

GAPS,

WUTTEN5, fWEN AND BOYS' PANTS, &c.

ALBERT M. CAKTKR,

BEST OF

or

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, SWEATERS,

Flour; also ii. store Albion.

select

—^

NEW AND UP-TO-DATE GOODS,

TELEPHONED.

or

IS POWER

poorTson,
DRUGGISTS.

Safe, prompt, active, ^painless and
pleasant. This effective little pill is supplanting all the old school nauseous purgatives. 40 doses, 10 cents- Sold by A. A.
Howes & Co. and Kilgore & Wilson. 99.

conquer? your little

hacking cough.

EXPENSE.

tell you all about them, ami

within $100,000.

Take one of Dr. Agnes’s Liver Pills
after dinner, it will promote digestion and
overcome any evil effects of too
eat-

paying attention
Perhaps you

have had it for weeks.
It’s annoying because you
have a constant desire to
cough. It annoys you also
because you remember that
weak lungs is a family failing.
At first it is a slight cough.
At last it is a hemorrhage.
At first it is easy to cure.
At last, extremely difficult.

use.

1

j

Not worth

to, you say.

SUBORDERS PROMPTLY FiLLED.

$2,303,000.

have been

Just a
Comf

COMMENCING MONDAY, JAN. 2,

Cure It!

|

It should be added that had not Gov.
Powers stood out against an extra session
of the legislature the expense would not

*

Speech.

Ov An! lari Dowd Sale,

Doctors Can’t

an even

.Joseph begging admittance at a posada,
declaring that the night was dark, the

>n

Hoar’s

j

Mrs. Francis Ratcheller gave a paper
this morning on “General Greene, a
Prominent Man of Revolutionary Times.”
In this Mrs. Ratcheller spoke of the
patriot's life as a youth and of the reasons which actuated him in throwing himself so strongly into the military movements of the day.
The work done by the
men
under the command of Nathaniel
Greene was shown to have been most imi port ant in its hearing upon the outcome
! of the Revolution.
Though General
Greene occasionally met with failure in
j liis
noble undertakings, lie yet was steadfast and won for himself glory for the
part In; played. High authorities were
quoted by the essayist in showing how
I great a military general the man was, bow
and fearless were his efforts in be| active
Brief mention was
Contagious blood poison is absolutely
; half of his country.
j made of his life after the Revolution, and j beyond the skill of the doctors. They
j of his death, with the eulogy paid his |
may dose a patient for years on their
i memory by Washington.
Following tnis paper another equally mercurial and potash remedies,'but lie
interesting one having about it many will never be rid of the disease ; on the
quaint touches of humor was read by Miss ! other hand, his condition will grow
Louise .Johnson,
whose subject
was! Bteadily worse. S. S. S. is the only cure
“Deborah Sampson, the Romantic Herofor this terrible aflliction. because it is
ine of the Revolution.”
the only remedy which go»«s direct to
Miss Johnson
the cause of the disease and forces it
might almost have said “hero,” inasmuch
from the system.
; as she showed that this wonderful woman’s career led her to adopt a man’s atI was afflicted with Blond Poison, and the
tire and under that disguise, sinking her
d
best doctors did me no
-uah 1 took
l. ne II
*.l Ill'll L 1 a
11own identity,
she performed under the
fll I I y. ] i: :.e-:. I seemed
assumed name Robert Shurtleff much
to get worse all the
valiant work for her country.
Miss Jolinwl.iie. 1 t<.k almost
j son told of the simple life of the child
ev-ry S"mil e <1 1.1 o o d
remedy. Out t hey did not
j and of her later life as the adopted daughseem !•> i• :ieh ‘the disease. and had no effect
j ter in a family in Middleboro, where she
was well reared.
She taught school for
wha tevei
w as d i slle.'i »•;.-!). d. fur it seemed
a
time and also did excellent work at
that l \\ **ulcl never be
farming, taking her place beside the men
cured. At the advice of
in the fields.
fii.-nd I then took
n
•S. S. S.. and began to imthat
she
was
called
to other
Feeling
prove. 1 continued the
Deborah
dressed
in
things,
Sampson
j medicine, and it cured me completely, buildman’s garb aud went out into the world.
ing up :ny health and increasing my appetite.
She first shipped as sailor, from New Bed- j Although this was ten years airo. I have nevef
yet had a sign of the disease to rt urn.
ford, hut the brutality of the captain of
\V. R. Newman,
the ship caused her to change her mind, and 1
Staunton, Va.
she then came to Boston and enlisted as a
It is like self-destruction to continue
soldier.
She was looked upon as a young
to take potash and mercury; besides
soldier of markedly fine appearance. She
totally destroying the digestion, they
went with a company to West Point, and
dry up the marrow in the bones, proon the march the handsome young soldier
ducing a stiffness and swelling of the
was highly esteemed for refusing to drink
joints, causing the hair to fall out, and
or smoke, while always light-hearted and
completely wrecking the system.
hard-working, a great favorite with all.
She went through many hard experiences
iD her military service, sometimes being
wounded, hut always hiding her identity
as a woman.
Finally, while in a hospital
is guaranteed Purely Vegetable, and is
in Philadelphia, her sex was discovered hut
the only blood remedy free from these
was respected and kept secret.
While in
dangerous minerals.
the Quaker City, wearing her soldier’s
Book on self-treatment sent free by
uniform, she received a formal offer of
Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, tia.
marriage from a Baltimore belle who became enamored of her.
Only by disclosing her secret could she satisfy her
wooer.
It was later that her identity was
discovered in the
Deborah
hospital.
Sampson afterwards married, and when
she died left two daughters and a son.
IN ALL ITS FORMS.
She received many letters from Washington and other leading men of her day,
We
have TEN
PREVENTIVES
commending her bravery. Incidentally,
Miss Johnson brought out many interestto
different
that
apply
stages and coning facts which were cleverly woven into
her story.
[Boston Transcript Jan. 9th. ditions of the disease, and have had

Governor Powers w hile in a reminiscent
mood the other day noted the fact that
the entire amount of money expended and
the amount of liability incurred in filling
the call for troops from Maine in the war
with Spain was $95,334, and of this sum
$80,500 has already been allowed by the
Federal government.
Governor Powers
thinks it is a circumstance of which the
State should he proud, keeping the expense inside of $100,000.
“Why, the expense in Massachusetts and New York
ran
into millions.
The members of the
advisory board ;ite enough banquets and
drank enough champagne to partly equip
a small regiment.”
The governor also
cited the fact, inasmuch as we have been
reducing the war debt of 1801 at the rate
of $50,000 a year for a number of years,
the expenses incurred in the war with
Spain only put us bac's where we were in
1897, when the bonded war debt was just

spangled tulle, white
plumes

Oddly enough, these little
had come to superintend the

was a

Maine’s War Bill.

abbreviated

in

There

WONDERFUL SUCCESS in their

white ostrich

their shoulders

Commonwealth

Senator

Mr. Hoar admits that the United States
Precisely how one of these companies may acquire outlying territory for puroperates may be indicated by a single il- poses of national security and defence,
even though such
territory is not to come
lustration.
Bergen is a city of 54,000 in- into the
Union as a State, but he says it is
habitants, with a great fishing business not now proposed to
acquire or own propand a considerable foreign trade.
If to erty in the Philippines with dominion as
a
incident.
“You are not to
necessary
the commerce of Portland,
Maine, we
own a foot of land there.
Y'ou propose
should add the fisheries of Gloucester,
now to acquire dominion and
legislative
Massachusetts, the social conditions along power and nothing else. Where in the
the docks of Bergen would be about rep- constitution,” he
triumphantly asks, “is
resented.
In an American town of this the grant of power to exercise sovereignwhtre you have no property?”
Mr.
character we should have either licensed ty
Hoar cannot have read
the treaty
saloons up to the legal limit of number, with Spain, the officialcarefully
text of which has
with every possible solicitation to drink been
published. He would have seen by
and every kind of disorder, or else we that that
cedes
to
the United States
Spain
should have an attempt at Prohibition, “in the
Philippine archipelago, all the
with the brazen defiance of law and the
buildings, wharves, barracks, forts,
fiery adulterations of liquor which are to structures, public highways and other imbe found along the wharves of Portland. movable
property which, in conformity
In Bergen there are nine saloons and four with
law, belong to the public domain,
wholesale depots.
The company has a and as such
belong to the crown of Spain.”
capital of $20,000, in four hundred shares, There is a good deal of property in that.
held by two hundred and thirty-seven Whether it falls to the
United States
stockholders.
Among these are many of depends of course on the ratification of
the leading citizens, bankers, consuls, the
but
iu
event
he is a bold
treaty,
any
teachers, a Member of Parliament, and prophet who predicts that the United
ten women.
It is not only a part of pub- States will ever
give up Cavite and a naval
lic spirit to take stock in the company, and
coaling station in the Philippines.
but the shareholder has also some part in
[Portland Advertiser.
determining to what form of charity the
It was a great speech, an able speech,
profits shall go.
The Bergen Company happens to be so they all say; but, as the Advertiser
among the most limited in its scope of shows, Mr. Hoar diii not know wliat he
operations. It deals with the distilled- was
talking about. He is opposing the
liquor business only; and it makes no
ratification of a treaty while ignorant of
to
in
its
saloons
attempt
provide
any
element of sociability or agreeableness” its provisions.
But Senator Hoar does
When one enters a Company retail shop not
There
occupy this position alone.
in Bergen he finds it a place of the most
are others.
cheerless and repellent character.
There
The Boston Herald thus exposes Mr.
are no tables or chairs or
encouragements
for idlers, but simply counters provided Hoar’s iDconsistonov:
with the small glasses of the Company,
it can hardly have escaped attention in
measured, like an apothecary’s, for the reading Senator Hoar’s fervent appeal for
exact dose.
A customer enters, drinks the
sustaining of the principles of the
his thimbleful, as if of medicine, and at
Declaration of Independence, that he himonce withdraws.
Instead of solicitation self has
already been among those to viohere is the barest permission.
The busi- late these
principles, according to his
ness is conducted, as it. were,
under pro- own
interpretation of the immortal docutest; and nothing but the most resolute ment. He did it in his vote to annex
determination to drink—a determination Hawaii to this
country. All that he says
which no prohibitory law would be able about
annexing the people of the Philipto frustrate—seems likely to draw one
pine islands, ami at the same time denyinto these inhospitable dispensaries.
On
ing them the rights of citizenship, will
the walls are various deterrent notices
apply with equal force to the annexation
like the following:
“No credit;”
“No of the Sandwich islands. This
deadly asloafing;” “No disorderly conduct;” “No sault upon the doctrines of the Declaration
sale to an intoxicated person.”
The w hich Mr. Hoar
pictures has been already
regulations set forth that it is the duty of made, and it has been made with his asthe superintendent not to encourage, but sistance.
lie is thus placed in the awkto check, excessive drinking.
No liquor ward
position of condemning his own recan be sold to minors.
The saloons are cent action.
If Mr. Hoar now regrets
from
8
to
12
in
the
and
from
morning
that action, it strikes us that it would
: open
to
7
in
the
1:30
afternoon.
On
!
Sundays have been candid in him to say so. As it
and holidays they close at 1 p. m.
That
is, the force of his invective against those
|
is to say, the sale stops just when an who would
annex the Philippines is fatalAmerican bar begins its best business; aud
ly weakened by the fact that he has aided
the prohibition which could not be ob- in
setting the example for them.
tained outright is obtained for every evening and every non-working-day.
Except
at these stores, it is practically impossible
to buy a drink of spirits in Beigen.
A
traveller staying at the leading hotel, anil
to
till
his
flask
for
the
wishing
exigencies
of a long journey, must go a half-mile to
the Company’s wholesale depot, and
must then buy not less thau a half-bottle
of brandy.
[Prof. F. G. Peabody in the
January Forum.

Stand off the Grippe

Is the failure of the stomach to
properly digest the food. Some- f
times only certain food causes distress ; at other times the simplest
food causes intense agony. Indigestion undermines the constitution,
destroys the will and nerve power,
causes emaciation and weakness,
and ruins the health. There are
pains in the side, nausea, sometimes vomiting, distress after eating, constipation, and finally loss I
of appetite. < )m*£emit Tablet taken
regularly at meal time, morning
and night, will instantly relieve
and permanently cure indigestion.®

\

:

i

a

ndigestion

voices, with individual variation in

our

Plummer of Dexter.

was

high walls, with sentry over one shoulder. At this point voices
holes for guns.
struck up a Spanish duet,—Mary and

■'

VN

in twenty-four years, and in the
larger cities the consumption of wine varies from forty to sixty gallons a
head, besides more or less spirits and beer.
Thirst
like that must either be restrained or rated
home
There
is
no
by
products.
prospect
that any considerable part of it. will be allayed by kerosene. [K. S. Martin, in
cent,
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the hostess.

and Miss Caroline Tickno r, the
regent, presided. Little business was considered, this meeting being
for tlie presentation of two historical
It was voted that the chapter
papers.
take some part, through a delegate yet to
be chosen, in the meetings to be held by
the general committee representing all
patriotic organizations, and which will,
when necessary, consider all matters of a
patriotic nature which may seem of mutual
interest and which may require concerted
action on the part of all societies. Miss
Remiek, the Misses Fisher and Warren
are to represent the chapter at the Continental Congress of Daughters of the
American Revolution,
to
convene
in

hundred tall candles

a

whose light is never permitted to go out.
It is a matter of pious duty, as well as

Mack ay

being

good attendance,

hangs a life sized, distress- body’s satisfaction,
dying Christ upon the dining-hall and danced till daylight, the
At his feet stands a gorgeously
cross.
fat little priest waltzing like a top and outdressed image of the Virgin Mother and a
doing many a younger Cuban gallant in
meek, complaisant San Jose, amid a splen- the evolutions of 4‘the
mazy.”
did altar-service of silver and gold, line
Fannie Bkigham Waiid.

wings.
built two centuries ago,
niedia*val fort or feudal

avenue

more

of the

old paintings, and

Historical Papers.

volution, took place this forenoon, Miss
Pauline

in her eyes, pressing her own babe closer
in her arms—the one sweet touch of nature

richly

performance began and ended. All
household, including guests, servants,
eping apartments be- farm-hands and numerous beggars within
aif way to the ceiling. the
gates, were assembled, formed in proes of open
arches—vast, cession two by two, and a lighted candle
-rdingfree circulation of put into the hand of each. All the walls
nt perspectives of marble
and corridors had previously been decopanels, rich frescoes rated with lamps and evergreens; and led
fishings.
by the family priest and two or three
f these beautiful
casas, padres from town, we marched all over
o ‘w of a hill
overlooking the house, singing litanies at the top of
n

Two

was

1

proud families now
n the Vale of Triui-

Philadelphia.

than one young matron in
the assemblage, with mother-love shining

altar

canopied
ing ligure

a

hailed with bursts of joyful music, even
with tears from many spectators; and I

nothing modern could do. Like most
homes of the better class in Cuba it conprivate chapel,

—

all the after centuries!

as

a

priest

Ave Maria, took the waxen baby from the
| MeetIiij; of Abigail Adams Chapter*, Daugliangel’s arms and laid it in the cradle— !
lets of the Aimrican Revolution.
*
and the deed was done which produced
A regular meeting of the Abigail Adams
such tremendous consequences through Chapter, Daughters of the American Re-

articles of furniture, brought from Spain
by the titled ancestors a hundred years
ago, incline one to the sin of covetousness

tains

resident

with shaven crown and ample “bay-window’*- wobbled to the front, repeated an

>

-•

medicine at all than toe wrong medicine.
It is pitiful to think of the sorrow and
suffering that have followed and are following in the trail of ignorant or vicious medical treatment.
My system is to build up,
to
not to tear down; to strengthen, not
weaken. For this reason I have prepared a
disease.
Fifty-seven
each
cure
for
separate
MUNYON.
in all.”
Munyon guarantees that bis Rheumatism
Cure will cure nearly all cases of rheumatism in a few hours; that his Dyspepsia
Cure will cure indigestion and all stomach trouble; that bis Kidney Cure will
cure 90 per cent, of all eases of kidney
trouble: that his Catarrh Cure will cure
catarrh, no maher how long standing; that
his Headache 'hire will cure any kind of
headache in n few minutes; that his ('old
Cure will quieklv break up any form of
cold, and so on through the entire list of
his remedies.
Onido to Health and medical advice absolutely free. I’rof Munyon. 1505 Arch st*

au

increasing popularity of kerosene as a beverage suggests
the possibility of agitating differences beVelasquez christen:
>ly Trinity as early as own choicest treasures of lace and jewels tween the Standard Oil Company and the
•"lest in Cuba, fouud- for
On Christinas Eve her, Woman's Christian Tamperance Union.
every liesta.
The new habit has made more progress
'«■!
than Santiago and
silken robes were literally weighted with j
'•auto 1 hmiingo, the diamonds, pearls, rubies, opals, in all in Paris than elsewhere, and is under obhe world.
Though manner of settings, sewn on indiscrimin- | servation there by the guardians of the
of
this
a-days
region ately, while the diamond tiara of the an- public health. The petroliques seem to
tilling and romantic. cestral Marquesa crowned her golden wig, begin their evil courses not because they
the famous battle- a dozen bracelets hung from each wooden are out of humor with alcohol, but because
id itish
men-of-war arm, and bains of jewelled linger-rings I kerosene is the only stimulant they can
It produces an intoxication which,
get.
.'U under Don Luis encircled her waist.
The ancient Christmas ceremony called though a low-spirited affair, has its atthe English were detractions for experimenters.
How unTin's lighting.
Two Los Posadas,is still practiced in many
wholesome kerosene is in its effects, and
Tad city was continu- homes, as in old Spain and all her1 former
whether it is worse than alcohol, has not
al t cs and
buccaneers, colonies especially among descendants of yet. been fully determined. Meanwhile alwas entirely
destroy- the rich grandees upon the great estates, cohol is in no present danger of being
The number of
n every
house was whose isolated communities eagerly wel- crowded out of France.
wine-sliops has increased twenty-live per
come any divertisement to mitigate their
'Msair. Grant, it is
Casilda, is reached
picturesque town,

'm

could never understand why people
persist iu galloping to the grave by
filling their svstems with drugs and weakIt is bettor to take no
ening nostrums.

angel, suspended by a string
ceiling, holding a big wax doll
in her arms.
The whole was brilliantly
illuminated by hundreds of candles and
ornamented with bushels of cut flowers,
while a band of skilled musicians, hidden
behind a clump of palms, rendered appropriate music. At the proper moment

-land.

by rail

DrngO.

**1
will

from the

province
of

was

hovered

nidad city, faced by
the seaward edge of

:

|

and wood, to
and incidents.
Adam and Eve in
Paradise;

bedded in

valuable iu the west!

upon

annunciation; the salutation of Mary
to Elizabeth; the Wise Men of the
East;
shepherds tending their flocks; the flight
into Egypt; and many others.
Some
of the figures were those of
Saints,
borrowed from the neighboring
churches;
others were manufactured expressly for
the occasion, and not a few were
living
personages in disguise. There were tiny
fountains casting up fairy columns of
water: tall palm trees, in tubs;
acacias,
aloes and even fruit-bearing lime, pomegranate and fig-trees, amid a wilderness of
flowers.
There was a flock of living lambs
(which the lady shepherdesses had great
trouble to keep in order,) two or three
real baby-donkeys, and a little cradle im-

centuries,

ting of the years”
I

Wltl>

the

similar scenes will

it

branches,
groups of
There

write occurred four

1

the customs of rural

>

all around the room*
moss
and green
which were deposited

with

Stomach

Voar

images in wax
represent scriptural scenes

of The Journal.]

Dec.

i,

covered

were

Naeimiento.
Religious
;«11«*> of Trinidad.

(in

FlHi^S

Well Before

The Liquor-Company System in Norway.

Great

Bargain.

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings,

Camp

large
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
easy terms.

40tf

M. C. HILL,
39 Miller St., Belfast.

AT ANY

j

AGE.

..

NOTICE.
District of Maine,
Portland, December 23, 1898.
Pursuant to the rules of the Circuit Court of
the United States for the District of Maine, notice
is hereby e;iven that REUEL W. ROGERS of Belfast, in said District, has applied for admission as
an attorney and counsellor of said Circuit Court.
A. H. DAVIS,
3w*2*
Clerk U. S. Circuit Court, Maine District.

$1.50 Per
A

lew

Energetic Ladies

and

..

Day

Gentlemen wanted

to Canvass. Above
salary guaranteed. Call or
address,
J. H. CILLEY, BELFAST, nE.
Also agent for “Practical
Typewriters.”
Office over W. A. Swift’s shoe store.
tfml

Who has not read the books of Rowland j
E. Robinson, or his sketches as contributed to Forest and Stream? If such there
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Republican
CHARLES

} Busine^Mal'ager.

P1LSBURV,

A.

they should lose
acquainted with a

be

who occupies

Labor

time in becoming
New England author

Possibly the French Canadian dialect may
puzzle some, but it is worth mastering.
Mr. Robinson’s style is of the woods,
woodsy; and brings to the mind of the

Sweetest

---|
Senator Hale was re-elected yesterday.
present writer the works of Frank Forresunrivaled in his day as a chronicler of
Hon. Chauncey M. Depew has been ter,
with rod and gun.
But while
elected to the U. S. Senate from New exploits
Forrester was English, Mr. Robinson is a
V ork.
Vermonter through and through, and his
The Senator from Maine and the “Sen- pictures of certain phases of New Eugl and
from Spain” had a forensic encounthe Senate last week,
and the
latter was roasted—or perhaps we should

ator

in

ter

Frye-d.

say,
An

that Dr. Mary Walker
wants to lecture before
congress.
Well,
why not? Dr. Mary wears trousers and
could well talk to some of the old women
iu Cougiess who wear like garments.
The Maine Democrats appear to be getting together very much after the manner
Their stradof the Colossus of Rhodes.
dle takes in everything from Bryan to

Cleveland.

Yes, and between
ble to come to the

alleged

as

they

the two

ground,

as

in

suits

the

are

lia-

usual.

brought

against the company owning the wrecked
steamer Portland, the vessel was not properly manned and equipped, why should
not tin* United States inspectors be investigated!' Of what use are inspectors who
do not inspect?
Wonder if our friends in the eastern
part of the State would take so deep an
the welfare of the insane if it
was proposed to build a
hospital in the
western
part of the State. [Portland
Press.
inteies: iu

doubt. Indeed, there
is needed there.

N'*»

that

indications

are

one

Charlemagne Tower has been nominated for Ambassador to Russia.
Of course
plain John Smith or Sam Jones would
stand no show' for a job like that. Still,
we do not ad,vise parents to bestow such
high soundiug
It is to., heavy

upon their children.
a load for them to
carry in
and childhood.

hit an

names

«sr.'t s
very many years ago that
Kastern was ridiculed as an imand impractical undertaking in
;*■»>*>'
ocean
navigation. And now the Great
>:
v
rn's dimensions are surpassed.
It's
re at. aid progressive
age that we live in.
Herald.
Boston
1'

hi-

11i eat

rl
of

")

rue

:-r

there

are

iiies

'gross—the so-called

pi

on

the wheels

anti-imperial*

is's. for example.
Tl.ere is

petition before the legislapromptly granted, and
the petition asking that the trusone

that siiould be

te *

;'Mt is
he

et-s

are

orthy

not only very
of preservation.

entertaining,

*g.,

His

place

ficult to fill.

He

State.

in Congress will be dif-

untiring worker,

was an

reports had

come

from his bedside

a

but difficult to

The iast week's

contained

large

a

of statistical

valuable for future reference.

In addition

general summary of the report of the
State Assessors wre gave the local statistics
a

detail,

in

with

an

abstract of the report

of the Commissioner of the Maine Bureau
of Industrial and Labor

Statistics,

necessary

special from Augusta

Portland
Express says that the indications are that
Senator -Shepherd of Knox will be
president ,,f the next Senate.

special

it'

to the

to some

other paper givts
tb; minor for the Senate after next to
i ode
Poilbroolt of Watervilie, nowa
repI’eset, a .... but who is to be
elected to
til
next
and then
senate,

re-elected,

President.

mol"
1

it

just

it not

'a

Suppose

This is

a

all very line;
little bit premature?

of

one

our

Maine Senators

should

adopt the Populist ideas and speak
and vote iu behalf of the 111 to 1
fallacy,
■would certain Republican
papers pat him
on the back and
congratulate him on bis

independence? Probably

not.

It takes

a

pretty big man to proclaim himself superior to his party and to discard its principles and oppose its policy; and then it
be done once too often.
A small
in this role cuts a
sorry and con-

may
man

temptible figure.
Aii Augusta special to the Portland
Press says that Joseph LI. Manley is opposed to the repeal of the Australian ballot law, and that Friday be made this
statement to

prominent member of the

a

amend the law
ings I

am

Veal.”

made is

can

one

regard

It would

There is
can

the

better

do

authority

l’rof. J. 13. McMaster of
of

Pennsylvania.

That

and

course

universal

special

suffrage

lias

therefore

We give

on

the 7th !

page a summary of his paper taken from
The Literary Digest.
We make here a
single quotation from the closing para-

graph of Prof. McMaster's article:

The officers of Harvest

Moon

installed Jau. 14th

Grange,

by Past

Hancock Pomona Grange at its last meeting decided, 25 to (>, that the present school
system is better than the old district system
This expression is of considerable moment,
coining from those who have had an opportunity to test both methods.
[Bucksport
Herald.

Dirigo Grange, Freedom, has adopted the
following resolutions:
Whereas our Heavenly Father in his infinite wisdom has so suddenly called our
dear sister,Belle R. Vose, a highly esteemed
and worthy member of Dirigo Grange.to the
Heavenly home and the light and gladness
of a better world; Therfore, be it.
Resolved, That while we deeply feel our
loss we how iD humble submission to the
Divine will.
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved husband and children and entire family
our, loving heartfelt sympathy, and commend them to the care of Him who alone is
able to comfort and console the sorrowing
and afflicted.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning also these resolutions be placed
upon our records, a copy be sent to the bereaved family and to the local papers for
Myra Brown,
Annie

Clement,

Emma Busher,

}

Committee
on

Resolutions

attention for the

possibly inspired utterrespecting the attitude of
the Administration toward thePhilippines.
This seems to be, according to the
Senator, for the United States to hold the
islands “until the people are ready for
it contains

Then
the speaker
added: “I don’t understand that any one
desires anything but the ultimate independence of the people of the Philip-

self-government.”

pines, neither the President

anyone
One effect of this declaration is
nor

likely to be the modification
degree of the opposition in the
the American-Spanish treaty.

in

some

Senate to

j

administrator.
Estate of Martha J. Chase., Searsport; petition presented for appointment of Lorenzo
D. Jones, Jr., administrator.
Estate of Oliver Blake, Morrill; will presented; John O. Blake named executor.
Estate, of George Morrill, Searsmont, will
presented; Chas. G Hemingway named ex-

ecutor.

Estate of Beuj. P. HazeJtine, Belfast; will
presented; Camilla A. Hazeltine named ex-

and final account of executor presented.
Estate of Eli Martin, Searsmont; tirst and
final account and private account of admin-

istrator presented.
Estate of Charles A. Parker, Frankfort:
first account of administrator presented.
Estate of Seth Oliver, Searsmont; tirst and
tiual account of administrator presented.
Estate of Laura J. Roberts, Belfast; second and linal account of administratrix present.

Estate of Arlette Edmonds, Winterport;
petition for allowance presented.
Estate of Julia Sullivan, Searsport; petition for distribution presented.
Estate of Holly M. Perkins, Frankfort;
tirst and final account of administrator presented.

A

Tragedy

in Montville.

(Special to the Whig and Courier.]
Belfast, Jan 10. News of a very sail affair has just come in from Montville. The
reports conflict in some poi nts, but the
main facts are as follows: Mr. Ed. Rowell,
a farmer, who lives near Hogback mountain
in Montville, became suddenly insane early
last Tuesday morning and violently ass lilted his wife with a flatiron
His daughter, a
young lady, came to her mother's assistance
and was struck so as to be seriously but not
fatally injured. Mrs. Rowell made a desperate resistance, but was being overpowered
when the noise brought down theii twelveyear-old boy, who had only partially dressed
himself. The boy seeing his mother In such
peril took a stick of stove wood and dealt
ficiently

to his

a

blow

as

senses as

brought him sufto enable him

to

what he had been doing. Mr. Rowell
his family to send for assistance,
as he feared he might become violent again.
He was finally prevailed upon to lie down
and tlie boy started out to alarm the neighbors and bring a doctor from Freedom,
which is distant nearly five miles. The lad
was but partly dressed and his face became

realize

implored

What Shall
Be Done
FOR THE DELICATE GIRL

|

You have tried iron and
other tonics. Eut she keeps
pale and thin. Her sa-low
complexion worries you. Perhaps she has a little hacking
cough also. Her head aches;
and she cannot study. Give her

;

Scots Emulsion

>
1

»

The oil will feed her wasting
body {the glycerine will soothe
1
her cough, and the hypophosphites will give new power and
vigor to her nerves and brain.
“
cannot
Never say you
,
''
take
until
cod-liver
oil
you
>
t have tried Scott's Emulsion.
) You will be obliged to change
> your opinion at once. Children
? especially become very fond
? of it; and infants do not know
? when it is added to their food.
>

J
[

^

50c. and

L SCOTT &

$1.00 ; all druggists.
BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

4

|

his father such

people.

else.”

were

Master A. H. Higgins. There were so many
sick that the installation was
postponed
from Jan 7th to Jau. 14th.

We do not share the fears of some who
say that the republic is ou the verge of
destruction and that an empire is to take
its place.
This fear iias been expressed
in
ill honesty by so wise a man as ex< 1 overnor
Bouiwell of
Massachusetts.
There is uo danger of this, because it is
contrary to the spirits aud wishes of our

ance

j

were

8c.,

4,
Hooks and Eyes, per card,
Common Hooks and Eyes, per card.
Pins, per paper.
Featherbone, regular price, 15c.,
Dress Hones, regular price 12 l-2c per dozen,
Millivards Needles, per paper,

3-4c.,

badly

frozen.

The neighbors came, but at
dare to enter the building, as
is a very large and powerful
brother of his several years

did not
Mr. Rowell
man, and a
ago became
suddenly insane and killed two old people,
Mr. McFarland and wife, and was himself
shot and killed by Joseph Raines while defending the other members, of the family.
This occurred not far from where Ed. Rowell
and his family live.
At last, however, some were found who
were bold enough to enter
the buildings,
and after a little search found Mr. Rowell
in the barn.
He was secured without much
difficulty and the wounded wife and daughter, who had locked themselves in a room
up-stairs, were cared for as well as possible.
The doctor soon arrived and at first thought
Mrs. Rowell could not live, but later she
was said to be in a fair way to recover.
The reports of this affair differ most as to
amount of injury received by Mrs. Rowell
and her daughter. Some say their injuries
have been exaggerated.
Mr. Rowell has been taken to the hospital
at Augusta for treatment. He has been engaged in the lumber business and it is said
that he has lost much of his property and
that it preyed upon his mind. The Rowells
are well known and
respected people and
much sympathy is felt for the suffering
first

llo

'2 a
6e. per doz.
i t<‘

now

17c., 20c., 25c

Trimmings, word, 12 l-2c., 15c. and 25c., for this sale, Sc.,
Narrow Silk Trimmings that we have sold all the season for 10c.

Past Commander Geo. R. Doak installed
the officers of
Palestine Commandery,

Knights Templar, at the regular meeting
Wednesday evening, Jan. 11th. He was assisted by F. L. Field, acting Grand Marshal.
The list of elective officers was published in
The Journal of Dec. 21st. The appointed
officers are as follows : Standard Bearer, G.
P. Lombard; Sword Bearer, H. E. McDon.
aid; Warden, C. B. Hall; Sentinel, H. W
Marriner. The installation was private.
The officers of Euterprise Lodge, A. O. lT
were installed in Odd Fellows’ lodge
room, Thursday evening, Jan. l*2th, in the
presence of members of the order and invitsd guests. The installation ceremony was
performed by District Deputy Graud Master
Workman Geo, A. Warren, assisted by Clias.
F. Merrill, acting Past Grand Master WorkW. M. Pulsifer, acting Graud
man, and
Guide. The installing officers are members
of Waterville Lodge of Waterville. The officers of Euterprise Lodge are the same as
announced in The Journal of Dec. 29th
The music in connection with the ceremony
was by the Belfast Theatre Orchestra.
After the installation remarks were made by
the installing officers, also by Past Grand
Master Workman A. G. Andrews of Augusta and Deputy Grand Master Workman Geo.
E. Wragg of Chelsea, Mass. The reports of
the lodge officers show that Enterprise
Lodge has made a gam in membership during the past year, and the Grand Lodge officers state that the order closes its 30th year
with more thau 53,000 members in the New
England jurisdiction. After the speeches
there was a dauce, with music by the orchestra.
W.,

Raised to Their Stumps. The chiefs,
sanaps, warriors, braves and guards of Tarratine Tribe, Improved Order of RedvMeu,
were raised to their stumps in Odd Fellows'
Lodge Room at the sleep of the sixteenth
sun of the cold
moon, at the 30th breath

;

Small Si/-

HOc unit

“Hail to the t hief.”

He
10c

Col. Small then in

a

for,

yours

The Best Sleighs and Wheieto Cetl!

fraternally,

E. C. Milliken.

Capt. Welch attempted to reply, but his
feelings completely overcame him, and he
sat down.
Later in the evening he replied
feelingly, thanking his brethren for the interest they had taken in the work of the Uniform Rank and for this token of their appreciation, also for their fidelity and efficiency,
which made it possible for him to receive and
The Belfast Band, which
wear that jewel.
the Second Regiment Band, gave a
number of fine selections, including a march
written by Robert P. Chase, dedicated to the
Second Maine Regiment, U. R., K. of P
and now played for the first time in public.
Some appropriate words were written with
the music aud were sung hv members of the
Band. Au excellent clam stew, with coffee
is also

the eigth run, in
presence of| a
large assemblage of Red Men, pale faces and
squaws. Or, to “talk United States,” the
officers were installed on the night of the Kith and
lemonade, was served.
of January, at 8.30, in the presence of memladies.
The
ceremoand
friends
bers,invited
Concerning Local Industries.
ny was performed by Great Chief of Records
W. E. St. John of Portlaud, acting Great
Paul Carnes is closi ng his cigar factory
Sachem ; Past Great Sachem A. P. Calder of
Boston, acting Great Prophet; and Past here to move to Malden, Mass.
Sherman & Co. began Monday morning
Sachem E. H. Haney of Belfast, acting Great
Mishinewa. The chiefs of the Tribe are as remodeling their building, formerly used as
family.
follows: Sachem, Matthew W. Welch; Sen- an axe factory, to fit it for a new business
ior Sagamore, Arthur C. Whitney: Junior
They are to put in machinery for making
Mr, Russell Left no Will.
Sagamore, Duncan McAndless; Prophet, counters for shoes. Counters are made of
Salem, Mass., Jan. 13. Hon. William A. Chas. M. Perkins; Chief of Records, Melville leather, of leatherboard, or of a union of the
Russell, the well-known paper manufacturer C. Hill; Keeper of Wampum, Francis H. two. The mill, when ready for business,
who died recently in Boston, left no will,
will add one to our East Side industries,
Altana E. Stevens, Will G.
and a petition was filed in the Probate Court Welch; Sanaps,
here to-day asking that an administrator for Sawtelle; Warriors, Orrin J. Dickey, Henry and will give employment to a number of
the estate be appointed.
Webber, Rufus C. Barton, Sumner Bridges; men the year around.
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the Past.
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STURTEVANT-LARRABEE SLEIG«
LIKE It EITXEI > HOT I* their

In

Design,

reputation isbriijher

Material and Workmanship ihey

the

m

U;ir

are

Should you be unfamiliar with the superiority of fir sleighs, w.
truth of our assertion can be clearly demonstrated by sp<*
the store of

JOHN W.JONES,

[

Everything

60 Ma

in General
Harihrare

v

Papers and Periodicals,
,J. F. Gould has sent us a copy of The
Trade Journal, Dairy and Produce
Record, New York, to which he contributes
I as “Our Nautical Reporter.”
Henry R. Drew has assumed the editorial
management of the Richmond Bee. He has
done more or less editorial work on the paper during the past two years and has had

THE SEA BK1

Fruit

Augusta, Jan. 10, 189fi
Dear Sir and Brother: I send you by registered mail the jewel for Capt. Welch and
regret very much that I cannot be present
when it is presented, but I tind it impossible so to do. Please express to Capt. Welch
my delight that he is to receive this mark of
esteem trom his brothers of the Uniform
Rank. It was never bestowed on one more
worthy to wear it. I would that we had
more men in the Uniform Rank like him—
capable, courteous, willing and self-sacrificing, au ideal commander, one in whom Belfast Company should take pride, which is
shared by every knight in Maine. Again
assuring you that if it. were possible i would
he present, and wishing Capt. Welch and
Belfast Company all the success that they
am

I

«*

Successor to A. !’, Mansfield

J. A. Montefiore:

wish

\vei

TEMPLE,

MASONIC

is it highly complimentary to Capt.
Welch and his company that the officers of
the Brigade considered his services for the
After the
order as meriting this token.
presentation, Col. Small read the following
letter from Col. E. C. Milliken:

I

that

20c and 25c

35c,

and

nr

U

15c;

well chosen words, presented Capt.
Welch with a jewel of honor, the offering of
the Maiue Baiallion, V. R., K. of P. The
jewel is m circular form, the shape of the
Supreme Lodge jewel. The outside ring
represents a coiled serpent, and encloses
several emblems of the order: the globe, the
lily, the crossed swords and battle axes,
the helmet surmounted by the eagle, etc.
This jewel is only presented to captains who
have served with special fidelity and efficiency for three or more consecutive years,

hope

U

5c

few

can

!

Dress Goods Novelties

5c.
10c

20c,
25c,
“

i-

JOHNSON’S

lOr. and 1 Sc

Hair Pins, 0 Papers for
Tee Wool (all colors,!,
Horn Combs,

6 1-2c.

by

A Few Children's Cloaa

per yard,
for this sale, 0 1-2c

“

I

Bleached Table Damask

lOo

Jet

“

“

“

lo

Tooth Brushes worth 1 Oc,

Keene as Grand Marshal, A. K. Bralev as
Grand Warden, B. B. Greenlaw as Grand
Treasurer, aud John Nealley of Monroe as
Grand Secretary.

“

■

-4 1-Se

) per dozen

Braves, John Norton, Elmer 8 Whitehead,
John D. Fraser, Edw. It. Moore; Guard of
the Wigwam, Chas. W. Coombs; Guard of
the Forest, Paul H. Graisbary. M. C Hill
and W. G. Sawtelle, were absent and their
their stumps were occupied by Sherman G.
Swift and John S. Davidson, respectively.
Aftt-i the installation Messrs. St. John and
tending to take the degree should consult Calder briefly addressed the audience, givFrank R. Wiggin at the
Peoples National ing many interesting particulars in regard to
Bank.
the Improved Order of Red Men, and uf the
Enterprise Lodge, A. O. V. W., will ob- ladies’ organization, the Degree of Pocahonserve Thursday, Jan, 2titb, as memorial
day, tas. The Belfast Theatre Orchestra gave a
that being the first, regular meeting after the numbered musical selections, finely renderdate of the death of the founder of the
order, ed, at the intervals of the services, and furJohn Jordan Upchurch, Jan. 18th. There nished music for a dance.
will be music aud brief memorial addresses
Capt. F. H. Welch Honored. A recepby members.
tion
was
held in Castle Hall Tuesday
Silver Cross Lodge, 1C. of P., will hold a evening, by Belfast Company, U. R., K. of
public installation at Odd Fellows' Hall P., the occasion being the presentation of a
next
Wednesday evening. Francis H. jewel of honor to Capt. Francis H. Welch.
Welch, Deputy Grand Chancellor, will At about 7 30 o’clock a carriage called at
officiate. It is expected that Fred Emerv Capt. Welch’s residence and a messenger
Beane, Past Grand Chancellor, will be pres- told him be was wanted at once at the
ent.
A dance will follow the installation.
Knights of Pythias bulge room. He went
at ouce and on arriving there was escorted
A delegation of Odd Fellows and ladies
from Belfast attended the public installation by Col. Elmer Small into the room, where
of officers of Monroe Lodge last
Friday he found the Belfast Company and a numDistrict Deputy Grand Master ber of invited guests. As they entered the
evening.
Samuel Adams officiated, assisted
W. K. members arose and Belfast Barn! played

of

r*a

Silk Gimps, worth 25c., 30c. and 35c. per yard, for this sale,

(200 yds.

am

lOc

21a

Cotton

FRED A. JOHNSON,

the

sale,

spools,

“

5

for this

Hosiery

Red Table Damask

lOo

Hump

He. and 10c,

1-2c.,

lti 1-Mo

at

17c.,
21c.,

3.

Estate of Setl: L. Milliken, Belfast; second
and final account of administratrix allowed,
Estate »•[ Susan N. Baker, Searsport; tirst j
and linal account of administrator allowed |
petition for distribution presented.
Secret Societies.
Estate of William T. Low, Winterpor ;
1
first and final account of executor allowed.
Estate of Arlette Edmonds, Winterport;
The annual meeting of Phcenix
Lodge, F.
inventory returned.
and A. M., will be held next
Monday evenEstate of Hiram If. Crockett, Searsport;
ing, Jan. 23d.
inventory returned.
Estate of Philander W. Rowell, Montville;
The Princes of the Orient will work their
returned.
inventory
Estate of Ebenezer Page, Brooks; petition degree in the near future. All members of
presented for appointment of Geo. W. Page any secret society are elegible, anil those in-

best suited to meet the needs of the peo- ecutrix.
ple, never stopping to ask how far the
Estate of John
M.
Ames, Stockton
government so created derived its just Springs; will presented; Albert M. Ames
powers from the consent of the governed; named executor
Estate of Thomas W. Bartlett, Jackson;
and that it is under no obligation to grant
will presented; Geo. W. Bartlett named exeven a restricted suffrage to the inhabicufcor.
tants of any new soil we may acquire, unEstate of Hiram H. Crockett, Searsport,
less they are lit to use it properly.
Conpetition presented for license to sell real esto
is
indeed
the
bound
gress
tate.
give
morally
Estate of Mary E. Ambrose; petition prevery best government that circumstances
will permit: but it is also morally bourn! ! sented for license to sell real estate.
Estate of Hattie M. Childs, Freedom;
not to be carried away by theories of
human rights which even the States them- citation issued to guardian to settle estate.
Estate of Hattie L., Mary G. and Everett
selves ignore.
Pinkham, Palermo; third accounts of guardian presented.
News ot the Oranges.
Estate of Frank F. Frye, Montville; first

Thorndike,

that

j

value and will be read with much

interest at this time.

OUTI3V G-S

guardian accepted.

a

Curtains, Silkalines,
Denim, Creton, Etc,,
AT CUT PRICES.

lowed.
Estate of Levi Bullock, Nortliport; first
and linal account of administrator allowed;
petition for distribution presented.
Estate of Thomas Kenney, Frankfort; tirst
account of guardian allowed.
Estate of George Smith, Liberty; tirst and
linal account allowed and resignation of

be conceeded by all who are
familiar with his writings. What he says,
in the December Forum, on annexation

ogy.

Foraker’s speech in the Senate
Jan. lltli will attract the world’s profound

Lace

of administrator allowed.
Estate of John C. Nealey, Winterport;
lirst and final account of administrator al-

Ameri-

on

Fancy finings, regular price, 15c., 17c. and 20c., lor this sale
English Silesia, worth 20c., for this sale at
Monterey Seamless Dress Shields,
No. 2, regular price 12 l-2c.,

Crowley's Spool

count

that every citizen of Maine
with satisfaction, while tiie

history than
Uuiveisity

will of

p isition taken by the Maine Farmer on
F is question owe that gentleman an
apol-

Senator

Tohnson’K

B.

that the papers
Manley because of the

which encompass the Republic and the
Australian ballot law.

9c. per pair.

Estate of Lewis A. Rhoades, Troy: Otis
Rhoades appointed administrator.
Estate of William McGray, Unity; Win.
F. McGray, Laforest McGray and Adriana

show-

seem

[Portland Evening Express.
We are very glad to he thus assured;
hut the Express must be awfully lonesome—iu Portland, where the other papers
are laying awake nights over the perils

Bleached Cotton Huck Towels,

tor.

future is most promising.

so as

which abused Mr.

Extra Large Turkish Towels, 12*c

ing the condition of the live stock and industries of Waldo county.
The message
appointed executors.
of Governor Powers, in the same issue, Kelley
Estate of Stephen E. Young, Liuoolnville;
in
detail
the
and
industrial
financial
gives
resignation of guardian accepted; dual acconditions existing to-day iu Maine.
We count allowed.
Estate of Ivra Heal, Searsmont; tiual acare glad to add
that the exhibit thus

might he desirable to publication.
to simplify its workunqualifiedly opposed to its re-

House: “While it

10c. per pair.

of the Probate Court.
of Frank B Mathews, Belfast; will
approved; Adda R. and Maude E. Mathews
appointed executrices.
Estate of Sarah Carr, Belfast; Frank I.
Mortiaud appointed administrator.
Estate of Abbie J. Atkinson, Burnham;
Rufus Gilmore appointed administrator.
Estate of Henry L. Kilgore, Belfast; John
R. Duntou appointed adm nistrat.or.
Estate of Betsy Patterson, non compos,
Belmont; Nellie R. Gray appointed guardan.
Estate of John M. Getcheil, Troy; allowance of S‘228 to widow.
Estate of David Webber, Belfast ; will approved ; David A. Webber appointed execu-

and other information which will be found
to

t Case Ladies' Fleeced Hose,

Estate

issue of The Journal
amount

j

Apron Ginghams,
! Brown
Cotton, 36 in

Courts.

ness

emulation,

of

worthy
equal.

record

Insolvency

Although there are a few cases still pending in the Insolvency Court for this county,
no action was taken in any at the January
term.
Following is an abstract of the busi-

ture, two terms as Governor, and IS years
and in every position
as Congressman:

States; that the Territories formed from
it are without, and not under, the Constitution; and that in providing them with
governments Congress is at liberty to esI is told ut' a temperance lecturer re- tablish just such kind as it pleases, with
little or no regard for the principles of
s-titly heard in this vicinity that he had self-government; that in the past it has
ti'ii much confidence in our law makers set
up whatever sort was, in its opinion,

amend the constitution of the State before
a
license law can be put on its
passage,
and that is a very remote
contingency.

Probate and

Price Tells but Half the Sinn

Money Back.

Dress Makers’ Findings, Notions, Etc.

>

Odd Sizes, 16c.

passed peacefully away. He had served his
State faithfully and well—in the legisla-

had made

1 lot Ladies’ Merino Underwear
•

he

A review of the history of suffrage in
change the name of the Territories thus
makes it clear that
to
versity
Colby College. It is foreign soil acquired by Congress is tlie
an l a good
college, too, and property of and not a part of the United

and feared that they would enact a license
law this winter.
That lecturer should
p'i't himself before attempting to enlighten
the public.
It will be
to

of millions as the
best medicine money can
buy. Take only Hood’s.

spared himself he might
longer. Ilis ceaseless mental
activity had so impaired a physique never
robust that he could not rally from a severe illness, and shortly after reassuring

Your

All Remnants in Dress Goods, Linings, Outings, and Odd Sizes in
-^Underwear to be Closed Out Regardless of CosW

gives

refreshing sleep and

ment

have lived

or

• • • •-

that tired feelIt has the endorse-

ing.

Had he

brief.

Your Money’s Worth

overcomes

score

a

which

|

• • • •-—-

and that unnat-

saparilla,
sweet,

LAST WEEK BEFORE STOCK TAKING

♦

sleep-

and muscle, a reliable tonic
is needed, like Hood’s Sar-

of years bad made finance
his study. For this work he gave up society, and his periods of recreation were
and for

or

ural weakness and weariness of mind, body, nerve

The death of Congressman Dingley is a
as well as to his native

wh y not give it its
proper title. Of course
thiii will he done. Success to
Colby Col1 ege!

A

lessness,

but

oved to

*ll»v tdi
1

w

Sleep

But for insomnia

loss to the nation

exchange says

If.

life

the

Buys

field exclusively his owu.

a

JOHNSON’S

no

experience

as

a

general newspaper

Vol. 21.
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skill and

enterprise in the way of marine
architecture.
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Booklets. Pro.
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STATE OF .>1 MM
sentatives. January 10. 's
Ordered, That thi t u
Pi titions and Mills tic /
ration he limited t" Hr
/*99. and that all P, nth
after that date he etc •.
fure.
Read and passed. H
.4 true copy. .4ttest. IV. s'
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Rudder begins the New Y ear with a
most attractive table of contents, ami with
promise of increasing interest and usefulness in future numbers.
The Lark fever
continues unabated all over the country, alThe

■

>

OUR SPE<

i

This Time TOWN

though

it has not reached this section.
The
knockabout “Ouauaniehe,” illustrated in
the January number, is a tidy craft, whose
model and rig ought to tempt some of our
local builders. Rudder Publishing Co. 55
Y

Mt.

Envelopes.- El,\ei'.

The Camden Herald illustrated its account
of the launching of the big schooner John B
Prescott, giving a fine picture of the vessel j
and excellent portraits of II. M. Bean and
Capt. J. G. Crowley. The Herald may we!
feel proud of this latest exhibit of Camden’s !

I ransters

t

corre-

spondent.

Dey street, New

fa

The p»‘n is mi^htie;
>o
many peopir i:
But tin* thinsr that ma
Is plenty of printer'

\lk>N

Smit by Express.

sis

Sta.

BRA On
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PRINTERS, BELd

ork, N. Y.
in

Keal

bstate.

IIS! Hill i

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo county Registry mi
Deeds for the week ending Jan. 18, 1899:
C. S. Griffin, Stockton Springs, to L. B.Grifiin, do.; land and buildings in Stockton
Springs. Thomas Chase, Lewiston, to Lueilla F. Hunt, Unity; land in Unity. Frederic A. Cummings et ah, Bangor to Florence
M. Cummings, do; land in Islesboro. Joshua
Adams, Camden, to Cynthia W. Hopkius,
Searsport; land in Searsport. B. B. Toothaker, Belfast, to M. W. Swett, Knox; laud
W. A. Arey et ah, Boston, to
in Knox.

Henry Bateman, Belfast; land in Belfast.
Mary E. Bray, Morrill, to Ansel M. Bray,
Waldo; land in Waldo. John E. Doherty,
Rockland, to Win. H. Brown et als., do.;
land in Northport. Kate S. Driukwater,
Northport, to Chas. E. Driukwater, do.; land
in Northport.

Established in!Is'

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,00

$55,000

SURPLUS,

Safe

depos it boxef for
#8

Our

new

vault is

rent at
a
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>ear.

unequal** i

ami

UNEXCELLED !">

ami

burglary in the countr>

renting boxes can 1
privilege of taking their boxes
Those

|

vaults.
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BELFAST.
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rtlt

The Sea Breeze has a small ad. in The
Journal. See if you can find it?

_

rrfit of Warren is in Belfast
making the corrections

|

.,ur

Mister.

V)

The meeting night of A. E. Clark Camp,
No. 43, S. of V., Belfast, has been changed
from Monday to Tuesday evenings.

John W. Melutrye is so well pleased with
his dehorned cattle that he is to have the
operation performed on four more that he

intention : lately bought.
lS announced
We suggest that he |
This is the last waek at Johnson’s before
!’,■* Bros., Belfast.
stock-taking. Everything in fall aud winter
voyaged to New York goods marked way down to make room for
:,i'11s as officers.
Captain new spring goods.
in uterinaster and pilot.
Every farmer should have Bradley’s Farmlike to know the ers’ Record Book.
It is sent free on applicaw i’ii11
tion.
.t'/master.
We are indebted to Fred Atwood,
Winterport, for a copy.
works in
L>uu«
his

,,

^

The Belfast Printing Co. has issued a very
ueat. yearly calendar, with the principal
dates of the Spanish war printed in red ink.

in a

,-

from

mscious

the

the stove when

■ii

efMr.

coupons
coupons

morning.
Mining
t

The Republican County Committee met in
this city Jan. 14th aud organized by choice
of Dr. J. M. Fletcher as chairman, who is
also authorized to serve as secretary.

>

tin! printed a good many
u-« and pigs, but John B.

doubt,entitled to
pork raising He killed
ithout

less than b months

was

14th:

cars

E.

since any bark

city.
Pensions have been granted as follows:
Additional, Thomas S. Osgood, Bluehill, $t;
to $8; increase, George Cole, Burnham village, $12 to $14; original, Peter A. Cooper,
Monroe,$6; increase, David H. Gray, Prospect, $17 to $30.

Tuesday, Jan. 17th, the trustees drew' the
White,
James H. Dodge is suffering from the following bonds of the Belfast & Moosehead
,i ami cared for the pig.
effects of two falls resulting in an injury to Rake R. R., of $1,000 each, for payment
May
his left arm. lu October he was thrown 15th: Nos. 49, 08, 478 and 79. When these
the enterprising
,ps Co
Springs, are supplying from a carriage, and slightly bruised the bonds, whose total is $4,000, are paid the
loau will be reduced to $126,500.
arm, but it soon ceased painiug him and he
a calendar for 189b
.me and useful.
It has thought little about it. Last Thursday he
Washington Hose Co. will give its annual
list, of everything in fell and struck the arm in the same place, supper and ball in Belfast
Opera House,
soon
after
which
the
arm
became painful this, Thursday,
1 .•ustoiners may check
evening. The supper will
and
swelled badly. At this writing it ap- be served at 6
ed ami send the leaf
o’clock, aud the indications
pears to be improving.
r.ler.
are that it wrill be
equal to any that the
The cold snap of last week continued four
days and closed Friday morning. The
morning temperature was as follows: Tuesday, 9° below ; Wednesday, 2° below ; Thursday 4° above: Friday S above; average 2°.
The mercury was below zero all day Tues-

Burnham have ascerBickford, the missing
few hundred dollars

f
vV

..Is

says

...

possession

his

in

the

Pittsfield

firemen have
and

Wurtier,
Quaker
i'. etry of Alfred Tenia reate of
England);
s Aspects of Browu-

Helping Hand Circle, Ring’s Daughters,
a ten-cent baked bean supper on
Friday,
Jan. 13th. A large number were
present
and all agreed that it wras a very nice supper
and a pleasant time. The circle has decidhad

have another supper on or about Feb.
6th.
They will meet Monday, Jan. 23d,
with Mrs. Nellie Howard on Bay Viewstreet.
All members are requested to be

sum.

,i

1

U.

voted

at

the regu-

rsday to give up the
tailuring estahlish-

i-»

■

he homes of the meiuih;s, Thursday, afterMrs A. E. Clark, at 2 30
•i
will be “Purity in
A full attendance is

u

■■-dug sketch of the life of
read and other matters

Union will adopt for
> as possible the program
Kra.uk:in County Union, as

d-ifast

f the committee to keep
Midi with the great reels, past and present as
-date and National work,
»• methods of other workii selves work more intelalso the purpose of the
j. every member of the
service by giving her a
•m
presenting it. Ten
for each topic and rive
dies.

of the new sch.
h*- Boston Herald looks
el not finished their job.
ring the three-masted
i

e

cut

rilton, which was driven
gale at Point Aller-

idler

Bath still claims
ggest live-masted schoouI’-dli Times says tliat the
Prescott launched Jan.
is three feet shorter and
r than the Bath schooner
>ier.
It is claimed by Bath
Jfh....

Palmer schooner is fifty
Prescott according to
Seh. J, S. Lamprey arriv-

die

NVw York with

phosphate

the

B.,

H. & W

W

j

during

rain

the

The Journal office one dey
and was asked as to the news in his
neighborhood. “Well," said he, “every woman
iu town has either been over to Burkett’s
at

shopping or is getting ready to come."
“History repeats itself," and when this

damage

to the

goods piled

near.

New Advertisements. Burkett's and John
son’s new advertisements are noticed else-*
where... .See what 5 cents will buy at Carle
& Jones’. New styles of curtains
just received. Prices, complete with patent spring

j
j

fixtures and

ring, Id,

and :>o cents.

..

R

E

O'Connell will open a new restaurant at
No. 71 Main street to-day. The place has
been thoroughly overhauled and newly finished and furnished, and the proprietor is
an

experienced
officers

now

Case Lonsdale Cambrics.7

10 gross

yd. wide cotton.12 l-2c

1 Case 2 1-4

Belfast... .The Manhatmnouuces that it will resume
ate Jan. 20th, leaving New

4.000 yds.

of

Merrimac Shirting Priuts,

"

day.

.It is understood that a
boat will take the place of

"r

;*1

Portland
The
which
ll's sale

Boston and
old side-wheel steamwas sold
at United
some months ago and
Boston harbor, where
on

the

“’land,
^'d'cd, was forced

v

‘A‘

into

deep

wa-

•Uu. 11th, and drifted ashore
mi
Shipkeeper John Yar*
^
wife, who were on board the
nit on a raft which was towering that Lewiston would fill
J ke
present owner is Ralph Dean,
t-o

break her up-The PenobBoston until midnight last
"n
account of the storm, and arSunday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
&U
!,uie for Boston Monday-The
’da large excursion from Cas'P0,lgkt
ill(j
81*«boro to Belfast Monday.

i^t,

•.
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in

Hump Hooks and eyes, per
card, only.

le

a

our

price this

Sale.3c

2.000 yds.
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Percales

in.

in

samples consisting

Look at

Dress Styles, worth tic, per yd.,for this
4c

Sale.

S^“Less

5

a

2

of

purchase

than

Underwear,

wholesale prices.

Sale.4c
1

10 pcs.

that sells in Boston for $1.50, shall

10

sell

12

at.$1.25

2

new

pillow Slips made

from

Cotton, size 30x45, at

tempting time

price

81x90.

49c

17

now

sold for <>2c

6 50

All of

on

exhibition

a

2,(XX) yards

nice

worth 15c.

Dress

For this sale.

knows,

that expert
procure.

and

buyers

|

WHITE GOODS.
Look

at

the

new

Sc
Splendid Apron Checks,
Piques in Colored and White.
; We

advise

an

early purchase

I

goods,

as

it is

i

in the market

29 c
3

Pieces Crepon worth SI 50

difficult

these new
obtain them

oil

t.>

later

Our Special Bargain

now..

$1.00

2 Cases i yd, Wide Percales, 6c.

A pcs. AO in. wide l ace Vet far

Curtains, worth AOc.. only

100

Rugs, Large Size,

1 Case Bed

2Ac

39c.
All the remnants in our store have been
measured and placed upon our counters Pcimmediate sale at a profit to you and loss

49c

Spreads only

to

I

-10 ODl) Cmotits anti si/es

us.

much below (tost.
--

2 Cases Blankets,

35c

5000 yds Hamburgs

I 1-4 Blankets worth $5 00, now $4 00
11-4

3 SO,

11-4

2 50,

11-4

150,

“

from 5c. to 50c.

3 00

-Vc
10

2 00

pieces 06

in.

Fast Black Percaline

An

worth 15c, Dow.

100

••

immense assortment on hand of FRESH
and NEW desirable styles.

8c
Moire Fast Black Percaline, extra
tine quality worth 20c, now.
12 t-2c
2 Cases English Silesia worth 25c,

20 Prs. Cbenllli Forties.

now..

IOC

LACES
ot

all kinds and description at
DOWN PRICES.

BREAK

5 50

-4.00,

25

Stamp! Dailies, 18U8,

1 Case Golf Suitings
52 iu wide worth 87c

Marked down from 25c to

now.

12 1-2c

HOc.

|

__*__

Carpet Sweepers now $2.00 Each
Stretchers

now 87c

Black Satin Waists
"

Red

25c each.

We

$5.50

“

BOO I

Each. All Wool Serge Waists
Colored Velvet
Plaid Waist

11

Per

piece, only

29c

1.98

"

Corduroy

Battenburg Braid

4,00

$4.00 and $4.75
,

,

75

only

5c per yard

25c

sell 2 for

SHAWLS

f>3c.

goods just received.

Fur Collaretts
will

50 Pcs. Enaiplefl Shelf Oil

he closed from.

will be sold at factory prices.

$2. j0to$(>.00

Only He.

i--

can

It’s

Chase & Sanborn’s
Seal Brand Coffee,
that’s the

Robes

$1.00 quality for 75c.
.87

|

pieces Black Brocade Dress Goods
former price 39c, no v.

10c

Plain and bordered, worth 50c, for 25c

long.25c

sale.

10

Style Satines,

Cloth Binding, iuk stamping, worth

Coftee

10c

Prices from s 7c. to $A.OO

12 l-2c

\

Turkish Towels 3-4 yd. wide 60

Outing Night

Special prices for this

|

dren wear.

Worth $3.50, now.$2 75 per pair

He knows,

best,

Sc

*•

I

Blacks.

500 Books,

delicious

••

Pattern Dresses that

our

White

purest,

•'

••

LINEN NAPKINS.

great reduction.

_

Carpet

most

7c

••

20

only.10c

the

Ac

10 pcs.

;5<>c

now.

500 yds. Plaid Dress Goods lor Chil-

start-

dozen all Linen Buck Towels 17x35,

in.

1 Vase All Linen Crash,

20

sold
from 75c to $1 50, will close at a

T owels.

contains

money.

25 pieces Novelty Dress Goods, that
sold two months ago for 50.;, now

33 1 3 per cent reduction.

at

Dress Satines.

quality Outings, well
yd., shall close for

now.$2.00

can

save

pieces German Novelties all wool

5

.$3 50

Fancy Trimmed Hats that sold for
§5.00, all placed in our window on

Outings.

20 doz.

$ 1 50 per yd

to

Colored.

Millinery Goods.

Best night Robes that sold for $2 50

this

to

1.75

exhibition, shall sell the lot at the
low price of (each). 1.00

40

42c
50c

26c

Lockwood

same

.12 l-2c

shall have

37 I -2c

CRASHES.

•

2 Cases of nice

25c

Linen

wonderful bargains are in
you, let no lady miss this most

for

store

1.25

12.50,
Capes

1">

size

50c

Bleached Union Damask.

DRESS GOODS.

Ladies’ Jackets.

style and fabric,

5.

Sheets,

25c

Colored and Black

00,

10, former price, §0 50,

200

l*"2c

..

1 hale

lovely goods.50c

of Cotton

12

«

10c

Silk Ginghams

500

*<

Damask up

1.30,

10,

Turkey Red Damask,

••

We

25, former price §1.00, now..$ .75
15,

Case Elegant Styles tine quality Dress
Ginghams just received, worth 12 l-2c

only.

Taffetta

This week

Cases Apron Check Ginghams, for this

Night Robes. 55c

everybody

Black Silk, worth

Silks, iu
medium and Opera shades, worth
(>2e., this sale. 50c
1,000 yds. figured Silks. 25c

ling trade in Corset Covers at.12 l-2c

that

to

pieces Black Satin Duchess, all silk

Eider Down Jackets.

Drawers at.25 and 50c

knows

24 iu.

500 yds. Colored

of

advise the trade to buy early.

Ginghams.

We

and

our

Department.

We wish to state that uever in the history of our business have we ever made
one-half as large a purchase in Tablings
as on this occasion. We shall take
pride
in showing our customers not
only the
but
the most varied assortment
largest,,
of Tablings ever seen in this section.

We

different patterns,
varying in prices from.50c
$2 00 per yd.

Mittens and Hosiery from the jobber
which we shall sell at.2,5 per cent

Splendid

Cotton Underwear.

His patron

pat-

new

have some 7.">

Mittens. 48c

We have just closed

Monday

Squidge Davis, Dish Bickford, ‘Lasses
Edwards, Betty Martin, Duffy Rust, Dom
Moody, Nongy Clark, Wilgie Clark, Limey
Limeburner, Patchy Haugh, Hannah Sargeut, Tiuker Lothrop, Dowin West, Becky
Allen, Hoppy Pillsbury, Nor’ad Chase,
Manty (Mansfield), Corporal Casey, Slappy
Morisou, Ding WadliD, Shoey Haraden,
Skip Harnman, Quill Lothrop, Ridley
Chase, Luffy Clark, Tuuky Forbes, Skinner
Pole, Muck Andersou, Mush Cottrell, Conk
Lewis, Nick Winslow, Celes Thompson,
Barley Palmer, Gov. O’Connell, Ned O’Con.
nell, Myriek Hazeltiue, Jack Sweetser
Cooty Thumbs, Jim Sibley, Goog Colburn,,
Pasty Hilton, Sile Sargent, Fuddler Wheddon, Pea Pod Poor, Cowfin Poor, Friday
Poor, Dardy Mahoney, Did Small, Buckeye
Bailey, Zeke Perry, Pude Littlefield, Tedie
Winslow, Luffy Berry, Trick Craig, Judge
Marshall, Piggy Morisou, Ducky Diusmore,
Fatty Howard, Cassia Davis, Peany Clark,
Scamp Holmes, Crazy Stephenson, Shinny
Mathews, Besom Grant, Tooshy (John
Toothaker, Jr.,) Tete Leighton. Many of
these names orignated from some peculiart3r
of the person bearing them, in many instances going by coutraires, ms in the case
of the writer, who was known by the
euphoneous misnomer of Jonathan Ducklegs.

3c

to

Department. Manufacturers’ Samples.

Print

caterer.

well

at

spools

lovely

some

50, for.$100

—

*1'I-

10

Linen

Department.

Silks just received.

terns ot

customer).

Silk

Bale 1 yd. wide Brown Cotton.4

1

Flannelette Goods.

to call each other by names different from
litted for her those given them by their parents, recalls
-■s... .The Castine made an
the time some thirty to forty years ago, when
undeii Thursday to the he was a school boy on the “common.” He
schooner John B. Prescott. I says:
In those days the boy without a nickngers and laid off in the ]
line view. The steamer j name was out of fashion, and at onetime the
practice became so universal that a new
ue
passengers who wished teacher often had difficulty in learning the
.hut she arrived too late, as correct names of his pupils
Many of our
in business or professional life
1 readers now
!
mout, which went down
here aud elsewhere, will probably recall
n from Bucksport-The
many a boyish freak by a perusal of the folmake an excursion to Buckslowing list of names familiar in boyhood:
We had Teakettle Hersey, Backdoor Moore,
to
the
concert
iay. Jan.23d,
Brick Davis, Ash Collins, Dyton Cunning!;remen. The music will be
ham, Whiner Gould, Ecky or
Barney
Band. The steamer will leave Lowney, Tippy Marden,
Barney Shehau,
The Tremont is hauled Hod Poor.Elierk Washburn,Marquis Pitcher,
is

1

of

machinery and other im-

:

over

We will show

doz. Coats Machine Thread, (not

500

worth 10c per
Slieridau F. .Miller Comthis Sale..<> 1 4c
week s issue of The Journal carries Bur- mand, Union Veterans* Union were installed
j
kett’s lug advertisement into every part of i in Memorial Hall Motidiy evening, in the
the county,• preparations will begin for a presence of the comrades of the order and
move on Belfast and the big
dry goods store i ladies. Col. W. H. Cliff’ >rd acted as ins tailin Odd Fellows’ Block will be c rowded with
| ing officer, and was himself installed by M.
I C. Dilwortli. As there have been a few
eager customers.
For Ladies Wrappers always sold for
Novel Phenomena. Two different at- ! changes in the list, of officers since the election we reprint it, as follows: Col., W. II.
10c., for this sale.7c
mospheric phenomena have been noticed in ;
this vicinity recently, both of which are rare ! Clifford: Lieut. Col., F. L. Palmer; Maj
Robert Whitehead; Adj., M. C. Dilwortli; !
in
tins latitude.
Sunday evening there i
Robert Waterman; Surg., John S.
w ere a few clouds of a
peculiar reddish hue Q. M.,
Gilmore; Chap., Sam'l Morse; O. D., A. I).
in the eastern sky, and soon the waters of
the Bay assumed a purple shade, which con- Smalley; O. G., Otis Whitmore; D. M., D.
tinued a half hour ur more. A resident on T. Guptill; S. M Albert, O. Hall; Q. M. S..
Northport avenue, who has lived there more Wm. H. Sanborn; P. G., Otis K. Ryder. An Wrappers sold heretofore! at $2.50
than forty years and is an observer of such excellent supper was served, and interestshall close at.
$2.00
things, says he never saw' that color either in ing remarks were made by Comrades Pal- 200 Print
worth $1 00, shall
Wrappers,
mer,
Whitehead,
Sanborn,
Clifford,
Hall,
sky or water before. The other phenomesell at.75c
Dilwortli, and by Mrs. Palmer, Mrs. McKeen,
nan was the nature of a
mirage, but was
Mrs. Dilwortb, Mrs. Sanborn, Mrs. Clifford.
much nearer than usual.
forenoon
The

dm....Sch. Maria Webster the sun was shiuing through some
light
in Rockland with lime for
clouds and upon the smoke and steam from
The three-masted sch. Ed- I the shoe factory,
locomotives, etc. Persons
dpt. Kent, which recently living west of the smoke and steam saw the
ksport with a cargo of lumber form and colors of the buildings on Main
has been chartered to load street plainly outlined thereon, the smoke
port for Palermo, Italy. On being between the sun and the spectators.
age she will bring a cargo of The mirage is often seen across the Bay,
d.v, and will be due back at Turtle Head and Dice Head appearing very
May 1st.. .Brig Telos, high and sometimes to be suspended above
g hi. has been chartered from
the water. But this was very much uearer,
m e
and back North of Hat- and from the conditions seemed to
partake
H"d Jo and
port charges the more of the nature of a refraction.
a red for Ponce Jan. 12th.
Old Time Nicknames. We came across
ks
The M. & M. resumed
a clipping from the
Progressive Age the
Bin ksport and Camden line other day,
in which the local editor in
She has been made 20 feet noticiug the tendency of school children
•'

Bales 40 in Brown.5

Silk

night,

the water ran down the
stove funnel into the stove, putting the tire
out.
It also leaked around .lie funnel ami
from the funnel joints, doing considerable

be completed to
It is proposed to load regular

called

2

and

snow

Freeman, Belfast, offers for sale, with his
stock and farming tools, if wanted, a line
Springs.
farm in Waldo, six miles from Belfast.
A-b-o-u-t t-h-i-s t-i-m-e look out for Bur- !
Good buildings, never failing water, orkett’s bargains would appear in the Shopchard of grafted fruit, terms easy.
pers’ Manual—if such a publication existed
New Bu siness. Herbert E Bradman is
—early in January, and the tiles of The
Journal for many years back will show the fitting up the store on High street recently
record-breaking bargains offered by this en- occupied by A. L. Knowlton as a bakery,
terprising dry goods man. If you compare and will putina general grocery stockthe prices of say ten years ago with those of John and C. A. Stevens are fitting up the
to-day, you will think that Burkett is actual- place on Church street lately occupied by
ly giving goods away now. But the bargains Charlie Goon Kwoi, and will open a laundry
as soon as the place is ready.
Both are men
offered then were sufficient to attract
shopof experience in the business.Charles
pers from all parts of the county. A Stockman

Cases Nice Bleached Cotton...5

the stove Monday,

the tire in

combined with the
melted the

M. C

ton

2

wholesale price 3 t-2c,

chimney and

road shall

interport.
11. R. freight cars over the line to
Winterport ami Frankfort. The company
has a charter to build an far as Stockton

Cases Fruit of the Loom.5 l-4c

A

singular accident happened at the clothing salesroom of Henry O. Dodge on High
street Monday night. Appearances indicate
that during the snow
storm of Saturday
night considerable snow drifted into the

BARGAINS!

Eclipsed by these Stupendous Bargains.

Department. Small Ware Department

2

present.

1

Small prints
obtained and
Admission to

Cotton

ed to

j sleighing.

PERFECT HARVEST OF

WE WOULD NOTIFY OUR PATRONS that we have made the LARGEST PURCHASE of NEW, DESIRABLE
SPRING
GOODS that we have ever made, in the history of our business, and shall place them on our counters this
day with their
bands and wrappers on them, so that all may be convinced that they are fresh from the mills. We have marked
them
way down to keep company with the GREAT BREAK in prices of all our winter goods we are so anxious to close Read
the items below. We are positive you will be pleased with this HARVEST FEAST.

sured.

Coming This Wav. The Bangor, Hampden and Winterport railway is to he extendj ed the coming summer to the Mt. Waldo
■*
t*egiu at 7.-50 p. m. A
granite quarries in Frankfort, at a cost of
xtended to all.
between si."0,000 and *209,000. The BucksA
)llection of 50 or
port Herald says that when the line is
exhibited at the extended
to Winterport a branch track will
-dnesday afternoon, he laid down to the steamboat wharf, where
'leek.
include
They
it is expected connection will be made at
is:.-rpieces of the an- all seasons with various lines of steamers,
~■
ers, Raphael, Angelo,
including those of the Bangor & Bar Harbor
r
Holbein, Rubens. Steamboat Co., which, ir :s understood,
proVine., Bouguereau, poses to establish a winter service as soon as
•::ij>ney.
•*
been

had.

The dance music
features will be fully up to the
standard, and a good time is asever

other

former

Bickford, his aged
day. The weather moderated Friday and
old make good the deabout inches of (lamp snow fell during the
•<
to
have
gone
tliought
night, making line sleighing, Saturday was
rainy but early Sunday morning came an<d f. .ur Sunday evenother flurry of siiuw followed
by lower temj1'* ts will be given at
perature. This made line going and all day
.• .di by the
Rev.
pastor,
Sunday the sleigh bells jingled merrily.
: Hows: Jan. 22d, The
Monday night and Tuesday morning it raind * Emerson; Feb. 5 th,
ed quite heavily hut did not destroy the
The
d

TO THE PUBLIC.

All Previous Mark Down Sales

for shipment. It is a good many years
has been shipped from this

Mrs.

pounds.

:

ADVERTISEMENT.

A

The hemlock bark which The Journal
mentioned several weeks ago has being
hauled to Belfast, is now being loaded on the

Carter & Co. are getting the timber forth©
cob-work into their yard preparatory to
building the schooner for Pendleton Bros.
The keel will be stretched on the abutment
where the boat bouse oi the Passagassawaukeag Yacht Club now stands. The boat
house will be moved to a new location.

•mod-

w

by Miss Kate Brier, whose
aggregate nearly $100
was won

Gentlemen- Mr. James Bennett, R.
Cole & Son, W. Jordan, Mr. Geo. C.
Patch.

Shakspeare

a

the Unitarian church
o'clock. Mr. Woude
of Hamlet. All who

30th ANNUAL
BOW

terest.

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending Jan.

Woude will meet those

!

OF THIS

sketch of Gen. John B. Gordon, who is
to lecture here Feb. 1st, is published on the
7th page, and will be read by many with in-

The painting given by F. A. Johnson to
the customer bringing the largest number of

escape last Sunsmall room at the

WE HAKE OUR

A

Henry

tt row

LOOK AT THE
CLOSING LINES

The Belfast Theatre Orchestra is holding a
of very enjoyable social hops at Odd
Fellows’ Hall on Saturday evenings.

series

reason.

A TEN C ENT CIGAR
F™F1VE CENTS.
at POOR & sown.

*

FRIDAY,

JANUARY

20,

1899. *

TO THE TRADE OF BELFAST A D VICINITY:

, wish to state that on the above date at 9 o’clock, we shall have one of the
GREATEST REHNANT LINEN SALES known in this section. $600 worth of TABLINGS will be sold. Mind
All perfect goods. Look at our window Thursday.
you, not all cheap goods, but values as high as $1A0 per yard.
Do not do yourself the injustice of not seeing them.

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCKS

WHERE MR. BRISKETT MISSED IT.

brewing!” Mrs.
band, Ebenezer, at

]

hjm?

Briskett told her hus-

noon, when he came
home from the shoe-shop. “It’s going to
be an awful one, too!”
As Mi

Briskett considered himself their
he prompt-

only authority
weather,
ly took the opposite side.
“A leetle March flurry, mebbe; can’t
last long, though, the back o’ winter’s
on

the

broke!”

■

Despite the oracle, winter proved to
have a stiff back before nightfall, and
when Mr. Briskett had to wade from the
house to the barn he thought his was
“broke!” The “flurry” increased with
the darkness, until it was more like a
blizzard than the orthodox Newr England
storm.
The wind flung snow and sleet
against the windows, and howled like
flends around the North room where Lois
went for her patch-work.
She told Eben
she shouldn’t sleep that night, the wind
screeched so. As if to add to her nervous
ness, Mr. Briskett observed, as they retired: “Terrible night for a lire. Sure
you haven’t lit any match and throwed it
down, or left paper near the stove.”
“1 was very careful,’* said Mrs. Briskett, with a little sigh. She did wish Eben
would not start such questions after the
lamp was out; they started doubts that
could only be quieted by rising from her
warm couch and again
going the rounds
>f the house.
As usual, when she returned, Eben was
sleepi ig the sleep of one who unloaded all
care.
About midnight Lois awoke him.
“S< mething’s the matter, Eben; there’s
been the greatest tooting going on over
towards the railroad track.”
Eben always became conscious with a
convulsive start.
“Eh? What? Train on the track?”
“Off the track, more likely!” returned
Lois, impatient from her long vigil. “I
b’lieve you'd sleep through anything.
Don’t you hear it?”
Eben listened profoundly and long—so
long that he was lapsing into his former
state, but Lois roused him.
“Eh? What? Oh, that’s only Tige and
the wind."
“Yes, Tige’s been howling all night,
and the wind’s screeched so 1 couldn’t
close my eyes; but that’s an engine; can’t
you hear it? It's been a-going right in
that one spot.
They’ve broke down, or
got stuck in the snow.”
“Muck in the snow!” repeated Eben,
sleepily. “Why, I heard a spring bird
yesterday. I tell you winter’s back—”
And Eben’s argumentative spirit had
drifted away.
“I guess winter is back!” murmured
Lois, with gentle sarcasm.
“Anybody’d
call this an awful storm, something more
than a March flurry!"
Finally, she too followed her spouse
to the magical land of dreams.
There, the engine, the melancholy
sounds from Tige and the elements became the grand clash of some weid orchestra.
This changed, at daybreak, to
one voice, shouting so near that it seemed
to be directly through their chamber window.
Mrs. Briskett instantly awoke, but so
confused that her only thought was robbers.
Trembling w ith fright, Lois aroused her husband by what had long been
agreed upon as the most quiet and sure
method in case of attack- a gentle tweak
at his nose.
To her dismay, Mr. Briskett failed to
take in the significance of this, but stirred
wifli lie usual loud,
“Eh? What?”
‘II
s-li!' came softly from Lois’ lips
j
while Lois’ band repeated the sign more!
thou
ty. Bui even now her obtuse
lord id not recognize the danger signal.
What be you a-doing of ?” he roared,
:
“is ti :ti the way to wake a tired man?”
Mrs. Briskett was obliged to whisper
directly into his eai :
“S'lnchudy's lueakiug in the window,
Eben
lusi 'lieu a loud, clear “Hello” rang
through the room, bringing Mr. Briskett
bolt upright in bed, his hail rising with
his form.
Lois clutched his arm.
“That’s the second time!”
“Anybody alive here?” went on the
clear voice.
“lie s a sassy buggler, any way!” commented Mrs. Briskett.
Mr. Briskett was sensible enough to
know that “bugglers" did not t us loudly proclaim their presence, so he sprang
L’om his couch.
Mrs. Briskett admired
his valor, but begged him not to go near
the window without his gun, an ancient
affair in a leather sling over the bed.
Grasping this, Mr. Briskett attempted to 1
open the window—a difficult matter, for
the snow had driven against it.
He was
obliged to use both hands, steadying the
As
gun, meanwhile, between his knees.
*his brought, the muzzle iu close proximto
his
Mrs.
Briskett
was
iu
ternose,
ty
ror lest The weapon should
get a jar, aud
blow bis head off.
The sash being raised, Mr. Briskett
cautiously investigated. The air was full ;
of snow, the yard a mass of
white, drifted beneath him almost to the second 1
story. Upon this white mountain was a j
man, so covered with Hakes that he might
have stood for old Boreas himself.
As
ids eyes were just below the sash it gave
Lben such a start that lie dropped the
Sure it had exploded,
gun with a crash.
Lois plunged under the bedclothes with a
cry of horror.
“Well,” said Mr. Briskett, summoning
all his courage, “what do you waut here,
at this time o’ day?”
“Don’t you know your own brother
Orrin?” asked the voice.
“Why, it's Orrin!” ejaculated Mr.
Briskett, “Ilow’d you get here?”
Orrin, who was brakeman on the
“Hoad,” explained that he had borrowed
a pair of snow shoes.
“Our train’s over here, stuck fast in
the snow; been there pretty much all

]

j

night.”

appeared. “Then it was
you I heard a-tooting?” she asked.
‘‘Not me, but our engine!” returned
Orrin.
“Can’t you give a fellow some
Lois’

head

breakfast? I'm most starved, haven’t
had anything since yesterday noon.”
“Why, bow you talk!” ejaculated Mrs.
Briskett.
“I’ll lie right down!” while
Mi. Briskett made it a duet by exclaiming at the same time, “1 want to know!
Wliy. bow'd it happen?”
“VVhat else could ‘happen’ when a
whole train’s snowed in? inquired Orrin,
balancing mi the long shoes while the
Brisketts hastily dressed.
Mr. Briskett dashed down and Hung
o|.< n the house door, nearly tilling the
kitchen with snoiv.
Orrin floundered in
and shook himself.
Very soon the coffee
mill was grinding, afire crackled in the
stove, and a hasty breakfast set before
Orrin.
lie said lie never knew such a
storm; four engines couldn’t make any
impression on the drift in which they
were.

“Train’s full o’ wealthy New Yorkers
tew-, J s’pose?” inquired Mr. Briskett,
who always had an eye to business.
“Money don’t make much difference
when you’re trapped in a big drift,” said
Orrin.
“I heard several say they’d give
fifty cents for a sandwich.”
A sudden light came into Mr. Briskett’s
face.
Lois saw it and knew what it indicated.
All through their married life her
husband had been seeking some short way
of getting rich; numberless had been the
visions of wealth he had pursued, neve**
to overtake; numberless the ventures that
had amounted to nothing, not even to
teach him that the best road to success
was to stick to liis legitimate business.
Undismayed by failure, Eben’s spirits
rose like a cork to the surface, to float
gaily on the high tide of a new scheme.

Silos in Wsldo County.

| TWO GRATEFUL WOMEN

“Look out for another storm—there’s
one

w hile Lois was wondering why the
story of the waiting train should so elate
Eben suddenly ejaculated, jn hjs
most speculative way, “Fifty cents for a ;
ham sandwich!”
Then Lois know; he was thinking of the
four hams that hung in the garret.
“I didn’t mention ‘ham’!’ returned
Orrin, shortly, “but they’re hungry
enough to eat any critter’s sandwich.”
Oiling had finished and must be off.
“It you can get up anything for those
folks to eat, you better take it over
there,” he said. “They’ll nay you well
for it.
They were breaking into the bagProspect is—unless
gage car when I left.
there’s a thaw we’ll have to stay till the
‘Relief’ puts iu. They’ve started one, of
course, but she’s stuck somewhere.”
The moment he had gone Mr. Briskett
turned to his wife.
“Lois, I’ve au idee-”
“I know, those hams, you’re going to
I saw it in
sell them to the train fqlks.
But where are we to get
your eyes.
“We
more?” inquired the housewife.
know what we are eating when we have
our own corn-fed pork.”
—

“Money’ll buy more—buy anything!”
Her husband was walking the floor with

inflated air.
“We won’t sell the liams
whole, Lois, but make them into sandwiches.
Better put a ham ou to boil and
set some bread, whilst 1 step over to the
railroad and see how things are.”
Lois suggested that it would be no easy
matter to step over such drifts as lay between the farmhouse and cars, but Eben
l ad planned for this.
He would rig up
an ancient pair of snow shoes that were in
the lumber room.
So, very soon after
On in's departure, Ebeu essayed to follow
in his tracks.
“Ho up-stairs and see me skim the
drifts,” lie said, gaily.
Mrs. Briskett had scarcely reached the
outlook when sin heard a muffled groan,
and all she could see of her other half
was the shoes and
his spindle legs—he
had lost his balance and toppled over
his
nose!
Briskett feared he
Mrs.
upon
would suffocate, but he struggled to his
feet ; and after some practice, finding that
he could manage the shoes, started for
the railroad with renewed courage.
An hour later Mr. Briskett returned,
lie had interviewed the committee on
supplies, who said they would be glad of
any food, for they had only enough to last
a few hours
longer. Mr. Briskett now
saw the way clear to a great money making opportunity, “the biggest cliance
that’ll probably ever be throwed in our
way, Lois? I told him we’d fix’em up
something by morning; i didn’t say what,
lest somebody else get our idee.
So you
better put on the rest o’ the hams-”
“What in, for pity’s sake, Eben? There
isn’t a kettle nearer 'n the sap house
would hold all them hams!”
Haven’t we a wash-biler?” inquired
Eben.
“Cook in that'." gasped the neat housean

[From

Restored, to Health by Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
“Can

Do

My Own Work.”

Mrs. Patrick Daxehy,
West Winsted, Conn., writes:
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—It is with
pleasure that I write to you of the
benefit I have derived from using your
wonderful Vegetable Compound. I was
very ill, suffered with female weakness and displacement of the womb.
“I could not sleep at nigh t, had to w alk
the floor, I suffered so with pain in my
■ide and small of my back. Was troubled with bloating, and at times would
faint away; had a terrible pain in my
heart, a bad taste in my mouth all the
time and would vomit; but now, thanks
to Mrs. Pinkham and her Vegetable
Compound, I feel well and sleep well,
can do-my work without
feeling tired;
do not bloat or have any trouble
whatever.
“I sincerely thank you for the good
advice you gave me and for what your
medicine has done for me.”
“Cannot Praise It

Enough."

Miss Gertie Duxkix,

Franklin, Neb., writes:
I suffered for some time with painful and irregular menstruation,
falling
of the womb and pain in the back. I
tried physicians, but found no relief.
I was at last persuaded to
try Lydia
E. Pinkliam’s Vegetable
Compound,
and cannot praise it enough for what
it has done for me. I feel like a new
person, and would not part with your
medicine.
I have recommended it to
several of my friends.”
*•

For instant relief

Damon, traim

to
d nurse,

(omfort

chafed places, Miss II. S.
says she uses

owder

It is very grateful to any irritated skin, and gives
comfort to her patients. All druggists Bell it.
Unquestionably the best baby powder.

Literary

News and Notes.

The Spanish War Series in The Century
is proving a great success, and has very
considerably increased the circulation of
In the February number
the magazine.
General Shatter will tell the story of the
Santiago campaign, and Lieut. Hobson
will follow his account of the sinking of
the “Merrimac” with a narrative of his
imprisonment in Moro Castle.

If the New Year in its practical sense is
not? Isn't this a special occasion, influenced at all by the magazines of the
wliat’s got to be looked at out o’ ordinary day, “Table Talk” promises to do a large
lights?” queried Eben, severely. “Be wo share towards making it a liappy one.
a-goiu' to starve all them poor suffering The January issue has among its many
folks because it isn't fashionable to use attractive articles-the following: “In Bermuda with Theodora,” by Helen Louise
clothes bilers?"
So on went the Monday's receptacle for Johnson: “Old Linens Wash Whitest,”
clothes, and soon an overpowering odor of by Virginia Lyndall Dunbai; “A Handful
of Spices,” by Martha Bookee Flint; “Cusmoked pork filled the house.
“We must heat up the brick oven,” ban llecipes,” by Arnelie I 1 sides Migsaid Eben, “with that and the stove we nerez; “A Bit of Plausible Reform,” by
Ellen Coit Elliot, and “California Figs” by
can cook all the bread we’ll need.”
The tested recipes
“Of course they expect to pay us some- Isabel B. Winslow.
thing for all this trouble?" observed Mrs. and menus, which are accompanied by diBriskett.
rections for the economical method of
“Oh, yes, 1 had that understood. 1 feel carrying them out, must appeal strongly
for folks that's stuck in the snow as they to every busy housewife.
A sample copy
be,” reasoned Mr. Briskett, to quiet ob- will be sent free t< any of our readers
truding scruples about thus speculating on sending their names and address to Table
“As 1 says to
Talk Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
the misfortunes of others.
the Committee”—accenting the la t syllaThe January Atlantic opens with a disble— “if it was only a lunch for two or
comparison between the Desthree, we shouldn’t hear o’ taking pay; criminating
tructive and ('(instructive Em rgies of our
but we're poor, and when it conies to
Government, by President Eliot of Harfeeding a hundered or two people it’s dif- vard
Univeisity. President Eliot pays
So not a sandwich will they get for
ferent
a high tribute to the skill and
energy deless than fifty cents.
And one hundred
our government in the managesandwiches at a half a dollar apiece is veloped by
ment of the late war, but shows that the
fifty dollars, Lois—not bad for one day’s
energies of all governments must be dework!'
tlie constitutive arts of peace.
i.ms thought they ought to be satisfied 1 veloped by
Dr. George B. Gunnell, author of “The
with twenty-five cents apiece, but her
of the Indian,” begins a series of
husband was on the war path of a new Story
novel and charming papers on the Indian.
speculation, and. therefore, inexorable. ! Dr. Grinned
has lived much among the
!t took the Brisketts all night to manured men, and knows his subject perhaps
facture and pack tiie sandwiches in a
better than any otlit r livii g man.
The
clothes basket.
Early in the morning Mr.
Reminiscences of Prince Kroptokiu bring
Briskett started with them.
He had in
the author to the critical point in his cahis coat pocket a small salt bag, in case
reer, when he graduated from a military
they paid in silver.
school and took service in a Siberian regYou needn’t worry,” lie said, as Lois
iment.
This nanative contrasts strikfeared the shoes would trip him up again. *
with the peaceful tenor of Mrs.
“I’ve got the hang on’t now, I know how ! ingly
Howe’s Reminiscences uf her life amidst
to step.”
cultivated surroundings and distinguished
But he soon found that there was a difL. B. R. Briggs, Dean of Harference between carrying only himself and people.
vaid University, contributes an unusual
a load of provisions; the accident of the
paper under tlie suggestive title Fathers,
morning was repeated with added momenand Freshmen.
He makes an
tum.
It seemed to Mrs. Briskett that the Mothers,
statement of the relation of
air was filled with—not snow—but strug- interesting
family to the college students and college
gling snowshoes and flying sandwiches.
authoiities, and criticises
parents
“Oh, Eben, you’ve gone over again!” for sins which are visited manytheir
cliilupon
she screamed, “and all them ham sandren.
Other contributions are: the first
wiches, too!”
installment of Bradford Torrey’s AuIt required skill to right Mr. Briskett
tumn
in
Franconia; Psychology and
An old bowand collect the provisions.
Professor Hugo Munstersled was utilized, and Mr. Briskett again Mysticism, by
berg; The Actor of To-Day, by Norman
sallied forth.
and A Negro Schoolmaster in
“I shall camp down on the lounge Ilapgood;
the New South, by W. E. B. Du Bois.
whilst you’re gone,” said Mrs. Briskett.
Three short stories of exceptional qual“I never was so beat out.
Watching with
enliven this issue, together with
sick folks is nothing to what I’ve been ity
poems, the Contributois’ Club and a rethrough with!”
view1 of Some Novels of the Year.
“Do try and get a wink or two of sleep,”
rejoined Eben; “1 shall want ye to help
count the money when I come back.”
The Farmer and the Pure Milk Ques~
In a surprisingly short time Eben retion.
turned, looking decidedly cross; the basThe farmer should recognize the fact,
ket was still on the sled, its contents unwhich is patent to all others, that to arm
touched.
“Didn’t they want ’em?” inquired Lois,
the health authorities of the city to which
he sends his milk and beet with authority
iaintiy.
“They want ’em bad enough,” said the to satisfy themselves that the herd which
wrathful Eben, “but they wasn’t willing produces this milk is free from disease,
and that the milk itself in the process of
to give over a quarter. Let ’em stay there
and sweat in the snow awhile, till they’re
production and delivery is free from liaready to pay my price. Let them sand- bility to dangerous contamination, is to
wiches be, Lois; they’11 keep in tbe snow.
accomplish more for tlie permanent and
There’ll be a committee round here afore increasing prosperity of dairy farming
than is possible in ally other way.
to
lie
’em
at
long ready
snap
up
fifty cents.
And so the sandwiches stayed on the must know that the rnaiket is crammed to
fulness with every description imaginable
bow-sled while Eben watched the railroad
from tbe windows.
About noon smoke of artificial foods for infants and invalids,
some of wli eh have pi oven themselves to
was seeu in the distance, and shortly after
the “Relief train” appeared.
But even be fair substitutes for cow’s milk, eveu
when the latter is good and pure.
this did not discourage Eben, for he did
When
tlie latter is poor, however, or has been
not observe that it brought a gang of men
most
who were vigorously wielding shovels.
experienced
carelessly handled,
He was quite aroused when certain familphysicians and many intelligent laymen
iar sounds from the snowed up engines know that a good artificial substitute is
far preferable.
showed that they were preparing to move.
Then, again, is the evei
constant anxiety that the milk may he in“Toot all you’ve a mind to,” commented Eben, “you won’t get out o’ that for fected.
Once remove permanently these
one while.”
well-grounded objections to a milk supBut the engines continued to “fire up”
ply, and the demand must considerably
just the same, and, at a given signal, and peimanently increase.
moved away.
It was nut until steam and
Therefore, we say to the farmer and
smoke had lifted that tbe fast receding his friends: You have a strong motive to
train was visible.
join with the health authorities in the r
“There goes your cars, Eben!” said
attempts to secure legislation topiotect
Mrs. Briskett, tearfully, “and what are the milk supply from infection, adulteration and other impuiities, whether in its
you going to do with all those sandwiches?”
production or in its distribution and sale;
Eben was silent, but while partaking of you thereby are sure to protect and pertheir evening meal, which consisted prinmanently improve your own personal interests, and at the same time deserve the
cipally of sandwiches, he remarked: •
“I had no idee that train was going to name of public benefactors.
[Diet and
start out o’ here to-night!” He added, Hyg. Gazette.
profoundly: “but it hadn’t gone more’n
ten rod before I saw just where we missed
Itching, Burning Skin Diseases Cured
it.”
for Thirty-five Cents.—Dr. Agnew’s Ointment relieves in one day, and cures Tetters,
Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Eczema, Barber’s
Dr. Von Stan’s Pineapple Tablets.— Itch, Ulcers, Blotches and all eruptions of
skin. It is soothing and quieting and
the
Nature’s most potent aid to digestion—
pleasant and positive cure for Dyspepsia, acts like magic in the cure of all baby huIndigestion, and all stomach derangements mors. 35c. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co. and
—a new but well tried and tested discovery
Kilgore & Wilson. 98.
in the medicine kingdon—harmless as milk,
mild and pure—prevent disease—cure the
CASTORIA.
incipient cases like magic—and will relieve Bears the
_/f The Kind You Have Always Bought
tbe most chronic cases in one day. 35 cents.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co. and Kilgore &
Wilson. 100.
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the Board of Agriculture Bulletin.]
I built my silo in 1893, and
filled with sweet corn tlia season, cut in,
using horse power tor that purpose. 1 he
ensilage soured some, giving to the milk
an unpleasant taste.
The next season I
planted Red Cob ensilage corn, which
grew to an immense size, filling my silo
full.
I had to enlarge the silo by taking
out the lloor and
digging into the ground,
adding six feet more to its depth, making
it 24 feet in depth by 9x18 feet.
Cost will
not exceed $50.
It is built of matched
boards. 1 have filled it every year, using
Never have put
steam power for cutting.
any in without cutting. About ten quarts
of Red Cob seed is sufficient for an acre.
I have no means of telling how much can
be produced on an acre but 1 thiuk 1 have
produced 40 tons. The Red Cob never
Since
matured and was not satisfactory.
the second year I have planted for the
silo almost wholly the Sanford corn, which
I endeavor to cut when the ears become
glazed. Never have taken off any of the
corn
except for seed. 1 think it fully as
good for feeding as dried corn, saving
the labor of busking.
1 feed three times
a day,
morning and night with ensilage,
and at noon with bay before watering.
1
feed a small mtion of shorts and cottonseed meal or gluten, preferring the latter.
In my opinion the silo fills a long felt
need of the New England farmers, by
placing us beyond fear of periodical partial
failure of the bay crop, wbicli is sure to
occur every few years, compelling us to
reduce our herds at ruinously low prices.
[Cliarles C. Fowler.
Unity.
Silo was built last summer.
Size, S 1-2x17 and 18 feet higli, with a
partition in it. 1 do not know the exact
capacity in tons. I tilled it with Early
Sanford ensilage corn, using about 1-2
1 had it cut and
bushel of seed per acre.
put in w ith a steam power ensilage cutter,
cutting the ears in with fodder. L consider the ensilage worth twice the same
amount dried.
My method of feeding is
a foddering
of hay in the morning, 10
pounds of ensilage at noon and a foddering of oat straw at night. For grain 1
feed 1-2 quart corn meal 1 2 quart gluten,
and 2 quarts mixed feed.
1 am much
pleased with the result of ensilage feeding
and would advise all dairymen to have a
silo.
[C. S Cook.
Unity. My silo was built in 1897, of
spruce boards one inch thick, matched
It cost
and planed, with uprights 3x7.
$45, and has a capacity of about 80 tons.
with
Sanford
Silo has been filled twice
white flint corn.
One-half bushel of seed
it
was
and
acre
used
per
yielded 25 tons
Was harvested when in the
per acre.
glazed state. The corn, including ears,
was cut three-fourths of
an inch long,
1 consider ensilwith an ensilage cutter.
age worth 40 per cent, more than dried
corn for feeding stock.
My day’s ration
is 40 pounds of ensilage, 8 pounds mixed
hay. 5 pounds oat meal and 4 pounds
gluten meal. I consider the silo indispensable to successful stock raising and
dairying, as I think that silage is the bt st
Cows fed
and cheapest food f» r stock.
on ensilage will give a larger flow of milk
and are healthier tl-.an when fed with any
Since feeding
other kind of fodder.
ensilage 1 have not bad a cow troubled
with garget. ! am now wintering 23 head
of cattle and without the silo could not
winter more than one-half that number.

sons to come if I
keep my cows. [John
W Carleton.
West
Tkoy—My silo was built in June
1808.
It is built in the
barn, single
hoarded, planed matched boards. Estimated cost $25. It is 18 feet from
top to
bottom, 14x7 inside. Filled with western
coin
anil common yellow
corn, put in
whole, w 1th ears on. The ensilage has
been worth as much to me as the com
would have been fed green from the Held.
1 have fed about one-half bushel to each
cow twice a
day. My silo is an experiment. It is built as
cheaply as 1 could
build it and have it tight and
[strong. I
think silos have come to
stay but we
farmers have many things to learn about
them.
[James W. Luce.

Unity.

]_ritinK luussey.
Liberty.
My silo was built this fall;
it cost about $50.
It is 7x11 1-2 feet.
L
filled in this fail with corn, about 1-2
sweet and 1-2 common native corn, which
was very stout.
1 cut it when it was
fairly glazed, and put it in the silo whole.
1 broke oft' about 1-2 of the ears, but
1 believe tlieeais
would not do so again.
would have paid rue better in the silo and
I think the
shall put them in next year.
corn fodder is
more than five times as
The corn
valuable in the silo as diied.
perhaps would be as well dried, bur it is
less work to put ii in the silo than to
husk it.
1 feed it once a day, at night. 1
think it is the greatest discovery of the
age, and every farmer should have one. 1
have 27 head of cattle, 0 hoists and 40
sheep, and every animal will cat it. The
boms will eat all the stalks the others
leave.
[W. ,J. Know In u.
I nitv.
My silo was built in 1SU3. It
is built of 2x$, set two feet apart and
sheathed up with best quality of matched
spruce lumber, with a double board floor
with two thicknesses of sheathing paj er
between.
Cost, about $30; capacity,
about 45 t< ns.
It has been filled every
The last two or three
year with corn.
the
1
Sanford, and cut it in,
years
planted
with ears on.
1 feed 40 pounds a day to a
cow
20 pounds night and morning, after
milking. I think it is of great value to
farmers, as they can keep more .stock and
improve their farms, or they can sell a
few tons of hay without great injury.
[W. F. Woods.
1 built my silo in
SyrocKTON fePRixos.
September, 1890. It is double boaided
with
inside,
paper between, care being
taken to break joints in boarding. Capacity, 2,312 cubic feet; cost, 850. 1 tilled it
about half full of corn the first year.
It
was a later variety than I thought when 1
bought it and 1 had to cut it when the
It was put
corn was forming on the ear.
in whole.
{Shall not put corn in whole
well
as
a substitute,
again. It did very
but 1 would much rather have good hay.
J feed one feed a day, one feed of hay, and
one feed of hay with a little coin meal
and bran.
1 feel my corn green this year,
but am planning to fill my silo next year.
[Fred M. Nickerson.
Saxdypoint—My silo was built in
1 built it in a band of the barn,
1893.
with heavy timbers, and sheathed up
The dimension,
with matched boards.
It is not now in uses
ars 15x13x11 feet.
because 1 am satisfied that w ith the same
amount of dressing hay will do better to
1 used it only one year,
feed my stock.
filling it w ith corn, of the White Ensilage
variety. It is a late variety so it only had
1 should
1 put it in whole.
small ears.
say that ensilage would be better than
1 fed mine morning and night
dried corn.
with grain, corn meal and shorts, and fed
hay at noon. It is my opinion that with
a plenty
of good English hay the dairy
For stock
farmer has no use for the silo.
raising it might do better, but. for the
to
the smell is
daily anything so offensive
not. good, 1 believe.
[E. G. Clifford.
w as built a
sih>
Birxham—My
year ago
last .June.
Built iff matched boards, with
j a cement bottom. Cost, about 825.
j Capacity, 40 tons. B has been tilled two
with corn, cut when the ears were
I years
hard or glazed, and j ut into the sil<*
I
Never have used
with ears on.
I whole,
Feed about 40 pounds
any other material.
and English
meadow
feed
! a day,andalso
4 quarts of bran and middlings.
hay,
Think that the silo is a good thing.
[Geo.
Allen.
Wi xt Eli port—My soil was built in 1890.
That year 1 built an addition to my barn
of 30 feet and built a silo iu one band
11 12x11 1-2 inside, and 21 feet deep.
I
paid out $10 for matched pine lumber,
1
work
have
filled
and did the
myself.
It has not been in use
the silo six years.
this year or last, for the reason that good
hay is too low. The first year I planted
half sweet corn, and half common southern corn, and cut in the corn with the
the ears glazed.
I cut
fodder when
it 1-2 inch in length, and ran cutter three
and
three years
years with horse power
1 fed one bushel of
with steam power.
with
two gills bran
cows
to
silage
my
twice daily, morning and evening, and
at
noon
only. 1 consider sweet corn
hay
with common corn, cut in one-half each,
and thoroughly mixed, the best feed I
I planted one-half
ever fed to my cows.
bushel of seed to the acre of fodder.
is
equal to one of bay
Three tons of silage
and my cows will do better on the silage.
I shall plant corn and fill the silo in sea-
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The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which lias
i„
in use for over 30 years, has borne the
-l'“1 lias been made
—yf
under i,K
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sonal supervision since its i„f,
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sy.
Allow no one to deceive you ill
t]
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes are ),,,. j
periincnts that trifle with and endanger tlic health
Infants and Children—Experience against Exp. ,
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.San Francisco

Wedding.

Schkanz-Panno.

The
I’auno and
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I
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wedding of
Miss Elmira C.
Walter I).
Schranz took place Wednesday
evening,
December 14, at the residence ni the
bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Dickey, 1821 Oak street. The house was
beautifully decorated. Smilax hung from
the chandeliers, and in tlie bay window,
where the ceremony was performed, white
doves, suspended, held streamers of smilax and pink ribbon.
Back of these the
windows were a hank of ferns and pink
carnations.
The halls and supper rooms
were draped with red
ribbon and holly
berries.
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
E. B. Church of Irving Institute', from
w hich seminary the bride is a
graduate of
file class..I 181)0. Frank J. Waizrnan was
tlie best man and Miss Alice Emerson of
Stanford was maid of honor.
While the
bridal party w as entering the parlors Mrs. ]
Copping and Mrs. Pillsbury song ■'(>
Promise Me.”
The bride wore white mousseline de
soie over w hite taffeta and carried white
roses.
She also wore the slippers her
mother wore at her own wedding twentylive years ago.
Miss Emerson, the maid
of honor, w ore pink mousseline de soie
over pink taffeta and carried
pink roses.
After the wedding supper the
newly
married couple went their way amid the)
usual show er of rice and old shoes. J hey
will spend their honeymoon at Del Monte
and on their return will reside in this city !
where the groom is euga.ed iii business.
The wedding presents received by the I
happy couple
costly, and

weie

and

so

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric
and Soothing Syrups. It is Harmless and Pleas;,
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other \
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
destroys
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Cons,
and Flatulency.
It assimilates the Food, reguJ;
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and liatu.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend

GENUINE

CASTORIA

The Kind You Have
In

THE CENTAUR

COMPANY,

7 7

MURRAY

numerous

1

ALWAYS

Always Bought

Use For Over

exceeding beautiful

■

30 Years.

STREET,

NEW YORK CITY

that one

room would not hold
them all, thereby
attesting the popularity of the bride.
Among those present were: Mr. and
Mrs.
Louis Schranz,
Mr. and
Mrs.
Clareuce Dickey, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.

Register

of

Deep

Water

Vessels,

A Great Gibing

SHIPS.
Brownell, Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Keil, Mr.
Abner Coburn, M L Park, arrived at Hong
and Mrs. Keith, Dr. and Mrs. M. A.
1 )e<' 17 from New York.
Greenlaw, Captain and Mrs. A. II. Her- lvong
A G Hopes, David Rivers, sailed for San
riman, Mrs. and Mrs. W. M. Griffin, Mr. Francisco
Nov 25 for Liverpool.
and Mrs. C. IV. Griffin, Mr. and Mrs. A.
A .J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from NorG. Griffin, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Howard, folk Oct 22 for Honolulu.
Rev.
and Mrs.
E.
1>. Church, CapAryan. A. T. Whittier, sailed from Nor
-AM)
tain and Mrs. Staples, Mr. and Mrs. Fred folk Dec. 20 for Honolulu.
M. Bert, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Spalding,
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, arrived at
Batavia Dec 4 from Yokohama.
Mr. and Mrs. (). C. Keil, Mr. and Mrs.
F B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at HonoSchumacher, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Fostei, lulu June
2f> from Victoria, B. C.
Mrs. Anna Lee, Mrs. E. J. Williams,
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrivMrs. Pillsbury. Mrs.
Lillian Copping, ed at New York .Jan H from Hong Kong.
Miss Louise Browuell, Miss Lena p. AtEmily Reed, I) C Nichols, sailed from
kins, Miss Alice Emerson, Miss Tudie Singapore Nov 5 for New York; passed i
Ka ser, Miss Sarah Blake, Miss Alice Anjer Nov. 2K.
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, sailed from Hong
Hailow, Miss Clara Becker, Miss Jennie
Kong Oct 7 for New York ; passed Anjer Get l Hh BEST FARM AND F \
Williams, Miss Edith Norris, Miss Fanny 2b.
UNITED STATES, BOTH
Wallace,Miss Carolyne Howard, Miss Mae
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, sailed from
Greenmail, Miss Ethel Young, Messrs. Ed New York Sept 20 for .-an Francisco
A. Keil, Captain .1. I,. Panno, Marion
Josephus, J. H. Park, Hong K .ug for
New York; passed Anjer Dee. 5
Dan ley, Frank J. Waizrnan, Andrew J.
Believing (feat every one
Mary I, Cushing, -J N Pendleton, sailed
-lames
Milder
Griffin,
Poik,
Murphy, from
Hong Kong Nov l for New York; have at least one go.ni ap
William Blake,
Bert Cheney,
Harry
Dec b
journal, we have perb-c:*-..
Schumacher. [San l-’ranciseo Call., Dee. passed Anjer E D P
Nichols, sailed from we can send that praeiicai .m
May Flint,
21st.
24 for New York.
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“To be perfectly frank, L have very little
faith in New Year’s resolutions which are
made at the beginning of a year,” writes Edward Bok in the December Ladies' Home
Journal. “At the same time, there are peopie w ho fancy the idea of making resolutions
at some arbitrary division of time, such
But the
as the first day of a new year.
characters of those resolves should ♦■manate
from one's own heart, and not be suggested
by another. Yet an excellent resolution for
a young man to make is this triangular one:
Be industrious, shun all intoxicating liquors,
and put into a good savings hank at. i- ast
fifteen cents of every dollar earm *1 during
tlie year.”

Deacon John W. f’olcord, formerly assisteditor ot the Zion’s Advocate, died in
Alva, Lee county Fla., last month at the age
ot 80 years. He graduated at Waterville college in 1841, and for many y ears was engagant

teaching. He was assistant in the
Boys high school in Portland and was
afterwaids principal of Portland academy.
He also taught in Peabody. Mass., and in
Chicago. His connection with the Advocate

ed

in

extended from 1858 to 1873, after which he
began again to teach being located in Roxbury, Mass., and in Florida. His widow
and several children survive him.

J

Hiogo Aug
Puritan,

A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from San FranMrs. Eliza Pinkbam of Millbiibge was cisco Nov b for Loudon.
born near Eastport Jan. 7, 1700, and lias j
Reaper, O C Young, cleared from San
been twice married.
Iler first, husband Francisco .J to 2 for Sydney. N n \V.
R
R Thomas, arrived at Boston Jan b from
was a Mr.
a
who
was
soldier
in
!
Francis,
the war ol 1S12, and by whom she had Manila via Montevideo.
Sachem, 11 1' Lancaster, cleared from New
several children, some of whom are still
York Se.pt 15 (or Shanghai.
[token, O
living in Millbridge.
51, lat 15 S, ion 55 VV.
While the war of Islii was going on,
SDCarlet.on, Amshury, arrived at Hong
Mis. Piukham was quite a young lady,
Kong Dec 24 Irom New \ ork.
and a great many incidents of that strugSt Paul, i'' \V Treat, sailed from Hong
gle, or as much of it as was enacted on lvong Nov b for New Orleans; passed Anjer
the eastern Maine coast, came under her Dec 2.
St Nicliolas, (’ J-’ Carver, arrived at !»••personal observation. Iler remarkable
parture Pay Nov is from San Francisco
memory still enables her to relate many
State ol Maine, H < Curtis, sailed from
interesting stories about the people and Manila Nov 21 for Bostou ; passed Anjer Dec
events of those times.
The people dwellTil lie
E Starbuck, Ebcn Curtis, sailed
ing along the coast were always on the
alert for British warships and their sud- from Astoria, O, Jan 5. for Hilo, S 1.
Win
H
Macy, Amshury, arrived at Seattle
den appearance in Passamaquoddy waters
would occasionally cause great consterna- Oct 27 from San Francisco.
Wm H (5inner, J T Erskine, at Hong
tion among the iBlieimen.
Kong Nov 2b for New York.
Eliza it that time was living on Deer
W J Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
Island with her grandmother, and she from New York Dec 2b for Rio Janeiro.
would often accompany the men folks on
HARRS.
their fishing trips to Brand Mamin and
other islands.
When she was a young
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
lady Eliza says that she was accustomed Rosario Dec 3 for Santos.
Edward May, cleared from San Francisco
to the sta and so inured to manual labor
that she could row a boat over the rough- Sept 30 for Sydney, N S W.
0 1* Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Baltiest seas, and haul lobtster traps, catch cod
more Dec 20 from Washington, I) C.
fish or dip herring with the best of fishEthel, Dodge, sailed from Montevietlo
ermen about
Deer Island.
Not unlike June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
another
of
that
she
had
Evie
many
girl
period
Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
to frequently do the work of men, and as
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, cleared
her husband died leaving her without
means
to support
her large family of from Boston Dec 15 for Rosario.
lolar.i, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong
children, she was obliged to keep up her Dec
21 for New York.
life of toil during her first widowhood.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
One winter while liviug or Crow Island Portland Dec 25 from Boston, to load for
Mrs. Pinkliam relates how she cut, piled River Plate.
and hauled to the landing with her own
Matanzas, cleared from New York Dec 3o
hands a vessel load of kiin wood, w hich for Havana.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, cleared from
she shipped to Rockland and sold the
Pascagoula Dec 20 for Havana.
following spring. She was obliged to do
Penobscot, E G Parker, cleared from
this work in order to keep the wolf from
Hong Kong Sept 24 for Boston ; passed Anj*-r
the door.
She did not marry her last Nov 4.
husband until moving to Millbridge.
He
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
died many years ago.
Since then she has Buenos Ayres Nov 23 for Philadelphia;
Dec 9, lat. 24 S, ion 42 W.
spoken
made her home there with her daughter,
Rose Iuuis, Melvin Coloord, sailed from
Mrs. Paul Pink ham.
Rio Janeiro Dec 1(> for Philadelphia.
Mrs. Pinkbam has yet a retentive memSerrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
ory, can read readily without glasses and Foochow Oct 24 for Borneo.
her hearing is good for a person of her age.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
from Rosario Oct 22 for Santos.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived
Young Men’s New Year Resolutions. at Bahia Blanco
Jan 10 from Portland.

The Oldest W

Hon. William T. Haines of Waterville lias
been reappointed trustee of the University
of Maine by Gov. Powers.

►*¥*he Easy Food

T\I Easy to Buy,
Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest.

uaker Oats
At all grocers
in 2-lb.

pkgs. onl>

SCHOONERS.

>

1
1

Georgia Gilkey, \V R Gilkey, sailed from
Jacksonville Dec 31 for Demerara.
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Pascagoula Dec 27 from Galveston.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed

from
Pensacola Dec 24 for Boston.
John C Smith, Kneeland, cleared from
Brunswick, Ga, Jan 11 for St Jago.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared New York
Jan 10.for Cayenne.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Jacksonville .Ian 7 from New Loudon.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Philadelphia Jan 8 from New York.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Newport News Jail 11 from Boston.
Sal lie l'On, W H West, arrived at Jacksonville Jan (I from Demerara.
Tola, A S Wilson, arrived at Point-iPitre Nov 10 from New York.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed
from New York Jan 7 fur Havana.
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Bay and River.
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Fine Piece of Color Work.
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full year lor onlj 312.00.
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delicately painted tiag in the background,
makes a pleasing feature which anyone will

all persons iniciestcd h\
order to be published three
the Republican Journal, p
they may appear at .i I’mli.i
Belfast, within and for said *
Tuesday of .January next, at
fore noon, and show cause, il
the prayer of said petition*-!
ed.
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(5KO. 1
A true copy. Attest:
Ha/
P.
Cnas.

Mass.

CEO. F. EANIES, M 0. !>

An

experienced

art

critic

gives

it.

as

his

opinion that there will be no handsomer
piece of color work issued this year than
Hood’s Saraparilla Calendar tor 1899. It. is
not only useful, but artistic and beautiful,
and up to date. The charming “American
Girl” whose beautiful face appears with a
be pleased to have before him the whole of
1899.
We suppose druggists will have this
Calendar, or a copy may be obtained by sending 0 cents to C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell,

Heart Disease Relieved in Thirty minAgnew’s Cure for the Heart gives
perfect relief in all cases of Organic or Sympathetic Heart Disease in 30 minutes, and
speedily effects a cure. It is a peerless remedy for Palpitation, Shortness of Breath,
Smothering Spells, Pain in the Left Side,
and all symptoms of a Diseased Heart. One
dose convinces. Sold by A. A. Howes &
Co. and Kilgore & Wilson. 96.

utes.—Dr.

■

The Nose and Tin
Newtnn

Mo.
(Near

Corner of Fair lit-'

BOSTON,
Hours, 12 to 2. Otheiby appointment only
October, 1897—ly45
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making preparaBut he quieted their
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brilliant charge.

*f the Pennsylvania cam'don was with Ewell at
Milroy’s forces in WinlMS*ed into Maryland and
(,1 Hie Confederate
army
'g, York vi lie and Wrightsing York with his troops,
’'Population in great alarm,
!i!:*nner of outrages, and the

it'll,!'.

He saw
whose left was being turned.
his opportunity, and by a bold and rapid
charge broke the line guarding the
right Hank of the Federal army, after an
almost hand-to-hand conflict, and then
struck the Han <, pressed heavily forward, broke everything in his front and
“It was a most
turned the title ot battle.
brilliant charge,” as officially reported,
and the results showed au amount of
execution greater, perhaps, than was
in similar
circumever accomplished
stances of the war by the same number of
men.
Gordon left on the field, counted
by the inspectors, more than 400 dead of
the enemy.
it was on the stormy lines of the Kapidan that lie performed his chief part in
history and achieved his great renown.
In the Hist day’s light he was iu a position
that drew all eyes upon him. On May 5th
his command was on the pike leading from
Orange Court House to Fredericksburg.
The
Confederate troops in his front
bad been engaged some time, when they
were overpowered and forced to retreat
rapidly. Gen. Ewell rode up to Gordon,
who was quietly moving down the pike
at the head of his column, and said:
“Gen. Gordon, they are driving us; the
Gordon
fate of the day depends on you.”
replied: “We will save it, General,” and
immediately wheeling iuto line, he told
his men what was expected of them, and
ordered them forward,riding in their front.
The charge was successful.
At Spottsylvania Court House, Gordon
was a conspicuous actor in one of the
most memorable and dramatic passages
of the war.
It was here that, put in command of Early’s division (Early taking
command of A. P Hill's corps), he gave
the Hist check to the enemy advancing
after taking the salient held by Gen.
Johnson; and it was here occurred the
affecting and noble scene when he seized
the bridle of Gen. Lee's horse and refused to let him lead the Georgians and
Virginians, placed in line for a desperate
in the
counter charge upon the enemy,
dark and misty morning, Gordon had
been guided to the point of danger by the
volume of lire.
Checking the enemy and
throwing his little command against the
heavy tide of his numbers, lie afterwards
recaptured all tic Confederate line to the
light of the salient, same of the artillery
lost in the morning, ami held during the
day the salient, and all to the right of it
to A. P. Hill’s line.
After this batuc, marked by its monument of earnage, ami illuminated with so
much glory to tin- > »niheru arms, Gordon
took pan in the onions engagements between the two armies until .June lb, when
he was sent with Lilly to Lynchburg to
meet Hunter, amf u';. erwards to the valley
of Virginia and into Maryland.
tin* Army of Northern
Returning t
Virginia, in front of Petersburg, Gen.
Gordon found but little opportunity to
gatiiei additional lauiels in the decli ing
fortunes of the (' mfederacy, and it only
remained for him ',<■ siiare the fate which
from
over-whelming numbers of the
enemy had now become inevitable to that
army which his courage, chivalry and
good generalship had >o greatly adorned.
His paia was heroic to the last.
It was
(bin!on's omtnand chicrlv engaged in the
battle of Haro Hill (March 25. 1805),
where the troops ••fought with a vigor
and brilliancy tluti reminded one of Lee's
old campaigns;" it was (.ordon’s command that held the last lines in trout of
Petersburg, and it was Gordon's com
maud that in Lee s final aud fatal retreat
was at the front, and gilded the last scene
of surrender with the spectacle of 2,000
men piepared to cut through Sheridan’s
lines at Appomattox Court House, and
were ouly stayed in the desperate enterprise by the flag of truce that concluded
the hostilities of that day and signaled
the close of the war.
After the cessation of hostilities, Gen.
Gordon retired to the pursuits of private
life.
In 1808 lie was nominated for the
position of Governor of Georgia and ran
against the Republican candidate, R. P>.
Bullock
The campaign was a warm one,
aud it was generally thought, and in
many quarters positively asserted, that he
was elected
by some 0,000 or 7,000 majority, but was “counted out.”
lu 187b, when the Legislature came to
elect a United States Senator, he was
put in nomination. lion. Alexander 11.
Stephens, Benjamin II. Hill and others
were also candidates.
After a number of
ballotings Gordon w as chosen.
At the end of his term Senator Gordon
w as re-elected, but served ouly one year,
w hen in 1880, he
resigned to engage in
railroad business.
IIis career in the nn
tional councils had been conspicuously
able and influential.
After a period of nearly six years devoted to railroad enterprises, Gen. Gordon was nominated for Governor in 1880
after a campaign unprecedented perhaps
in Georgia politics for personalities and
II«* was elected, aud was reslanders.
elected in 1888.
In 1800 he was again
elected to the United States Senate aud
his term of service expired March b, 1807.
Mrs. Gordon, wife of the senator, is described as a charming specimen of a
Georgian lady. She has a mouthful of the
most perfect teeth one can see anywhere.
With the slender and graceful body of a
girl, and shy, yet engaging manners, she
is said to be already a grandmother.
During the war she went with Gordon to the
camp and lived with him and the family
among the troops, scarcely retiring in the
time of battle.
She has been a line horsewoman from childhood, and still rides at
her Georgia farm constantly.
Her youngest boy was born on the night of the last
offensive mcvement in the rebel lines at
Petersburg, and, as the General says, the
event was announced with a greater salute
of cannon than greeted the birth of any of
the Napoleons or Romanoffs.
General
Gordon was wounded several times at the
battle of Antietam.
Mrs. Gordon was in
Richmond, but learning of the battle,
pushed on to Winchester. She says:
“When 1 arrived there the doctors told me
the General would probably have to die;
that he refused to come off the held, and
had been drained of almost every drop of
blood before he was disabled, walking
about there in liis boots, with holes
through him six or seven hours, and
bleeding all the time. The doctors told
me I must be very cautious and uot disturb
liis nerves.
When I knocked at the door
of his room in Winchester, his voice came
up just as naturally as I ever heard it,
crying: “Come in.” 1 opened the door,
and there he lay, with his leg trussed up,
and his arms trussed up, and his face a
perfect mass of blood, bruises and distortion.
“Ha! ha! Mollie,” he said, “here
is your handsome man: do look at him!
lie has been to an Irish fair.”

A
Pe-ru-na,

Catarrh

Maine Shipping.

LIFEJLENGTHENER.
Exterminator, Strengthens the

Some

Strong.

Eastland,

bottle of Pe-ru-na. It did all
For what
was desired of it-

that

it cost mo I got the best value of
any money I ever spent. My wife
has since used Pe-ru-na with the
most gratifying results.”
Another instance is of Mr. N.
C. May, of Oak Ridge Station, Pa., who writes: l,I was
very much run down.
Took Pe-ru-na and feel like a new man. Am
entirely cured. My wife is now
usiDg Pe-ru-na to build up her nervous system, which is in a very bad condition.
She claims it helps her more than any medieino she can
get.'
Pe-ru-na immediately starts on its mission of
catarrh and

exterminating

overcoming

all catarrhal secretions.

No mistake

be made in trying Pe-ru-na,
for it cures entarrh, wherever located. Catarrh is the cause of more distressing complaints than any other one malady. Your druggist will sell you
Pe-ru-na. If you want special advice in regard to your individual case, you
can have it free by writing to Dr. S. B.
Hartman, Columbus, Olro.

Annexation and

Universal Suffrage.

To the question “How will the acquisition of new territories, inhabited
largely
by semi-civilized races, harmonize with
the principle of universal suffrage?'’ Prof.
.!. ]>. McMaster of the University of Pennsylvania answers (F rum, December) in
substance, first, that uni vers .1 suffrage is
an ideal; second, that in
territorial domains acquired in the past, Congress has
extended suffrage as it saw fit; and third,
that a practical government always regulates suffrage on the principle of expediency.
Turning to the attitude of the forefathers
v. ho f muded the
republic, Professor McMaster says:
announced
to the world certain
“They
political doctrines often asserted, but
never before applied.
They declared that
all men were created equal, and were endowed by the Creator with the inalienable
ights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness; that governments were constituted among men for the good of the governed: that they derived their just powers
lroin the consent of the
governed, and
that when they failed to accomplish the
for
which
were
established
purposes
they
it was the duty ol the people to amend or
It might reasonably be
destroy them.
supposed that, having deliberately proclaimed these truths, the men of ’70 would
have instantly made use of them; that,
being liee to create such governments as
they saw fit, they would have founded
new commonwealths in which the
equality of all men was fully recognized. Had
to
the
new
truths
they attempted
apply
generally the whole social fabric would
have gone to pieces.
Happily they were
not so applied.
They were ideals to be
lived up to and gradually attained; and
file very men whose lips were constantly
heard demanding the rights of man, the
inalienable rights of man, went carefully
to work and set up state governments in
which the rights of man were very little
regarded, in which manhood suffrage was
ignored, the ballot given to men who owned property, and office-holding restricted
to such as owned lauds and houses and
were members of some Christian sect.
In but one State, New Jersey, did the suffrage approach to being universal: and
there it was so unintentionally.
Her constitution had been hastily made in 1770 in
the space of ten days, had never been carefully revised, and gave thef'ranchise to ‘all
inhabitants of the State' who were twenty-one years old and owned fifty pounds of
unencumbered property. Nothing was said
concerning race, sex, or citizenship; and
during thirty-one years women, negroes,
and aliens were free to vote and used the

right.”
let tnese men are

inconsistency

not to

be accused ot

with their principles, the
writer holds, for when the chance came
to apply them “decently and in order,” in
governing the Northwest Territory, they,
in theJOrdinanee of 17*4, greatly extended
the rights of man.
In this first colonial
experiment, Jefferson, as head of the committee which reported the ordinance, was
not “for a moment” “led astray by the
ideals he had announced to the world as
the true basis of Democratic government.”
“He and his fellow members knew well
tliat no popular government can stand
long or accomplish much for the good of
the governed which is not carefully adjusted to the wants, conditions, and intelligence of the people who are to live under
it. The plan presented and adopted therefore did not contain one vestige of selfgovernment till there were five thousand
free white males living in the Territory,
and this in spite of the fact that the great
majority of them would be citizens from
the seaboard States and well accustomed
to

self-government.

can

firmed.”

Congressional laws to govern the Louisiana purchase; to govern the acquisition
of Florida; and to govern the Territories

of Utah and New Mexico, are reviewed by
the writer in detail, showing how absolute
national control was maintained, and how,
gradually, rights of suffrage were extended therein.
In 1802 slavery was abolished
in the Territories, and in 18(57 came the
Fifteenth Amendment, ending the work
of Congress so far as suffrage in Territories has been concerned:
“Starting with the rude provisions laid
down by the Continental Congress in the
ordinances of ITS-} and 1787, it had in the
course of eighty-three years reached universal manhood suffrage for a wide range
of offices. At first, no voters existed. Then
men
in tne coasting trade,
However, the
owning fifty acres of land might vote
for one branch of the legislature.
Before wages paid for sailors who go out of
the first quarter of our century was turnMai ne ports is generally better than in i
ed the territorial delegates and the mem- Boston.
For ships under 500 tons the
bers of the second branch of the legisla- wages paid out of Bath are $22 a month
on tlie average for able seamen and $40 a
ture were elected by the people, the property qualification of voters was swept month for boatswains. First mates on
away and the payment of a tax substitut- steam vessels of the same burden out of
ed, and the qualification of .electors of the Batli are paid $55 a mouth and lirst engiThe same wages are
territorial delegates was left for the legis- neers $75 a month.
latures to decide. When the middle of the paid for able seamen on sail vessels out
But out of
century came any free white male citizen of Portland and Waldoboro.
of the United States could vote, and every Portland first engineers on steam vessels
on
an
*04
a
town and county officer not judicial had
month.
For the
get
average
been made elective.
Twenty-five years same class of engineers out of Newport !
later the negro had been enfranchised,
News the average pay is *120 a month.
and the legislatures were regulating the Able seamen of similar service on sail
vessels out of Boston receive on an averqualifications of voters.”
Professor McMaster concludes his arti- age *20 a month and out of New York
cle as follows:
For able seamen on vessels be$17.50.
A review oi the history of suffrage in
tween 500 tons and 1,500 tons thr pay out
the Territories thus makes it clear that of Bath is $25 a month on the average
foreign soil acquired by Congress is the and $20 out of Portland, but at Pensacola
Out of
property of and not* a part of the United the pay is as low as $17 a month.
States: that the Territories formed from Baltimore first engineers on steam vessels
it are without, and not under, tlie Consti- of this burden receive on an average $115
tution; and that in providing them with a month, but out of Bath they receive on
governments Congress is at liberty to es- an average only $75 a month, and second
tablish just such kind as it pleases, with engineers $00 a month.
Out of Portland,
little or no regard for the principles of Me., lirst mates for sail vessels of this
self government; that in the past it has burden receive on an average $50 a month,
set up whatever sort was, in its opinion,
the highest average paid in any port on
best suited to meet the needs of the peo- the Atlantic or gulf coast.
Philadelphia
ple, never stopping to ask how far the gov- has the lowest average—$48.50 for first
ernment so created derived its just powers
j mates on sail vessels of between 500 and
from the consent of the governed; and 1,500 tons.
that it is under no obligation to grant even ;
On vessels over 1,500 tons the pay is
a restricted
suffrage to the inhabitants of about the same out of Portland, the only
any new soil we may acquire, unless they j port in Maine from which vessels of that
are fit to use it
properly. Congress is in- burden sailed. The rate of steam vesdeed morally hound to give the very best sels of about the same burden is nearly
government that circumstances will per- similar to the rates for lighter vessels.
As a general thing the seamen and offimit; hut it is also morally bound not to he !
carried away by theories of human rights cers of British ships are shown by Comwhich even the States themselves ignore.
missioner Chamberlain to receive much
We have no such thing as unrestricted smaller wages.
On British vessels bound
universal suffrage.
Iu the States east of to North America the average pay for a
the Mississippi no woman may cast a balBritish seaman is $18.22 a mouth, a slight
lot for a governor, for a Congressman, or improvement over the wages of recent
for Presidential electors. Yet in each one years.
That is for steamships, but for
of them are numbers of women who own sailing vessels the average wages of seaproperty, aud pay taxes amounting some- men are *14.5s, which has also slightly
times to thousands of dollars a year. What
increased in recent years.
The average
government derives its just powers from pay per month for first mates on steamtheir consent? Are they not taxed with- ships under 500 tons for Great Britain is
out representation? Do they not obey laws
$40.45 a month, and the average pay of
in the making of which they have no first engineers for such British vessels is
voice? All this is utterly inconsistent with $00.25 a mouth.
The average pay for
the broad doctrines on which our republi- first mates on British sailing vessels is
can form of government is founded.
For larger vessels
The only $20.74 a month.
truth is,the suffrage never lias been and is the pay is correspondingly increased, so
not to-day regulated on any other princithat a first mate on a sail vessel of 2,000
ple than expediency. Nor is this to be re- tons or over receives an average salary of
gretted. No government is worth a rush $48.88 a month.
unless it is practical; and to be practical
it must n >t be iu advance of the intelligence and capacity for self-government
possessed by the people for whose welfare
it has been created.
This has been the
characteristic of every government yet set
up in State or Territory, and is greatly to
our credit; and this is the course we must
pursue in the treatment of any people,
whatever their stage of civilization, who
may come to us with new acquisitions of

inuring mis penoa wnen tne Territory
was in the first
grade the rulers were a territory.”
governor, a secretary, and three judges,
elected by the Continental Congress, but
afterward appointed by the Resident and
The Ocean is Ours.
confirmed by the Senate.
The laws were
This poem was written by Hon. Bellamy
not framed by any legislative body, but
were such as the governor and
judges se- Storer, United States Minister to Belgium,
lected from the statute-books of the thirunder the inspiration of a paragraph in an
teen original States.
Till there were five
thousand free white males of full age not a article published in the Paris Temps, on
the destruction of the Spanish fleet off
vote was cast for a territorial officer. Then
any free white man who had lived in the Santiago, and wss sent to Mrs. Theodore
Territory the proper time, and owned fifty
Roosevelt, who has kindly consented to
acres, might take part in the election of a j
The
House of Representatives, every member its publication in Harper’s Weekly.
of which must be possessed of a freehold following is a translation of the paragraph
of two hundred acres.
Once assembled in
question:
the House nominated ten men (etch hav“If it is true that all the Spanish fleet
ing a freehold of live hundred acres), of has
been destroyed except a single ship,
whom the President commissioned live to
it is a disaster almost
to that of the
be legislative councillors.
Together the Grand Armada. Onceequal
more the sea has
j Council and the House, by joint ballot, betrayed Spain to the
profit of that Anglochose a delegate to represent the TerriSaxon race which
appears decidedly,
tory in the House of Representatives, under
whatever
it
flag
fights—under the
where he was graciously permitted to
Stars and Stripes,or under the union jack
speak, but not to vote.”
—to have all the favors of that element.”
Professor McMaster continues:
“The territorial government thus set up O’er the Atlantic
Comes the roar of the ship guns—
by the Continental Congress, and sanc- The
English-speaking ship guns—
tioned by the first Congress under the
Telling the “Latin race,” frantic and old,
Constitution, became the model after Telling all Russia, gigantic and young.
which every other since established has Telling the feudal
boy-Kaiser romantic,
been closely fashioned.. At the foundation What the Spanish Armada by Howard was
told ;
of it lay the broad principle that there
What the winds to the salt seas for ages have
was one kind of government for the states
sung.
and another for the Territories; that the
For Infants and Children
Telling the Powers:
just powers of the latter need not be de“The ocean is ours.
of
the
rived from the consent
governed;
we pull,
Together
that only such men as owned land were fit
Nelson and Farragut,
the
select
that
class
who
to
and
Bears the
only
vote,
Rodney and Hull.”
I owned a great deal of land were fit to O’er the Pacific
Signature of C
the
Constitution
that
limited
the
legislate;
Comes the roar of the ship guns—
power of the Federal Government over The English-speaking ship guns—
the States; but that the will of Congress Singeing the beard of the Don at Manila
As Drake did at Cadiz three centuries gone.
was supreme over the Territories.
In all
stages of Nasal Catarrh there
“The clear distinction between a State The Orient shakes at the thunder terrific,
should be cleanliness. As experience proves
Drake’s message from Dewey: “We sank
thus
drawn
at the very
and a Territory
their flotilla
Ely’s Cream Balm is a cleanser, soother and outset of our career and the principles
In spite of their forts! As you did, we’ve
healer of the diseased membrane. It is not then established—that Congress was free
done!
The ocean is ours,
drying nor irritating, and does not produce to govern the dependencies of the United
in such manner as it saw fit; that
States
The ocean is ours.
is
mailed
To
test
it
a
trial
size
sneezing.
not be rethe
it
need
government
Together we pull,
granted
for 10 cents or the large for 50 cents by Ely
Nelson and Farragut,
publican even in form; that men might be
Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York. taxed
Rodney and Hull.”
without any representation in the
Druggists keep it. Upon being placed into taxing body, stripped absolutely of the rHarper’s Weekly.
the nostrils it spreads over the membrane
franchise, and ruled by officials not of
The best way to avoid sickness is to keep
and relief is immediate. It is an agreeable their own choice—have never been departyourself healthy by taking Hood’s Sarsapaed from, and have often been signally con- rilla, the great blood purifier.
cure.
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vessel of 52 tons enrolled in the Waldoboro district.
The total number of sailing vessels in
the State, enrolled, registered, and licensed, is 1,828, of 283,800 tons. Of these
599 are under 20 tons ami are licensed,
while 1,055 are permanently enrolled, with
a tonnage of 179,004 tons.
The registered
vessels of 70,994 tons are 129, while there
are 23 more temporarily registered. Twenty-two vessels are registered in the customs district of Portland and Falmouth
aud have a tonnage of 10,705 tons, while
19 are permanently registered in the Bath
district, having a tonnage of 29,081 tons.
In the Bangor district there is only one
permanently registered vessel and it is of
34 tons burden.
There are 109 permanently enrolled vessels in the Waldoboro
district,of 23,238 tons burden in the aggregate; in the Bath district there are 127
such vessels of 59,809 tons burden; in the
Portland and Falmouth district 107 vessels of 30,029 tons burden. The largest
number of licensed vessels, 138, is in the
Castine district, with a total tonnage of
1,195.
The total number of steam vessels registered, enrolled, and licensed in Maine,
is 108, of 32,857 tons burden.
The Portland and Falmouth district include 40 of
these with a total tonnage of 15,123 tons.
None of these steam vessels are registered;
20 of them are enrolled.
The Bath district has the next largest number, 30, of a
total burden of 7,080 tons.
Only eleven
of the 158 vessels are registered; 84 of
them are enrolled, aud 73 of them are
under 20 tons burden.
The commissioner ;ilso makes some interesting statemeuts about the wages paid
to seamen in Maine.
For sail vessels to
Great Britain the average wage out of
Portland is 819 a month for able seamen:
from Waldoboro it is 824 a month and
from Boston 820 a month.
For vessels
under 1,500 tons to South America, the
average wage paid at Portland is 818 a
month for able seamen, while it is 815 a
month at Pensacola and 825 a month at
New Orleans.
a

Tex., who writes: My wife and I
needed a spring tonic. We bought
a

in the

over

Spain
people

the

Figs

has lost all her
of the

True

Philip-

now that the whole status has
Treasury department has mvde public pines. If,
been changed on the assumption that the
comprehensive figures about the exIslands would come under the United
tent of the shipping industry in Maine.
States’ authority, we reject the proposiHe shows that there are but two
registered and enrolled steel vessels in the State. tion, we simply add confusion and chaos
to the situation.
Neither the dignity of
One of these is a vessel of 3,004 tons, regthe United States, due regard to the Filistered in the Bath district; the other is
ipinos, nor respect for the civilized world

For those so afflicted,
catarrh.
Pe-ru-na is invaluable, as it always
cures catarrh and overcomes the
poisonous secretions caused by this
loathsome disease. One instance
where Pe-ru-na was used effectually as a spring medicine comes
It. Stuart, of

navigation

this time

j

j

will permit us to take that step at this
stage of the proceedings. Spanish impotence, American skill and vigor, hesitating Statesmanship, and the fates all s >em
to have conspired to
put the Philippines
under the authority of the United States.
The die is cast; the Philippines are
ours,
and the defeat of the
treaty could do
but
nothing
aggravate the situation, belittle the nation, and make a
rational,
Statesmanlike
less possible.
From
every point of view it is manifestly the
duty of the Senate to confirm the treaty,
not because territorial expansion is
good
policy for the United States, but because
the defeat of the treaty will not now remedy the mistake. True Statesmanship
will seek to remedy whatever mistakes
have been committed, not by
defeating
the treaty but in so shaping the plans
under which the new possessions shall be
governed as to avoid the evil of making
imperialism a permanent feature of the

policy

Republic’s policy.
azine for

^

[From Gunton’s Mag-

January.

religion

Thistles.

and

boils up from the bottom.

Cultivate the held of life clear up to the
corners.

some

ANY people suffer from a form of
debility that is the direct result of

from J.

During
authority

About It.

The commissioner of

Entire Body.

It Made Mr. N. C. May

Confirm the Treaty.

Figures from the Treasury Department

The cry of the
call of God.

needy

The Christian
mandments.

runs

is the echo of the
ahead of the

com-

Unbelief puts up the bars when truth
goes

hunting.

The man who livessfor self is n>t missed when he dies.
as

A church race may be
any horse face.

just

The wise preacher looks for
ble where he rind most taffy.
The

as

ungodly

m

>st trou-

who does his own thinking befocus for all the reflectors.

man

comes a

There is no slave so sadly b >ua 1 as the
who thinks lie is free to serve his own
lusts.
one

Don’t build the

cheap reputation

ginger-bread

on

house of
the ten-cent founda-

tion of experience.
What is the use of praying for the merchant when yon make no effort t> pay
what you owe him?
We pray the L>rl’s pnyer an l rJnn
ask for things that would leal us into
temptation and deliver us to tin evil one.
[The R im’s Horn.

HeaJthyJl&ppyGirls
often, Fiom

no

Cause, become

despondent

apparent

languid

and

the eaTly days
of theiT womanhood
They
in

drag along always med,
never
hungry, breathless
and with a
palpitating
heart after
slight exercise
so that

merely

to walk

up stairs is exhausting
Sometimes a shon. dry-cough 4
leads to the fear that
they 1

are'going
They
tors tell

into

consumption"

are

anaemic, dec-

them, which

means

tney nave too little
blood Are you like that7

mat

More

f
have

people have been
and women by the

Anaemic

energetic

men

the best tonic

in

you

little blooct?

strong hunoTv
Dt. Williams'
than by any other means
They

Pink Pills foT Pale People
are

too

made

use

of

the world

Miss l.ulu Stevens, of r,.,sport,
Niagara Co V V had been a very
healthy girl until about a year ago, when she g
wi
tnd pale, she
lost her appetite, was as tired in the mon
,
until she became so emaciated that her fri. a b,
li.mily knew het. Th loetors declared the disease anaemia, and
gave her up to die. a physician
who was visiting in Gasport prevailed a; .11 her to trv [>r.
Williams
-ak
Pills for Pale People. She did so, and w.s bem :,, 1 n once. She is
now
well and strong.the vet
itui.
■, It) Courier.

The genome

Atc

sold only

the full

in

packages,the wrapper
For sale by all
drugthe Dr Williams Medicine

Always bearing
gists or sent, postpaid, by

name.

Schenectady. N V., on receipt of
| Company,
tents
Book of cures free on
bo*
per

fifty
reguest.
price,

/the^
TRUE

[

kT0f41S

I

is not a stimulant but a blood purifying, cleansing and harm less mixture of vegetable ingredients which cures disorders of the digestive tract uti “xpris worms, it,
does not whip the tired organs into temporary activity as most ivmed
do. followed
am!
tonic
by an e.juul reaction, but'I rue s Klixir removes the cause of t li. ?
\
effects are ihie to good, sound digestion ami pure blood, which h.-iou
ite
’• -k your
family medicine for 47 y ears. Its popularity s due entirely to it.OR. J. F. TRUE & CO., Al'«lKN, ME.
druggist for it. 35 cents a bottle.
e
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TH £ GREAT

NATIONAL FAMILY
NEWSPAPER
For FARMERS
and VILLAGERS.

—

and your favorite home paper,

BL

^THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL/"-sr
BOTH

ONE

YEAR FOR $2.00

THE N Y WEEKLY TRIRIINE

has iltl
D.p.rtm.nt,.f ,1.0 M;;h111U II,
1,
II UUiVIJ 1
llUUUlUl est
merit? au important, news of the Nation
and World, comprehensive and reliable market reports, able (' lit /rials, interesting
short stories, scientific and mechanical information, illustrated fashion articles, humorous pictures, and is attractive and entertaiuiug to every member of every family.

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS

i THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

is due not only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress
upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the
genuine Syrup ol Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a kno vledge of that fact will
assist one n avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a
guaranty
of the excellence of its
remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company
o

and friends, on the farm and in tile village, informs you as to local prices for farm
products, the condition of crops and prospects for the year, and is a briglr, newsy,
welcome and indispensable weekly visitor at your home ami fireside.
SEND ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS TO

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING GO., 8a!f3st, Me.

FRED ATWOOD,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
Representing Over Twenty /Million Assets
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE tiL. ASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
r#~STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.. 43 Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors. Administrators and Trustees. | Correspondence solicited. | Real estate bought and sold.

FOR SALE.
two story house and barn
corner of Park and Charles
streets, is offered for sale on fa-

The

on

—

vorable

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAN

and in

FRANCISCO, Cal.

LOUISVILLE, Kj.

NEW YORK.

N. Y.

a

terms.

The property is in pood repair
pood location and neighborhood.
Apply to
HENRY DUNBAR.

Belfast, Dec. 20, 1808.
For Over

Killy feara.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s SoothingSyrup has boon used for

fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is pleasis the best remedy for Diarrhcea.
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bot-

SUBSCRIBE

over

Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
tle.

Winterport, Me.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
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Notice of Foreclosure.
-IITHEUEAS EDWARD II. RICH ALU AS ,.f I,illVf colnville, County of Waldo and State of
Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the fourth
day of June A. I) 1894. and recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Volume 241. Page 45. conveyed to K. F. Young, a certain parcel of real estate situate in said IJncolnville, ami bounded as
follows, t>* wit: Keginning at a stake and stones
on
the Camden line between lands of Seth E.
Richards and land hereinafter described thence
N. 84 K. hv said Camden line twenty-six and onehalf (2<» 1-2) rods to a s ru *c tree on lain! owned
hv S. L. Hutchins: thence X. 23 W.on land of
W. F. Hall three hundred and nine (3<>9) rods to
the town road: thence South Westerly by said
road twenty five (25) rods to land of Seth E. Richards: thence S. 23’ E. by said Richards land
about three hundred and nine (309) rods to the
place of beginning, containing forty-six acres
more or less: And whereas the condition of said
mortgage have been broken, now and therefore,
by reason of the breach of the conditions thereof,
I, Philander F. Richards, assignee of said mortgage claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
PHIL VNDER F. RICHARDS.
January 7th, A. D. 1899.—3w2.

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

be held
every Monday evening at 7 o’clock
in the home of Mrs. H. A. Carter, 25 High
street. We earnestly desire the hearty co-

Royal makes the food pure,
Hallie Roulston is visiting friends in Belfast.
F. M. Harris, of Boston spent Sunday

in

Halldale. Charlie Vose of Knox took
his wife to the hospital in Lewiston this
week for treatment.
Mr. aud Mrs. C. S.

Mrs. A. E. Trundy was called to Presque
Isle this week by the death of her father.

McCorison will stop at their home while
they are absent-Asa Sawyer is at home
from Burnham where he has been employed.
.The many friends of Mrs. Mary White
are pleased to see her out once more after so
long suffering with a sore in her headMrs.
Caroline Foster is in rather poor
health.

Pliineas Pendleton Engine Co. will have
their annual clam stew this, Thursday, even-

cent.

town.

There will be a social dance at G. A. R.
Hall Friday evening.

wholesome and delicious.

operation of the Christian community.

Services
next

ing
Miss

ding

O. J. Lawrence attended the wedG. Sheldon in Haverhill,

of Charles

Mass.
Wheels are in fashion again, as the sleighing has uearly vanished along the shore
roads.

Pendleton and wife will leave
houu for Brooklyn, N. Y.f where they will
.spend the remainder of the winter.

Capt.

B. F.

Bessie Meritliew has sold her millinery business at Warren and accepted a
position with Fuller & Cobb of Rockland.
Miss

Compared with the report from other
localities Searsport has been greatly favored
by being almost exempt from bail grip
cases.

Mrs. Hattie A. Nichols left by steamer
Monday fo: Everett, Mass., where she will
spend part of the winter with her brother,
D. S. Simpson.

The Dai.y Maids Festival and concert will
occur Friday evening, January 27th.
The
Belfast Orchestra lias been secured and will
give the concert during the evening.
Gapt. C. N. Meyers left by train Monday
Portland and will take command of bark
J. H. Bowers,loading at that port for Rosario.
Mrs. Meyers will accompany him on the
for

voyage.
There will be the usual services at the
Congregational church next Sunday. Missionary collection in the morning. Women’s
missionary reading Friday afternoon at the
parsonage.
The officers of Freeman McGilvery Post
will be installed this. Thursday, evening.
An invitation is extended to the ladies and
families of comrades to
be present.
A
picnic supper will be served.
Edward Stickney, who has a crew at work
cutting spars on the Pike lot, has contracted
with J. L Hamilton to deliver some long
ones at Belfast.
They will be hauled to the
shore by E L. Savory and L) W. N ickels,
and towed over in rafts.
Nelson Nickerson found on the shore near
a fawn that had
been recently
shot.
Breaking of the game laws is becoming too prevalent. Wouldn't it be well for
our wardens to make an example of some of
the guilty persons?

Moose Point

Prescott met with a severe accident
at the spool mill Tuesday.
While reaching
over his saw it caught Ins arm between the
elbow and shoulder and cutting a deep gash
about four inches long, that required the
skill of a surgeon to dress.
N. A.

Mrs. Ellen A. Leih was called to Lowell,
Mass., this week by the severe sickness of
Mrs. Lucy A Nickels, resulting from an attar k
f grij
A«1 vices from Mrs. Leib report her aunt in n precarious condition and
n net'iis< ions a
large portion of the time.
It has beei' a long time since coasting
vessels were in such demand as at present.
1 seeiiis siiig'i'ar with so much of a call for
a
mss
vessels that Searsport had the rei<»i so many years of building the
p
"•■sP
hat a few contracts cannot be secured
h r id som here now.
G
‘i

I>•

-i
E. J. Went
irth. acooiupausuite of oiii, rs f mi Mariners
Lodge, went to Stockton '\ ednesday evenng an
publicly installed the officers of
Pownal Lodge. A large company was present and a bountiful
repast was served at the
close of the ceremonies.
!-

..

by

About thirty of

people went from here
Monday evening t>* attend the drama and
dance given by the Stockton Village ImAll pronounce it au enprovement Society.
joyable affair and decide that Slmte’s mammoth -•arrvall on runners, which was not
loaded with twenty aboard, is a grand arWe observed that some of the
rangement.
single teams got carried away with the
spirit of Shute’s arrangement and took on
large

our

cargoes.

The Kennebec Journal of recent date said :
Lewiston lias followed the good example
\ Augusta in naming its school
buildings
for
:'i/er.s prominently identified with its
•S'bool interest
Augusta, no doubt, caught
the idea from Searsport, which has followed
>

the custom for so many[yea»s that it is beyond
The memory of our oldest inhabitant when
-he -lmn’t have the Gordon school, the Ross
scl.oo.. the Pendleton school and the Nichols
s
1 oi,
all named m honor of distinguished
>•:* mens largely interested in the
promotion
f education in their several districts.

li

Kennebec Journal in the biographies
representatives says of
representative:
e

of the senators and
our

N

kerson. Alfred Emery, Swanville, Rep’-b lean, U m versa list., farmer and hay
dealer, single; age 58.
Born in Swan; educated in the common school, one
T< rm at
Bucksport and one term at Castine
Wa.- Selectman several years; Superintendent of Schools in 1898, and has held
nearly
Member of the House in
every town office.
1*7". member of the Senate in 1885; on the
Valuation Commission in 1890. Believes in
paying one hundred cents on the dollar and
paying it in good money. Always a Repub-

lican.

Sheldon-Smart
A
very
quiet, but
pretty wedding took place last night at the
residence of Mr. E C. Smart, 9 Ford street,
the wedding couple being Mr. Chas. Gordon
Sheldon anil Miss Jennie Gilchrist Smart,

being well known and popular young
people of this city. Oulv the most intimate
friends and relatives of the bridal couple
were present. The house was
beautifully deboth

corated with flowers and evergreen, the parlor where the ceremony was performed
being
a perfect bower of sweet scented blossoms.
t he bridal
Shortly after 7
party entered
tinparlor, tin- bride and
bridesmaid

lending.

Immediately fo!lowing

the
groom, attended by the best man.
The
bride was handsomely attired in a gown of
white silk p< p.in, and she carried
white
roses.
The bridesmaid, Miss Nettie M.
Williams of Farmington. Me., a cousin of
the bride, was neatly gowned in white silk
and carrying red roses. The groom and best
man. Mr. Harry A. Smart, brother of the
brcie. wore full evening dress. The bridal
party stationed themselves in one corner of
the room, where the weddin ; ceremony was
performed by the Lev. M. D Wolfe.* The
simple ring service was performed. After
the ceremony congratulations were extended by all present, the best man and the
came

Whitcomb
Islesboro visited her sister, Mrs. John Blake,
last week-We are sorry to hear that Mrs.
Alvesta Hatch and daughter Bertha, now in
Providence, R. I., have been very sick lately with la grippe and pneumonia_Our
two traders. Arthur Hatch and Lewis Winchenbacb, spent two or three days in Camden
and Rockland last week-Miss Etta Madden returns to J. R. Wears’ this week....D.
O. Bowen, Esq., is at Augusta this week on
business.... A Lodge of Good Templars was
organized at Vickery’s Hall last Friday
evening and Mr. Adelbert Paul was elected
Cnief Templar-Frauk Blodgett and wife
of Belfast are at her father’s for a few weeks
Prospect Ferry.

Rev. N. H. Harriman
of Tacoma, Washington, preached in the
school house last Thursday evening. This
was his birth place and his relatives, schoolmates and friends enjoyed listening to him
very much. He is a powerful speaker and
He is nowon a
very earnest in bis work.
trip around the world. During his stay here
h*. spent most of his time with his sister
Mrs. E. W. Ginndle.... Mias Susie Liusey of
Prospect Marsh visited Miss Fannie Harrimau
last week-Miss Ella Crocker of
Stockton visited Miss Faustina Harding last

Hutchinson, Curacoa.

Methodist Episcopal church

will be

as

follows: At 10.45

by Rev. G. G.

foreign

be: prayer meeting Tuesday
evening »t 7.15; class meeting Thursday
evening at 7.15.

meetings

Absolutely Pure

IROYAL

BAKING POWDER

CO.; NEW

YORK.

_I

Freedom. Mias Persia Sibley, who is at
Gorliam attending Normal school, has been
confined to her room several days with the

grip.
Brc^ks.

It is seldom there is

so

Jackson

of

at

at

I

111'

Estelle,:

The Home Department of the Baptist
Sunday school held a rally at the vestry
Tuesday evening, which was largely attended, both by members of the regular school

Among

are

and of the Home Department. Au address
of welcome was given by the Superintendent, Frank L. Robertson, and a history of
the home department by the pastor, Rev. R.
T. Capen. A literary and musical program
was given, including piano solo by Mrs. G.
A. Bailey; piano duett, by Misses Isabel
Ginn and Edith Burgess; vocal duett by
Miss Ginn aud Mrs. Webber; vocal solos by
Miss Fannie Robertson and Mrs. Webber;
reading by Miss Bertha Knowltou ; declamation by Miss Helen Patterson. Refreshments
were served and a very enjoyable evening
spent by all.

Joseph Ham, formerly deputy

sheriff for Waldo county. Mr. Haiu was in
his younger days a resident of this towrn,
living on Sprout Hill, West Brooks.

..

care

for them.

The doctors have

more

than they can attend to. Following is a
list of the sick : Mrs. George Clark, Mrs.
Van Deets, Miss Van Deets, Mrs. T. B.
Cook, Mrs. George Grant, Miss Ruth Berry,
Mrs. J. R. Tabor, Mrs. George Pillsbury,
Mrs. C. E. Mitchell, Mrs. H. C. Chandler,
Mrs. P. Whitney, Mrs. D. Harding, Mrs. G-

Whitten, Mrs. A. R. Myrick, Mrs. B. Rice,
Miss Fogg, Mr. Chas. Taylor, Mr. Mosher,
Mr. Libby, Mr. Rice, Mr. Twombly, Mr.
McManus, Mr. H. C. Chandler, Mr. Van
Deet->, Mr. H. H. Grant, Mr. L. Fogg, Mr.
Benj. Fogg, Mr. Damon, Mr. T. B. Cook.
Thorndike.
Mrs.
Mirabee
Littlefield
died at the home of her son. N. A Littlefield
Jan. 11th, aged 81 years. She had lived in
town many years.
The funeral services
were held at her late home Jan. 18th, Rev.
F S. DollifT of Jackson officiating.Mr.
J. R. Gross is still quite sick_Mrs. Charles

Hogan

improving

health as fast as
her many friends could wish.The many
friends of Mr. Daniel Gordon will be pleased
bridesmaid serving as ushers. The wedding | to learu that he is recovering from his recent
presents were many and beautiful, and show- illness.Mr. George P. Higgins, while at
ed the high esteem in which the
happy work in the woods last Saturday
morning,
couple are held. During the afternoon the
was struck by a falling limb, and received
bride received many friends, she being attired m a most beautiful gown of blue.
a bad cut across the temple.
A physician
Among those present were the following was
called,tand took several stitches in the
from out of town: Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hall,
Brockton ; Mr. C. W. Grebben, Miss Lida E. wound-Mr. E. L. Bartlett was quite sick
Curtis, Miss O. J. Lawrence and Miss Elvia last week and had to close his school for a
Coombs, all of Boston. [Haverhill Evening few days... .Squire Chandler of Brooks
Gazette Jan. 11th.
lectured at the Gross school-house last
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
Saturday
evening. The weather was stormy
Mrs. F. W. Smart is quite ill.
and there was not a very good attendance.
Win. McMahan is on the sick list.
-Mr. V. N. Higgins attended the meeting
Warren Nichols of Swanville is in the em- of the Waldo County Veterans in Brooks
ploy of J. E. Marden.
Jan. 5th.Mr. and Mrs. Jason Littlefield
Miss Martha J. Mathews is in Swanville at
of Stockton were in town last Friday to atHon. A. E. Nickerson’s.
tend the funeral of Mr. Littlefield’s mother.
Ed. and Charles Carrow of East Belfast
-H. M. Higgins was quite busy last week
were in town last Sunday.
hauling ice for Charles White and Benj.
Ames. The ice was taken from Mr. J. G.
Miss Alice D ow is at home from Belfast,
where she was employed at the Girls’ Home.
Cilley’s pond and is'of nice quality.Last
week the traders at the station paid 45 cts.
Eugene Nickerson and A. N. Anderson per bushel for potatoes, and 10 cts. per lb.
have gone with their teams to the Kennebec for
butter, if in bricks. No sale for tub
river, where they will work n the ice.
butter.
is

not

in

The George Pratt chapter- of the Epworth
League has a splendid banner, made for them
by Mrs. J. G. Damon. The banner is of

SHIP NKWS.

North Church held a
people
very enjoyable sociable at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Sibley, on High St. last evening. (Wednesday). Picnic supper was served at 0 o’clock and the remainder of the
The

of

evening
and in

was

very

the

pleasantly passed

in

music

conversation.

Rev. E. L. Marsh of Waterviile preached
the North church last Sunday forenoon
and evening in exchange with the pastor.

at

His

morning text

was

“Ye shall know

the

truth, and the truth shall make ye free.” In
evening he spoke on ‘‘The Temptation of
Moses: or, the helpfulness of faith.”

the

the Universalist church, Rev. Ashley
Smith, pastor, regular service at 10 45 a.
in., preaching by Rev. J. M. Leighton of the
Unitarian church ; 12 o’clock Sunday school;
At

A.

p. in., Young People’s meeting, topic,
“Man our Brother,” 7.30 p. in., lecture by

6 15

Rev. Ashley A. Smith on "The Religion of
Ralph Waldo Emerson.” A cordial invitation is extended to all to attend these lectures.

Following are the Baptist notices: Thursday at 7.30 p. in., the weekly prayer meeting; Saturday afternoon at 1 o’clock, the
Junior Endeavor.
Sunday morning worship at 10.45, sermon, subject, The Young
Man Jesus of Nazareth; Sunday school at
12 in.; Christian Endeavor meetiug at 0.15;
evening worship at 7.15; Come in the Spirit
of Hearty Praise!
Miss H. N. Millett and Mrs. H. A. Carter
have taken charge of the work at the People’s Mission, 58 High street. Meetings will
be held every Wednesday, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday evening at 7 o’clock, and Sunday at 2.30 p. m. A worker’s meeting will

ARRIVED.

A

M ERICA N

PORTS.

York, Jan 10.
Ar, sch Mary Ann
McCann, Bangor; 11, ar, schs Frank G Rich,
Rockland; Meuawa, New Bedford: cld, brig
Tel os, Heagan, Ponce, P R; 12, ar, schs L A
Plummer, Bangor; Rabboni, New Bedford ;
15, sld, sch Andrew Nebinger, eastern ports;
lo, ar, sch. James A. Stubbs, Counetable
Island ; sld, brig Telos, Ponce, P. R.: schs
Lucia Porter, Cayenne; Rabboni, Providence; Celia 1', Savannah; 10, ar, sells, NorNew'

ombega,

Price, complete with

Patent

ship Bangalore
Breakwater.
Wesley M.

Cargo apparently

on

Monte

Boston,
Sld, ship Great Admiral,
Buenos Ayres; 10, ar, schs Odell, Belfast;
Yale, Baltimore; below, Henry Clausen, Jr,
Pensacola.
Philadelphia, Jan 11. Ar, sch Nathaniel
1. Palmer, Batli; 14, cld, sch li F Pettigrew,
Portland.
Baltimore, Jau 10. Cld, sell Frank A
Palmer, Harding, Portland; in port, bark C
Dixon, ldg

AII 3 for 5t
At a Probate Court held
the County ot Waldo.
January, A. D. 1899.

tire.

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, wi'hiti and for said County, on the 14th
day of February, A. I). 1899, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be

day

granted.
A true

copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest
Chan. P. Hazkltine, Register.

Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
January, A. D. 1899.

At a

TTP'ALDO SS.—In Court
Vr
fast, on the seem.
1899. VALOR IS \ SIV
on the estate of SETH
>i
mont, in said County, de
his firsthand liual accm v
said estate for allowanc.
>

at Belfast, within and for
on the second Tuesday of

C1HABLES F. GORDON, Executor of the last
V
will and testament of JI'EIA A. SITJ.IYAN,
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, tie
ceased, having presented a petition praying that
this court may determine who are entitled to the
estate of saiddeceased under said will and order
the same distributed accordingly.

Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
January, A. I). 1899.

At

In Court .dp
on the second
ALBERT I’EIRt 1. \
estate of CHARLES A
p \ •.
fort, in said County, de
his first account of admin
for allowance.

V?

fast,

1899

Ordered, That noth e t
successively, in i.•
m Belfast, m >.m

a

at
on

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

interested may attend .,be held at Belfast, on tin
ruary next, and show cam*
the said account should n<
CEO 1.
A true copv.
Attest
Chas. p, h
sons

-•

VP’ALDO SS. —In Cmu:
IT
fast, on the secon
1899. J. R. ME ARK.
<.f FRANK E. FRY L,
County, deceased, li..\it
final account of admin
allowance.
i
Ordered, That m.ti.
successively, n
printed in Belfast, in -an
■

weeks

>

interested maj attend
held at Belfast, on the «e
ruary next, and show li
the said account should
CEO E
A true copy. Attest
Ciias 1 Ha

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Count v 1*1 Wald* on the second Tuesday of
A. 1). 1899.

At a

January,

V

>

printed

certain instrument, purporting to he the last.
A will and Testament of .JOHN M. AMES, late of
Stockton Springs, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That, notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GKi>. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
(.'has. P. Hazkltine, Register.

certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament of BENJAMIN P HAZ-

KLTINE, late of Belfast. in said < 'ounty of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.
ALLK > SS.—In < 1.1 n.
Ordered, That notice he given t<- all persons infast. <>ll til" Se. ..In
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
lH'Kt
urn s <
mo)
published three weeks successively in the Repub- Kir PIN K HAM of I'lican Journal, printed at Belfast,'that they may I ing presented his rhir.:
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, diansliip fur allow;, n
within and for said County, on the second TuesOrdered, That n-te
day of February next, at ten ol the clock before weeks s«ecessivel>
noon, and show cause if am the} have, why the
in Belfast, in -a'
printed
same should not be pro\ ed, approved and allowed.
interested may attem
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
held at Belfast,on tin
A true
Attest.

UJ

-■

-<

copy.

(

has.

P.

next, and show ra:
said acc<uini should

Hazkltink, Register.

At a Probate ( ourt held at Bellast, wit bin and for
the County of Waldo, on the st omi Tuesday of
January, A. 1>. 189'
d. jo.nes. jk.. creditor <-t mautha
J. CHASE, late <d Searsport, m said County

I

Probate Court held

at

Belfast, within

and

a

interested ma> at;, a.
held at Belfast on tin
ary next, and show
the said a*- count idiot
(. Id
A true copy.
Arte-;
(HAS. I

I

>

II

for
4 1>M

IN [STB ATOP

S

A hereby gives
appointed Administi

.;

SABAH < ABB.
in the Count y of \\..I •...
Ai
as the law directs.
against the estate of -a;
present the same tor set
thereto are rei|ne.-ied
■

termine who are entitled to said estate and their
respective shares therein and order the same to be
distributed accordingly.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Bellast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, r*> be held
at Belfast, within and for said county, on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be
A true copy.

H

I

Ordered, Tliai no; in.
weeks sueeessivel\ .11
printed in Belfast

the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday *-t
January,A. D. 1899.
T AMES C. G ILMORK, Administrator of tin* e>•J late of SUSAN N. BAKER, late of Searsport,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that, this court may de-

granted

A11*
ClIA-

i'oov.

I

■

-■

of said deoe sed.

Ordered, That the saiu petitioner give notice to
all persons interested b\ causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Bellast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at
Belfast, within and for said < ‘ounty. on the sceoiid
Tuesday of February next, at ten id the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not hegranted.
GEO. F. JOHNS! »N. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazki.tink, Register.
At a

»t

u

SS.
In c
\ITALI>0
-la-.
T>
n
1 he
lstih. Lien s <
moim
<i. PINKliAM .it
presented his third a
ship for allowance.

Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that he may be appointed administrator
estate

A true

j

*.t

of the

•••

OKo.

Lorenzo

ately.
Searsport, Jan 1",
O.MINISTBATOP

LEWIS W

on

S

/Y hereby gi\es e
appointed Administ

r.:

BE A

( 1-.

in the County *>l W
bonds as the law dii ernands against the <
desired to present
all indebted there)
meiit immediately

GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Attest:
Cnas. p. Hazkltink, Register.

1

>

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
January, A. D. 1899.

at
on

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

\\ M,i

Belfast, Jan. M>.

DUNCAN, Administrator of the estate *>f
j.
LEVI BULLOCK, late of Nortliport, in said j
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that this court may determine
who are entitled to said estate and t heir respective

iso;.

[H

shares therein and order the
ed accordingly.

same to

be distrilmt-

Ordered, That said petitioner give notice to all
persons interested bv causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at. a Probate Court, to bo
held at Belfast within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of February next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and show cause, if and they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
(’iias. p. Hazkltink, Register.
At a

Probate Court held

the County of Waldo,
January, A. I>. 1891).

at
on

!
!

Farm for S
Situated in Waldo.
road leading from i:
the most pleasant ly •> c
ty. It contains 117 .i<
tillage, pasture and w.
ot hay. all English,
from rocks.
One .m
barns and outbuilding
wells of never failing
grafted fruit. Wi!' i•.
purchaser. Call on or .1
i:|i •■■in-. 1
■<

”

Live stock and fa'
farm if wanted.

Stao* oi

Relfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

I?RED I.. (ill.KEY, Administrator of the estate
ot H1R\M 11. CROCK ETT, late of Searsport.
I
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented^
petition praying loi license to sell and
Bowers. In Hancock. January 3, Miss Sarah
convey at private sale certain teal estate ol said
E Bowers, aged 52 years and
months.
deceased described in said petition i>. accordance
Bi RNs. In Waldo. January 1 (>, Tryphosa Bums,
with an oiler of six hundred dollars therefor.
aged 87 years and months.
Crabtree. in Hancock, .January <», Mrs. Sarah
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
A. Crabtree, aged 85 years, II months, lodavs.
order to he publisheu three weeks sue-e>>i\ely in
C HA Pi’ ei .1. Iu Tiduish Bridge. N. B.. December
15, Margaret, wile ol Ronald Chapped, aged 84 i the Republican Journal, printed at Reltust, that
years, leaving a sorrowing husband to mourn the they liny appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
loss of an affectionate wife and mother. Fourchil- Relfast. wit bin and for said County, on t he. second
j
dren by her first husband, the latg Captain John Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock tieHarrison of Liverpool, England, who died on fore noon, and show cause, il any they have, why
June 3, 1858, survive her, \iz: Thomas Harrison, I the prayer of said petitioner should not be grantat present of Antigonish, N
S.; Mrs. Michael ed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON,,!tulge.
McCormick of Souris, p. E l.; Mrs John Haley of
A true copy. Attest:
ami
B.
Charles
Harrison
of Belfast,
Antigonish,
Cuas. P. Hazki.tink, Register.
Maine.
Goodwin. In Wlnthrop, December 25), Mrs.
Nancy Naomi Goodwin, formerly of t’amdeu, aged L^XECU PRICES’ NOTICE. Thesubscribets here
71 years, 11 months and 21 day’s.
Lj by give notice that they have been duly apGahagan. In Searsport, January 13, James
pointed Executrices of the last will and testaGaliagan, aged 25 years.
ment of
In Searsport, January 18, Mary,
Goodell.
FRANK B. MATHEWS, late of Belfast,
wife of Capt. 1). S. Goodell, aged 77 years.
Marrinkr. In Belmont, January 12, Marv A. in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
Marriner, aged 47 years, 10 months* and 22 days. having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present, the same for setPhilbrook. In Brooklyn, N. Y December 30,
Reuel Philbrook, formerly of Camden.
tlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
Pendleton. In Rockland, January 7, Cordelia to make payment immediately
W. (Wallace), wife of John E. Pendleton, a native
ADDA R MATHEWS,
of Cushing, aped 44 years, 8 months and 20
MAUDE E. MATHEWS.
days.
Ryder. In South Thomaston, January 8, John
Relfast, Jan. 3 0, 1899.
Ryder, a native of Vinalhaven, aged 82 years and
0 months.
EXECUTORS* NOTICE. TJJie subscribers hereby
Small. In Chelsea, Mass., January 5), after a
long illness, Mrs. Carrie (Morton) Small, a native edJ give notice that they have been duly appointExecutors of the last will and testament of
of Rockland, wife of Win. H. Small of Chelsea.
Townsend.
In Newton, Mass., January 13,
WILLIAM McGRAY, late of Unity,
Carrie, eldest daughter of James and Lizzie J. in the County of Waldo, deceased. All
persons
(Morrison) Townsend, aged 22 years.
demands
the estate of said deceashaving
True. In Saratoga, Wyoming. January lo, Ed- ed are desired to against
present the same for settlement,
ward L. True, son of the late John K. True, for- ami all
indebted thereto are requested to make
merly of Montville, aged 52 years.
immediately to I). R. MeGray of Unity,
Thompson. In Lowell, Mass., January 14, Wil- payment
authorized agent lor Win. F. and Laforest F. Meliam O. Thompson, formerly of Belfast,
aged 35 G ray.
years."
WILLIAM F. McGRAY of Minnesota,
Wyman.
In Rockland. January 13, Mahala
LAFOREST F. McGRAY of Minnesota,
Wyman, formerly of Belfast, aged 67 years and 8
ADRIANA KELLEY of Unity, Me.
months.
Unity, Jan. 10, 1899.

I

>

1TTALDOSS.

*

..

J

interested may attend at
held at Belfast, on the
ary next, and show can-e
the said account should n
<iKd. E
A true copy.
Attest
Chas.
li

weeks

j

|

Ordered, That notice tl
successively, in tie
printed m Belfast .'it. said
weeks

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
cider to he published three weeks successively
in the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of February next, at ten of
the clock belore noon and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not. be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
('has. p. Hazkltine, Register.

In House of Repre'siOrdered, Thai 1 he
t ions and hills I. >1 |
he limited to WV.im
t hat all pet it ions aid
date be referred toil.
Read and passed.
A true enp\
A !«•-:
1 w:t

in

|

<.i,

Ordered, That the said
to all persons interested
this order to he paldm
sively in the Republican 1
fast, that they may app.
to he held at Belfast, wi- in
ty, (.n the second Tuesda.
ten of the clock before m
any they have, why the
should not he granted
OEO. I
A true copy. Attest
Chas. 1*. Ha

and

REl LEY, Guardian of MARY E.
I AMBROSE, minor, having presented a petition praying lor a license to sell at private sale
certain real estate oi said minor and invest the
proceeds thereof.

a total loss; valued at about
£1,500; partly insured m Bangor companies.
Crew lost everything.
Shoal Spot Discovered. On December
0, 1808, the captain of the steamer Ice King
reports that, while towing a vessel, he ran
on a shoal spot having over it a least
depth
of 15 feet at low water. This hitherto uncharted danger lies in the channel between Spectacle Island Ledge and Merri
mans Ledge.
The following bearings were
taken from the shoal:
Pumpkin Island
Lights, E. 1-2 S., distant 7-8 miles. Spectacle
Island Ledge, W. N. W. Two Bush Ledge,
S. by W. (L. H, B. Local N. to M
December 10, 1808.
Charts affected ; 300 and 104 ;
II. S. Coast Pilot, Atlantic Coast, Part I II
»». 75 )
Charters
Bark C P Dixon, Baltimore
to tit John, P. R., coal, §2 25 aud port
charges. Sch A V S Woodruff, New York
to Azua and back, §5 25 loaded and port
charges. Sch Lizzie B. Willey, New Y'ork
to Havana, case oil, 10 cents
Sch John I
Snow, New' York via Wilmington, N C, to
Samaua,lumber,§7 and port charges; wood,
§4 and port charges. Sch Carrie E Look,
Mobile to Ponce, lumber §5 75 and port
charges. Sch Carrie E Look, New York to
Tampa, general cargo, p t. Sch Electa
Bailey, Fall River to Philadelphia, scrap
iron, §1 uet. Bark C P Dixon, Port Tampa
to Baltimore, phosphate rock, p t.
Sch Joe 1
F Sheppard, Brunswick to Camden, Me
t.
Sch
Isaiah Hull, Tampa to
lumber, p
Carteret, phosphate rock, §2
Sch John 1
Snow, New York to Wilmington, N C, part
of
cargo
bag fertilizer, §1.25 net. Sch Tofa,
Baltimore to Boston, coal §1 50 aud b m.
Sch Isaiah Hart, Philadelphia to Port
Tampa, coal §180. Sch Mary A McCauu,

at h.

THOMAS F.

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
for the County of Waldo, on the loth
of January, A. 1). 1899.

At

DIED.

for Ponce.

Cape Henry, Jan 7. Passed, out, sch Helen
G Moseley, Baltimore for Galveston.
Port. Eads, Jan 7. Sld, Eliza J
Pendleton,
New Orleans for New York.
Brunswick, Ga, Jan 10. Ar, sell Florence
Leland, Spofford, New London; 12, ar sch
Laura M Lunt, Cummings, Boston; 15, sld,
sch John C Smith, St Jago.
New- Bedford, Jau 10.
Sld, sells Rabboni.
Lord, New York; Meuawa, Kendall, do.
10.
Jan
sch
F C Pendleton,
Ar,
Savannah,
Burgess, New York.
Port Angeles, Jan 12. Sld, ship Dirigo,
Goodwin (from Tacoma), Queenstown.
Pascagoula, Jan 14. Sld, sch Mary L Crosby, Trim, Sagua.
New’port News, Jan 11. Ar, sell R W Hopkins, Boston; 14, sld, sell Young Brothers,
Boston.
Fernandina, Jan 12. Cld, sch Carrie A
Bucknaiu, Tapley, Port Spain; lb, ar, sell
R Bowers, Boston.
Beaufort, N C, Jan 12. Ar at. Cape Lookout Cove for a harbor, sch Silver Heels, Quinlan, from Charleston for New York.
Carteret, Jan 12. Ar, sch Tlios Borden,
Darby, New York, to load for Belfast, Me.
Norfolk, Jan 12. Cld, sch Lyman W Law,
Blake, Providence.
San Francisco, Jan 12. Ar, ship Henry B
Hyde, New York.

10c., 25c. and 35c. 1 2-Quart Handled
[)jsh
2 1-Quart Handled
EVERY EVENING.

ARTHIU EDMONDS a
il EDMONDS, late of \\
ty of Waldo, deceased, hafion praying for an allowiu
estate of said deceased.

Camden.

Christo; Daylight, Newport

Jan 11.

THIS WEEK

PROBATE NOTICES.

Boston, Jau 11. Sch Arthur V S Woodruff is under charter to load a
general cargo
at N Y for Azua, San Domingo, and to return with a cargo of sugar.
The charter
rate is $5.25.
Hull, Jan 12 Sch Anna Shepard, from
Roekport, Me, with about 1,200 bbls lime, is
sunk on Devil’s Back, iu Broad Sound, with
foremast gone, mainmast standing, ami bow
out of water.
Vessel will be

Spring

CARLE & JONES.

12, in port soli
York for Sierra

Washington.
Shel lens-Collamore. In Brooklyn, X. V.,
January 2, Capt. Marshall Shellens of Portland,
Maine, and Ella Mabel, daughter of Capt. James
Co! la more, formerly of Vinalhaven. Maine.
Wii ky Denham. In Camden, January -i. Ephraim G. Wiley and Harriet tj. Dunham* both of

News for Boston.

P

Yesterday.

sch

_MARRIED.

Jau 13. Schs J S Lamprey, Russell, New
York; Maria Webst
Turner, Rockland.

j

80 Doz. Received

OPEN

Denton-Dcnton. in Pittsfield, Jan. 5. by Rev.
Geo. L. White, Eugene L. Punton of Belfast and
Miss Alice Mae Punton of Burnham.
Raymond-Geary
In Vinalhaven, January s>,
Charles B. Raymond and Mrs. Harriet Gearv.fmth
of Vinalhaven.
Simmons-Pardoe. In Washington, January 8,
John C. Simmons of I'nion and Stella Pardoc .»f

PORT OF BELFAST.

heavy white satin with a red satin centre in
the form of a Greek cross. The letters and
borders are done in gold-colored silk worked
in French knots.

NEW STYLES.

Fixtures and King,

The North church held its annual meeting
Thursday evening, Jan. 12th. The clerk, Dr.
Monroe. Rev. J S. Blair has been suffer- A. O. Stoddard, reported that two had been
ing from muscular rheumatism the past two received into the church during the past
weeks. He was able to attend the Sunday year on profession of faith, and that one
service, but had to suspend the evening member had beeu removed by death. The
Saturday and Sunday-The Ladies’ Circle
meeting,.. .Mrs. F. Chase is on the sick list. present membership is 149. Of this number
met with Miss Emily Ginu last Friday
....The family of Mrs. J. Clark are suffer- 81 are males and 118 females. Non-resident
evening. Twenty-two were present aud all
ing from la grippe-George Mansur of members, 25. Dr. Stoddard, who is also treasenjoyed a very pleasant evening. The next Bangor is visiting bis sister, Mrs. Almeda urer of the missionary department of the
circle will meet with Mrs. George Wescott.
Mansur... .Last Monday evening Dr. and church, reported as follows: Total amount
-Mrs. Jennie Batchelder is visiting her Mrs. Holt bad a
reception at the home of the received from pledges, $405.80. Paid out as
son Freeman in Belfast.
bride’s father, A. H. Mayo, and a very follows:
Swakvillk. Mr. and Mrs. Clark Marden, pleasant evening was spent. The bride and Foreign missions.$110 00
Maine Charitable Society.
25 00
Mr. Pierce, and the families of Ii. R. and
groom received their friends cordially and
Woman's auxiliary
48.89
Joseph Marden are sick with la grippe_ bad the wishes of all present for a long and Maine Missionary
Society. 100.00
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham is in Prospect
happy life. Refreshments were served, Cong. S. S. & Pub. Society. 17.90
50 00
with her son Fred, whose baby is very sick. poems read and music was furnished by the American Missionary Association_
Church Building Society. 20 00
..Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Greeley, who have
orchestra. The many presents received tesCongl. Educational Society. 15 00
been sick, are better-The school in Dist. tify to the esteem in which the couple is
Expenses. 17.40
Perth Amboy to New Bedford,‘coal 05 cents.
No. 7, Ernest Nickerson teacher, was closed held.
is
a
list:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Following
$404.19 Sch Celia F, New York to Savannah, coal,
Jan. 10th on account of scarlet fever... .Mr. Warren
Grant, celluloid handkerchief case;
1 (il $1.
Balance.
Henry Cunningham, one of our prominent Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Ritchie, sugar spoon
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown
Other benevolences of the church,not pass•Sc Co., New Y'ork, reports for the week endyoung men, recently married Miss Mae
and butter knife; Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Jenthe hands of the treasurer:
ing
through
Jan. 14th: Vessels for the various trades
ing
Miller of Brooks.
We wish the young peokins, set of glass dishes; Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Dr. Pond for Chinese mission.$55
are in very limited supply, lienee the tone of
ple a long life of happiness and prosperity. Palmer, pair of tablespoons; Mr and Mrs. J. ! First Infantry Natl. Guard. 15.25 the. general
market is strong and buoyant.
.Miss Mamie Nickerson, who is teaching B.
Nealley, plate au<l bon-bon dish ; Mr. and For so 1 diers’ monument. 5.80 Long voyage tonnage continues in demand,
Maine Bible Society. 25.50 but the offerings do not increase to any ap|
m Searsport, spent Sunday with her
grand- Mrs. Wm. Twombly, celluloid photo case; ! Ladies’
auxiliary. 88
preaeiabie extent. The Australian lilies are
mother, Mrs. Abigail Nickerson_
We Miss Alice Twombly, doily; Mrs. Blanche V. P. S. C. E...... 88 10 in need of additional
vessels, and to obtain
were glad to see the tender tribute to the
the necessary K image the managers are
Nealley, doily ; Mrs Blanche Stevens, photo
!
00
Total.$170
willing to meet 17s (id to Sydney, and 18s b.l
memory of Rec. Myra Kingsbury in iast
holder; Miss Mertie Jenkins, fancy plate;
Thus makiug the total benevolent and Melbourne. These rates, however, are not
week's issue of The Journal_Miss Harriet
Mrs. Billings, fancy plate: Mrs. Thomas
regarded as attractive, therefore
generally
of the church and sociStevens died suddenly Tuesday morning.
Putnam and Zenie,glass water set;Mrs Fred missionary offerings
foreign owners continue to exhibit a teeiiug
amount to the sum of $574.79.
ety
of’reserve.
Case oil shippers are in market
South Mo.ntvillk
Our teacher, Miss Putnam, vase; Mr. Fred Putnam, fancy egg
for tonnage to far Eastern destinations, and
Tlie following committees were chosen:
Lulu Payson, visited Mrs. John
Ayer of dish: Mr. Leander Staples, bon-bon dish; Standing committee, Rev. G. S. Mills, Dea. indicate a willingness to meet full current
Liberty last Saturday ami Sunday_Quite Mrs. Tolford Durham, pair of towels; Mrs. A. O.
quotations for either early or forward loadStoddard, Dea. James Pattee, Mrs. E ing. There is, however,
a general hesitancy
a number went from here to Camden last
Annie Durham, pair of towels; Mrs. R. W.
M. Starrett, Mr. Augustus Perry.
manifested by owners in negotiating upon
Thursday to w itness the launching of the Mayo, pair <-f towels; Mrs. Leonard Packthe
the
belief
present,
basis,
being coiilipentSunday school committee, 11. M. Prentiss, lv
new schooner.... Farmers are
entertrined in more remunerative rates as
busy barest- ard, pair of towels; Miss Lizzie Moore, pair C. M.
Craig, Mrs. F. T. Carter.
season advances.
There is no change in the
ing their ice. It is from 12 to 15 inches of towels Mrs. M. ,). Haley, one-half dozen
Committee on City Mission, Miss L. A.
position of b irrei petroleum freights. The
thick and of good quality.Members
fancy holders; Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Curtis,
McDowell, Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury, Mrs. S. W. demand for tonnage is very limited, at the
of the Eastern
Star of this place have j glass cake plate and preserve dish; Merton
same time su.table vessels are scarce.
SevMrs. O. R. Patterson, Miss A. F. eral vessels are
extended an invitation to the Chapter to Haley, silver pin tray Dannie Smart, glass Johnson,
wanted t.. load I amber at
South worth.
Provincial ports for.the River Plate, and
w hich they belong at
dish
H.
preserve
B.
album
;
Mudgett, photo
;
Liberty to visit them j
Welcoming committee, W. R. Howard, H. though a material improvement upon last
H. C. Buzzell, chocolate
next Friday evening at the Grange Hall,
pitcher; C. M.
rates could be obtained, owners hesitated, at
j
M. Prentiss, Ralph B. Stickney, Bert Davis,
silver
butter dish ; Mrs. R. N. Colson,
this period of the season, to consider the
The invitation has been accepted and a
Moore,
Chas. E. Patterson.
business
offered. Tonnage is also wanted
good time is anticipated_Fred and Elmer oue-lialf do'.eu salt dishes; Miss Susie
Dr. A. O. Stoddard was re-elected treasur- from the Gulf to the same destination, with
Fowles have bought and moved into the j Bachelder, fancy dish; Frank Chase, cake
shippers bidding §12.50 to Montevideo f. o ;
er of the benevolent contributions.
Ed. Sukeforth house_W. B. Morse and board ; Capt. and Mrs. A. C. Holt, $10; Rev.
vessels, however, are not readily obtainable
at this rate.
Some few Brazd orders are in
wife visited her sister, Mrs. Frauk Nutt of ami Mrs. J. D. Dingwell, $10; Dr. and Mrs,
market.
tippers are prepared to meet full
Freedom,last week-Mrs. George Holmes, H. G. Hodkins, parlor lamp; A. H. Mavo,
Important, if True.
recent rates, but owners seek to secure some
who is visiting her mother, Mrs. Sarah
collaret; Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Brown, berry (■rand Trunk Said to l>e
improvement. Considerable inquiry is yet
Seeking Canadian noticed for
tonnage hence to West Indies
Bryant, expects to return to New’ York this spoon ; Mr. and C. C. Files, berry spoon ; Mr.
Outlet at Ellsworth.
and Windward with general cargo and coal,
week.... Willie Adams was run into and and Mrs. L. C. White, carving set; Mr. and
but
vessels
are difficult to secure.
seemingly
A
rumor is afloat
Bangor, Me., Jan. 15.
seriously injured Monday evening while Mrs. P. G. White, salad spoon; Miss E. S.
Tonnage is offered quite freely for lumber
here concerning the proposed plans of the from Gulf
to
West
of
ports
Indies, with intisliding down the Randall hill. He lay for Mayo, pair
doilies; Miss Minnie Mayo,
Grand Trunk with relation to a new traffic mations of slightly easier rates of freight,
hours unconscious, but it is now thought he pair of dessert spoons; Miss Mabel White,
but
orders there are scarce. Tonnage is
silver crumb brush; Mrs. H. L. Files, cold line through Maine.
will recover.
wanted f( r the home voyage with sugar,
It is stated that this company is considermeat fork; Mrs. C. F.
salt,
logwood, etc., but vessels arc offered
Walton,
gravy ladle;
Unity.
Mr. Barber, who lias been at
at
the rates bid by shippers.
ing the acquirement of the Intercolonial
Mrs. F. Chase, Mrs. F.
Nye, Mrs. D. A. and Washington County Railroads, thus reservedly
work at the hotel, passed away Jan. 13th.
Coastwise lumber freights remain quiet,
Mrs.
Nye,
chair.
line
Mary Nealley, parlor
from Canada to Ells- blit there are no indications of a break in
His remains were taken to Pittsfield for
giving it a through
worth.
From Ellsworth the idea is that the
rates, the market being regarded as firm
interment-Word has been received from
company will build a line through to Bucks- upon the basis of §5.25 from Brunswick to
The Churcnes.
Vassal boro, that Mrs. Jonathan Stone, a
poit, to secure an all-the-year-round port for New York. There is very little doing in the
former resident of this town, passed away
big craft, then to push a new line through to coal trade to the East. Tonnage, however,
Mr. C. C. Brown of Boston, formerly of Lewiston to join the main line there from continues scarce, aud full recent rates are
the loth. She was a good Christian and was
maintained.
the Apollo Quartette, sang a baritone solo Portland to Montreal.
much respected by all-Miss Flora WatThis link between Bucksport, the proposat the Universalist church last Sunday.
It ed winter
son has returned from Boston to
port, and Lewiston, the Montreal
help care
BORN.
was very artistically executed and
highly
utlet, will run straight across the State
for her mother.
There is talk of starting a
the congregation.
tapping the Wiscasset & Quebec and probGood Templars Lodge here, and we hope appreciated by
In South Blueliill, December 31, to
BlokI'ORD.
ably touching Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bickford, a
At the First Parish Church, Unitarian
daughter, \ era
they will succeed, for there is need of someBangor people \\ ho are in a position to Belle.
know say that the new scheme has been
next
Rev.
done-Mrs.
Sunday,
pastor,
James
M.
Watson
is
being
thing
Mary
Billings. In Orland, January I, to Mr. and
talked about for some time. There are m
Mrs. William W. Billings, a son.
quite ill with pheumonia and it is feared Leighton, preaching by Rev. Ashley A. existence
old but valid charters under which
Gross. In Orland, January 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Smith of the Universalist church at 10.45 a. the line from
she will not recover.
Dr. Cook attends her.
Bucksport can be constructed Winfield S. Gross, a daughter.
Powers. In Penobscot, January 7, to Mr. and
....It still continues to be very sickly, and m. Sunday school at 12 in. A cordial invi-! without delay of legislation.
Mrs. Frank Powers, a daughter, Hattie Aurelia.
it is impossible for the sick to get
tation is extended to all.
any one
to

CURTAINS.

of

Man and the Church.

men who are or
John 0. Rose, O. W.
Lane, A. E. Chase, Michael Chase, Harrison Roberts, C. E. Lane, I)r. C. W. Jeunys,
John M. Dow, M. J. Dow, E. G. Roberts,
Charles F. Bessey, Ira W. Bowden, T. A.
Elliott, Frank York, Isaac S. Staples, C. W.
Lord and Bert Lane....Word has been received hereof the death of John Small, for
some thirty years a
resident of Palmyra,
Maine. He was about ninety years of age
and lived for some time in the western part
of this town. The family burial lot is in
Brooks-We also learn of the death in

have been sick

1

Leone, repairing.
Santos, Nov 18. Ar, hark Thomas A GodPrayer for Colleges by a meeting at
Ps. dard, Rosario.
6.15 p. m., topic, “A Student’s Prayer.”
Cape Town, Dec 21. Sld, hark Edward I,
19:1-14. The pastor will speak in the vestry
Mayberry, Barbadoes.
will
The
at
7.15
p
m. His subject
be,
Young
much
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Day

sickness iu town as at present. In some
cases whole families are on the sick list and
there are few families w here the doctor is
not in attendance.

aid

C

ports.

the North Church this,
7.15, topic, “Obeying
Conscience.” Acts 24: 14-16; Rom. 2 : 14-16;
2 Cor. 1: 812.
The services of Sunday
will be the following:
Morning worship at j Philadelphia. Jan 12.
Samarang,
Sld,
10:45 with sermon by the pastor, Rev George
(Br), Blanchard, Delaware
with
S. Mills. Subject, “Sympathy
Men;
Bermuda, Jan 11. Sld,
Some of its Problems.” Sunday School at Ober, Harriman, Boston;
Humarock, Veazie, New
12 m. The Y. P. S. C. E. will observe the

Prayer meeting

15
8

Augusta, Sicily, Jan ti. In port, bark Sal.
vatore, Idg for Bucksport; to sail in January
Demerara, Dec 21. Iu port, sch J Mail'
Chester Haynes, Oram, from Portland Me
Havana, Jan 5 Ar, bark Olive Th’urlow
Hayes, Pascagoula; 8, ar, sch Gen Adelbert
Ames, New York; 10, ar, bark Matanzaa
New York.
I Sagua, Jan (i. Ar, sch Herald, Lowell

will

Thursday, evening,

Farrow, I

1
New Orleana Jan 13.
Ar, sell Frank T
Stinson, Hodgdon, Cienfuegos
Charleston, S 0, Jan 16. Sid, sch Flora
Rogers, Boston.
Dutch Island Harbor, R I, Jan 14
Ar
sch Levi Hart, Round Pond,
Me, for Norfolk
(and sld )
New London, Ct, Jan 15. Sld
Brig H B
Hussey, Brunswick, Ga; Anna Pendleton.
Noank for New \ork.

Winslow, Pastor;
Sunday school at 12 in; (a full attendance
desired). Meeting of Junior League at 3 30
p. m.; Meeting of Epwortb League at G 15;
Mrs. Wiuslow, leader; Topic “Growth in
Grace,” Psalm 201-0; song services and au
address, beginning at 7.15. The weekday

Belmont. The sick people are convalesNo new cases of the grip.... Miss Ida
Smalley, who has been visiting in Appleton
the last three weeks, has returned home_
Mr. Alonzo Fletcher of Boston is visiting at
O. F. Allenwood’s... .Mr. A. E. Sprague of
Waldo was in town Sunday_Mr. Henry

Marriner, Mrs. Hattie Knight, Mr. and Mrs.
Haney of Belfast were in town Sunday to
attend the funeral Mary, wife of W. F.
Annual meeting of Mariners Lodge, F. & I
Marriner. Rev. J. E. Kealy conduced the
A. M., will take place next Tuesday evening.
services.
A full attendance is requested.
Morrill. Miss Annie
of

at the

Sunday

sermon

...

The officers of Sears Lodge will be privately installed Friday evening.

n®?“tthbaJ: Jan,13-

Ar, 8chs Mary
Belfast, Edward L Warren, doach Charlotte T Sibley,
Charleston,
ar, sch bmrna W Day,
Winterport
Pascagoula Jan. 14. Ar, ach

1

j

0111

]

Haiti*

KIN A N ( I Al

|

The committee 011 n* a
lie hearing at its room
gust a. Thursdav, .Ian
of Children's Ai<i S<
li
Per order.

|

j

I T i>

Belfast

f

COItltKCTKI) W KICK

Product Much-!.

Apples. | > hu.
dried, |:> lb,
••

Beans, pea,
medium,

yel’weves,
Butter, p tt,.
Beef, p ft»,
Barley, p hu,
Cheese, p 11»,

Chicken, p ft,.
Calf Skins,

'I

Geese,

tb,
p lb.

I
;

<

j

I
1

1

i

Xl

f
I

j

ti

4'

4

l-

\

j

i

1

it*«
Sec

14.(1-'

Duck, p lb,
Eggs, p do/,
Fowl,

■..

4<
1 an a 1 e
1
a \ >
1 7nd -"
it .-

"
H./U’ As
> "

ia«

Retail Price.

Beef, corned, p lb, 7(/1
Butter salt, 14 II. bag. Oj''
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu,
>c 1
Corn Meal, p bu,
or
Cheese, p lb,
Cotton Seed, p cut. 1 c
K
Codfish, dry, p tb
Cranberries, p qt.
Clover Seed,
11« l4 6«»r/ 4 7,,".
Four, p bbl,
H.G. Seed, bu. 1 75<«
Sat)-Win-1
Lard, p lb,
1

>

I
!

